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TUESDAY,
TUESDAY, JULY 17, 1962
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
REPRESENTATIVES,
HousE
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE
ON
SUBCOMMITI'EE ON
TIE
TIlE SELECTION OF ASTRONAUTS,
ASTRONAUTS,
COMI'MIIE
ON SCIENCE
AND ASTRONAUTICS,
ASTRONAUTICS,
CoMMIrn ON
SCIENCE AND

Wahin9ton,
Vashington, D.C.
D.C.
The special subcommittee met at 10 a.m., Hon. Victor L. Anfuso
(chairman
(chairman of the special subcommittee)
subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. ANFUSO. This meeting will come
corne to order.
Ladies and gentlemen,
consider the very
gentlemen, we meet this morning to consider
important
committ
important problem
problem of determining
determining to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the committee
what are the basic qualifications
qualifications required for the selection
selection and trainingof
ing of astronauts.
astronauts.
There is no question that our manned space flight
program must
fiiht program
make use
uso of every available resource that can contribute
contribute to its success.
As we look into the future, we can see greater and greater demands
for special talents placed upon the people from whom future space
travelers
travelers will
will be drawn.
drawn.
We are
are particularly
particularly concerned
concerned that the talents required should
not be
be prejudged or prequalified
prequalified by the fact that these talents happen
to be possessed by men or women. Rather, we are deeply concerned
concerned
that all human resources
resources be utilized.
I am happy to note, incidentally
incidentally that, following the announcement
announcement
of these hearings NASA
NASA. has just inaugurated an intern
intern program
which includes nine promising
promising college graduates, selected by rigorous
written and oral examination, to begin a year of intensive training
training
in NASA's first management intern program. Two of the nine interns are women. I am also aware that women are presently active
active
in some
sorne aspects of NASA's
NASA's launch vehicle program.
I wish to emphasize
emphasize that these hearings
hearings will be directed
directed toward
the sole objective of determining the many intricate and varied problems
loins associated with
with the selection of future astronauts, based upon
the factual evidence to be given
given to the committee
committee by the witnesses
witnesses
this morningand
those
to
come.
morning .and
We are pleased to have with us today Miss Jerrie Cobb a noted
pilot With
with an outstanding
outstanding career in aviation; Mrs. Philip Hart,
}I!art, wife
of Senator
Senator Philip A. Hart, of Michigan,
Michigan, and also a famed pilot,
pilot as
well as an outstanding wife and mother;
mother and later, Miss Jacqueline
Jacqueiine
Cochran, of whom little more need be said than
than that she holds more
national and international
international distance, speed, and altitude records than
any other
other pilot.
We will first hear from Miss Cobb, and immediately afterward
from Mrs.
Mrs. Hart.
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Following their testimonies, if everyone is agreeable,
agreeable, we will then
begin to question both
bothì Miss Cobb and Mrs. Hart.
Mrls. Hart will also answer some questions. Is that
I assume that Mrs.
correct, Mrs. Hart?
M[rs. HAE.T.
Mrs.
I-IRT. Yes,
)'es, sir,
All-right,
Mr. A.NFTSO.
ANvi-so. All
Mr.
'right, Miss
dó you have a l)rel)ared
piepareci stateMiss Cobb, d0
ment ??
('hairman; TI do.
Miss ("oim.
COBB. Yes, Mr. Chairman;
Mr.
ANxFuso. We will hear your prepared
prepared statement, Miss Cobb.
Mr. AxFuso.
We know the great effort
And we are very happy to have you here. WTe
the
other
12
women
callyou have made, together -with
women astronauts, in callwith
subcommittee's attention to this particular phase
ing the subcommittee's
astroof
the
Phase
naut
naut. training program.
make sure
This committee
committee is noncommittal, of course, but we will make
piesentecl to the Congress
that all the facts will be heard and properly presented
of the United States.
You may proceed.
STATEMENT
STATEMENT OF MISS JERRIE
JERRIE COBB
COBB
Miss CoBB.
Mr. Chairman,
'I"hank you, Mr.
Coiiu. Thank
Chairman, honorable Members of Congress. May I say first in behalf of myself and the 12 other women
space candidates
opportunity of letting us
caiidiclates that we thank you for the opportunity
be heard on Capitol Hill.
WTe
We appreciate the vision and interest you are
are showing in recogniztheU.S.
ing the need for looking into the
the utilization of women in the
U.S.
gram on a serious, sound basis.
space l)ro
program
courtesy of a
sincere, for the courtesy
Please believe that these thanks are sincere,
the Govof the
branch
any
by
us
to
extended
any
other
branch
of
Govhearing has not beeji
beefl
ernment.
before you is single
appearing before
single and simple: We hope
Our purpose in appearing
andgentlemen
gentlemen will, after these hearings and due conthat you ladies and
implement the inclusion of qualified women in the
sideration, help implement
U.S. manned space prograni.
program.
Mr. ANFUSO.
interrupt to say at this time that CongressANFuso. Might II interrupt
Mi.
committee, cerman George P. Miller, who
is the chairman of the full committee,
whó isthe
manGeorge
tainly
tItinly recognizes your problem, and was very glad to have these hearscheduled.
ings scheduled.
I II was honored to be
selected as the chairman, and these members on
be selected
are
all
honored
tle
subcommittee
honored. to serve.
the súbcommittee
So I
think
we
ouglit'
to
congratulate Chairman Miller for his vision
ought,
to,
congratulate
I
in bringing about this meeting.
memcertainly do thank Mr. Miller and all the memMiss COBB.
CoBB. Yes; I certainly
subcommittee for making this hearing possible.
bers of this subcommittee
I would like to explain
exVlain that the reason you are hearing me as the
first witness before this special subcommittee is twofold:
twofold:
First almost 3 years ago Dr. Randolph Lovelace II
II and Air Force
asked
me
be
Brig. den.
Flickinger
to
first woman to
Donald
the
demi.
Mercury astronaut tests at the Lovelace Foundation
Foundation in
undergo the Mercury
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
and physical qualifications were
Subsequently,
Subsequently, when my pilot añd
checked out, I passed the Mercury astronaut tests in Albuquerque, and
as a result it was decided to test a whole group of woman pilots.
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1960 and 1961 II passed two additional phases of testing
iii 19GO
Second, in
as a candidate for space flight, to qualify myself and to prove the
us
research program.
feasibility of having a group of women in a space research
of the Veterans'
These tests were given through
cooperation of
through the cooperation
Administration and the U.S. Navy with the Lovelace Foundation.
research on adapproval for research
tests gained approval
In both cases, results of my tests
ditional women pilots.
following
Early last summer I was sworn in as a NASA consultant followmg
announcement of my appointment.
Admimstrator James Webb's announcement
Administrator
Later last summer, after a group of 12 other women had passed
the Mercury astronaut tests, I was sort of drafted to be spokesman for
us.
all l3óf
13 of us.
certainly was not because
because of my speaking ability.
As you can tell
telJ it certainly
tell, you why I sit here now.
background is to telL
At any rate, all this background
hearings, we can see some pictures
If you would like,
these hearings,
If
like, later in these
from testing I have undergone to clarify the three separate phases.
Representatives oof the Congress, you are used to dealing
Honorable Representatives
pertain
in terms of millions and billions of dollars especially as they pertain
to space expenditures. II hope you will iee pleasantly surprised to
ascertain, that
thatat
least
money was spent to ascertani.
at least
learn that no taxpayers' money
astronaut
13 women pilots in the United States
States can pass the Mercury astronaut
selection tests and prove by so doing that they are worthy of concrewmembei's.
sideration for further training as space crewmembers.
Famed Pilot Jacqueline
many of the
ex_penses of many
Jacqueline Cochran paid the expenses
'Twentywomen
who
underwent
the
tests.t
the
Lovelce
Love1ce
Foundation.
Twentyweinen
tests;t
underwent
through th(s
them 12
12 passed to
five women went tlirouh
frorn them
those tests, and
and from
at
volunteered their time at
form the group of which we speak. All volunteered
I
professional, inconvenience.
personal and
considerable personal
and professional
inconvenience.
considerab'e
ask-who are
Now you may askwho
are these 12 women, always referred to
but never identified?
Why
themselves be heard?
Why. don't they get together and let themselves
The answer is easy. They don't even know each other. They
one of the
the 12 women knows who
have never met as a group, and no One
all the
the other 11 are.
Because the scientists
scientists involved and I have spent several years awaitgovernmental circles that the women would be
ing some word from governmental
official astronaut training
included
training program, we asked the girls
included in the officia!
identities under wraps.
for more than a year:to keep their identities
By
By and large, they have abided by our request, and I am sure the
ladies of the subcommittee
.'ill agree
agree, with the gentlemen that this
subcoinmittee *iill
achievement in a group of women wlicli
which has every right
is quite an achievement
accomplishment in the astronaut tests.
to be proud of its accomplishment
Senator Philip Hart of Michigan
Michigan got
got
Last spring, the wife of U.S. Senator
ìe two
tired of
of.-her
her self-imposed
selfimnposed muzzle, and as you may remember, the
Senindividually with Vice President Johnson, Senof us then conferred individually
ator Kerr, and Representative
Representative George P. Miller of the congressional
congressional
Anfuso.
space committees, and Chairman
uso.
Chairman Auf
Thanks to your House space committee,
committee, we are now given the
privilege of this hearing in the Congress.
astronaut
Since no funds have been available to bring the women astronaut
candidates' group here, and as you will be hearing from Mrs. Hart
candidates'
later, I would like now to enter for the record
record. the qualifications and
womeñ astronaut candidates
brief biographical data on the 11 other women
not present:
present:
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Jan Dietrich: Single; California
California native; age 35; 55 feet 3 inches
tall; weight 103 pounds
pounds; college graduate;
graduate; pilot for large company;
company;
airline transport pilot's license--multiengine,
licensemultiengine, single-engine
single-engine seaplane;
seaplane;
flight instructor ratings; 8,000 flying hours.
Varion
M
Dietrich:
Marion
Dietrich: Twin
California
Twin sister
sister of
of Jan
Jan Dietrich;
Dietrich; single; California
native; age, height, and weight same;
same; college graduate;
graduate; writer; commercial pilot's license-seaplane
licenseseaplaiie and flight
flight instructor ratings; 1,500hours
plus flying hours.
Hurile Allison: Married;
Married; Minnesota
Minnesota born; resident of
Rea Rhea Hurrie
of
Texas; age 31; 55 feet
feet 7 inches tall; weight 120; teachers college
college gradaircraft sales and engineering firm; comuate; executive
executive pilot for aircraft
mercial pilot's licensemultiengine,
lcense-multiengine, single-engine
single-engine seaplane; flight
flight
instructor, instrument
radio
instrument instructor ground instructor (Link and radio
navigation)
navigation) ratings'
ratings' 1,500 flying hours.
Irene Leverton: Single;
ingle; Illinois born; resident of California; age
35; 55 feet 88 inches tall; weight 145; executive pilot; airline transport
transport
pilot's
license-multiengineland
pilot's licensemultiengine
land and seaplane; instrument instructor,
ratings, 9,000-plus
flight instructor ratings
9,000-plus flying
flying hours.
Bernice Steadman: itarried;
Married; Michigan
Michigan native; age 36; 5 feet 7
inches tall; weight 140; owner and
operator, aviation service; airline
and operátor,
transport pilot's license-multiengine;
instrument
Iicensemultiengine; flight
flight instructor, instrument
instructor, ground
ground instructor (all subjects)
subjects) ratings;
ratings; 8,000-plus
8,000-plus flying
flying
hours.
born' Ohio resident;
Jean F. Hixson: Single; Illinois
Illinois born
resident age 38; 55 feet
feet
414 inches tall; weight
4Y2
weight 125; college graãuate,
graduate, bachelors
bachelors and
and master's
degrees in mathematics, the physical sciences, and psychology;
psychology; Air
Air
Force Reserve captain; currently a schoolteacher;
schoolteacher; commercial
commercial pilot's
license-multiengine;
licensemultiengine; instrument
instrument and flight instructor ratings; 4,500
flying hours.
Gene Nora Stumbough: Single; Illinois born;
Kansas;
born; resides in Kansas;
age 25; 55 feet 77 inches
inches tall; weight 120; university
age
graduates profesuniversity graduate;
with large aircraft company; commercial pilot's licensesional pilot 'with
ñcensemultiengine and ground
gound instructors ratings; 1,450 flying hours.
multiengine
Jerry Sloane: Div'rced;
Dimrced; Texas native; has one child
child; age 31;
feet
81; 55 feet
33 inches tall;
year college; officer and pilot of aviation
tall; weight 103;
103 1
1 rear
company; commercial
commercial pilot's
pilot s license--multiengine;
licensemultiengine; instrument and
flight instructors
ratings;
1,200-plus flying hours.
instructors
Myrtle T. Cagle: Married; 'born
born North Carolina; resides Georgia;
Georgia;
age 36; 55 feet 2 inches tall; weight 110; now making
taking college studies;
studies;
professional pilot at an Air Force base; former airport operator;
license--multiengine; flight instructor, instruairline transport pilot's licensemultiengine;
ment instráctor,
instructor, ground instructor (radio
(radio navigation) ratings; 4,300
flying hours.
Sara Lee Gorelick:
Gorelick: Single; Kansas native;
native; age 28; 5 feet 5 inches
tall;
tall; weight 130; university
university, graduate with degree in mathematics,
chemistry; commercial
physics, and chemistry;
commercial pilot's
pilot's license--glider,
licenseglider, multisingle-engine seaplane;
seaplane; flight
engine, single-engine
flight instructor,
instructor, instrument instructor ratings; 1,800-plus flying
flying hours.
Mary Wallace Funk: Single; New Mexico born; resides California;
California;
age 23;
university graduate; pro28; five
five feet
feet 88 inches tall;
tail; weight
weight 125; university
fessional pilot with
license'with aviation
aviation company;'
company; commercial
commercial pilot's licensesingle-engine
seaplane;
flight
instructor ratings; 3,000
single-engine seaplane;
3,000 flying hours.
Each ofthesèwothen
of'thesb women joins us
our counEach
us in offering her abilities
abilities to our
coiinr
try's space efforts.
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As their spokesman,
spokesman, II would like to make some general observations.
recognize that we women pilots
First, let us all, among ourselves, recognize
participation in space explorawho want to be part of the research and participation
tion
t.ion are
are not trying to join a battle of the sexes.
As pilots, we fly and share mutual respect with male pilots in the
male's world
primarily man's
world of aviation. We
We very well know how to live
together in our profession.
We seek, only, a place in our Nation's space future without discrimination. We ask as citizens of this Nation to be allowed to parseriousness and sincerity in the making of history now, as
ticipate with seriousness
Nvomen
hromen have in the past.
Mayflower and on the first wagon trains
There were women on the Jlayflower
west
west, working alongside the men to forge new trails to new vistas.
We ask that opportunity
opportunity in the pioneering of space.
Second, there are sound medical-scientific
medical-scientific reasons for using women
as astronauts. Without pretending to be either doctor or research
scientist, I remind you that women weigh less and consume
consume less food
and
and oxygen than men, a very important point
point when every pound of
humamty and the necessary life support systems is a grave obstacle
humanity
in the cost and capability factors of manned space vehicles.
Women are more radiation-resistant
heart attacks
radiation-resistant and less prone to 'heart
because
because of the way the good Lord constructed them. Scientists say
cold,
monotony, loneliness, heat, coh,
that women are less susceptible to monotony,
pain and noise than the opposite sex, vital facts to keep in mind in
longer
our Nation's plans for space exploration of increasingly longer
duration.
Third, we have seen the reflected pride of the entire free world in the
accomplishments
accomplishments of U.S. Astronauts
Astronauts Shepard, Grissom, Glenn, and
Carpenter.
them.
All Americans, and certainly all pilots salute them.
Now we who aspire to be women astronauts ask for the opportunity
becoming first
first
to bring glory to our Nation by an American woman becoming
in ail
all the world to make a space flight. No nation has yet sent a
human female into space.
We offer you 13 woman pilot volunteers.
Members of Congress, your special subcommittee
subcommittee sits here today
"practicability" of training and using women as
in search of the "practicability"
astronauts.
It is clear to us, and we hope to you, that the practicability
practicability exists
It
and is at hand. We welcome your questions.
Mr. CHAIRMAN,
I would like to request the additional privilege
CHAIRMAN, I
of summation time after all witnesses have appeared.'
appeared.1
Thank you for your attention and for the honor of appearing
appearing before
this committee.
Mr. ANvUso.
ANVrJSO. Miss Cobb, that was an excellent
excellent statement.
statement. I think
that we can safely say at this time that the whole purpose Qf
of space
exploration is to some day colonize these
exploration
these other planets and II don't -see
see
how we can do that without women. [Laughter.1
[Laughter.]
Now, I think that
like-to insert
that. at this time, Miss Cobb, I would liketo
qualifications-and your certainly have aa great
great
for the record your qualificationsand
array of achievements.
The biography of Miss Cobb will be inserted in the record.
See
app. I.
See app.
I.
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(The document referred
follows:)
referred to follows:)
BIOGRAPHY
JESSIE COBO
BIOGRAPHY OF MISS
Miss JERRIE
Cosa

pilot, is considered No. I1 among the
Miss Jerrie Cobb, 31-year-old
31-year-old professional pilot,
virtue of having undergone
astronaut candidates, by virtue
announced 13 U.S.
U.S. women astronaut
since February 1960.
and passed 3 separate
separate phases of astronaut testing since
Astronaut selection
selection
in 1959 as the first woman to undergo the Mecury Astronaut
Chosen In
Lovelace Foundation, Albuquerque, N. Mex., Miss Cobb completed
completed and
tests at Lovelace
in February 1960.
physical tests lu
passed that battery of 75 physIcal
1960 at an
an
in the summer of 1960
Following the
announcement of her achievement In
the announcement
underwent phase
next underwent
International scientific meeting in Stockholm, Miss Cobb next
Government facility in
1960 at a Government
psychopsychiatric testing, In September 1960
II, psychopsychiatric
Okia.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
psychiatric examinations passed included a 9 hour and
psychological and psychiatric
The psychological
which tests
isolation" in water, which
40 mInutes,
minutes, record
record stay in "profound sensory Isolation"
of
deprivation of the five basic senses of
resources during deprivation
the subject's mental resources
ensight, hearing, taste, feeling and smell while in a simulated weightless environment.
2-week-series of stress tests at the U.S.
Miss Cobb underwent
underwent a 2-week-series
In April 1961 MIss
checking
Fia., in a third phase of checking
Navy School of Aviation Medicine, Pensacola, Fla.,
capabilities for space flight.
out her
ont
her mental and psysical capabilities
NASA
NASA Administrator James Webb named Miss Cobb a NASA
In May of 1961 NASA
following month In
in Washington.
consultant, and she was sworn in the following
Lovelace
Miss Cobb and the 12-woman group who subsequently passed the Lovelace
touch in the effort to bring "lady astronauts"
tests last year, have kept in close touch
to Inclusion
inclusion in
In U.S.
U.S. space efforts.
Oklahoma
(marketing) for Aero Commander, Inc., Oklahoma
Assistant to vice president (marketing)
twin-engine executive aircraft, Miss Cobb has set four world
manufacturers of twin-engine
manufeturers
in her field.
aviation records and holds a number of honors In
of 12, has more than 10,000 hours
the age of
Miss Cobb, who started flying at the
former international ferry pilot, her ratings
logged, in all types of aircraft. A former
(Cmultiengine, flight Instructor,
instructor, and DC-3
include: Commercial
Commercial license with muittengine,
DO-3 (CInclude:
civil
meteorology, civil
47) captain ratings. Also ground instructor in navigation, meteorology,
air regulations, aircraft and engines. She has worked as a test pilot and has
flown 64
64 different types of aircraft,
aircraft, including a Jet fighter and 4-engine turboprop
transport.

Mt's. Hart. You can sit right there,
ANFUS0. I will call on Mrs.
Mr. ANFUSO.
Miss Cobb.
Mrs. Hart, it is a real pleasure
pleasure to welcome you here.
wie of a very distinguished Senator, you are also
Besides being the wife
the mother of eight children-four
that
childrenfour boys and four
foui' girls-is
girlsis that.
correct?
correct.?
Yes sir, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. HART.
HART. Yes,,
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. You
X ou can certainly stand on your own rights; can't
you?
Mrs. HART. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. You have a prepared statement?
statement.?
Mrs. HART. I do.
ANFUSO. We shall be glad to hear it.
Mr. ANFTJSO.
Mrs. HART.
HAWr. It
It will be somewhat redundant in certain aspects now.
I would like to say, II couldn't help but notice that you call upon me
colonizing space.
immediately after you referred to colonizing
ANFUSO. That is why I did it. [Laughter.]
Mr. ANFUSO.

STATEMENT
OP MRS. JANE
¡A1E B. HART
KART
STATEMENT OF
members of the committee, thank you
Mrs. HART. Mr. Chairman, membrs
very much for letting me appear here today.
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The subject
subject at hand is certainly one of ray
ftvorite ones. It
It will
iuy favorite
perhaps come
corne as no surprise to you that I strongly believe women
l)erhaps
]S inconceivable
should have a role in space research. In fact,
to
should
fact, it ]s
incoiiceivableto
me that the world of outer space should be restricted to men only, like
some sort of stag club.
I am not arguing that women be admitted to space merely so that
that
they won't feel discriminated
discriminated against. I am arguing
arguing that they be
admitted
contribution to make..
make.
admitted because
because they have a very real contribution
Now, no woman
discuss a subject.
woman can get up and seriously discuss
subject like this
without being painfully aware that her talk is going to inspire a lot
of condescending
condescending little smiles and mildly humorous winks.
or the Nation, there have always been men, men like
But happily for
in
the members of this committee,
committee, who have helped women succeed
succeed in
roles that they were previously thought incapable of handllng.
handling.
should
A hundred years ago, it was quite inconceivable
inconceivable that women should
serve as hospital attendants. Their essentially frail and emotional
emotional
never stand the horrors of a military
structure, it was argued,
argued, could never
dressing station.
Most of them would faint at the first bloody bandage. They
anyway, it
it was
wouldn't be able to keep the records straight. And anyway,
somehow
wounded
woman to be among all those
those soldiers, wounded
somehow indecent for a woman
or not.
Well,
women
WIell, the rest
rest of the story is altogether familiar to you. The women
were insistent.
job. And
insistent.. There was a shortage of men to do the job.
finally
some women
womén to try it provided they were
finally it was agreed to allow some
ugly-ugly women presumably
presumably having more strength
middle aged and uglyugly
of character.
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that a woman in space today is no more
preposterous than a woman
woman in a field hospital 100
loo years ago. And I
preposterous
futher submit that the venture would be equally successful,
further
successful, although
qualifications for the
tite
this time there should be a more realistic list of qualifications
candidates to meet.
II wonder if anyone has ever reflected
talent
reflected on the great waste of talent
resulting from the belated recognition of
Of women's ability to heal.
Before 1862, there must have been thousands of women with innate
nursing ability who might have helped save countless lives if only they
recognized
had been allowed to. But in this scientific field, no one recognized
what women could do because they were never permitted to try.
It seems to me a basic error in American
American thought that the only time
It
women are allowed to make a full contribution
contribution to a better nation is
when there is a manpower
manpower shortage.
discouraged from developing
developing their talent
talent
are discouraged
Consequently, women are
and education fully because
because it
it seems they will have so little occasion to
use them.
are in the
I correspond regularly with several college coeds who äre
top 10 percehit
perceht. of their class. They are science students and is there
anyone here today who will argue that our Nation doesn't need scientists in practically unlimited numbers?
numbers?.
discouragement in their letters.
Yet many times I sense a tone of discouragement
They see so many obstacles
obstacles to the realization of their hopes of a scientific career.
It is a known fact, for example, that in spite of population growth
It
engineering students graduating
gTaduating now
and acute need, there are fewer
fewer engineering
88295--62-2
88295-62-----2
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ourselves with the idea
idea
than 10 years ago. So why must we handicap ourselves
talents
that every woman's place is in the kitchen despite what her talents
capabilities might be?
and capabilities
Now, I, like most women, have been blessed with a very happy marriage. II have eight children,
children, four boys and four girls, a demonstration,
t ion, II think, of the impartiality
impartiality that I believe should be accorded the
sexes.
But equality in numbers
numbers is not enough. II should hope that they will
opportunity to use their minds
also have equality of opportunity
minds and talents where
they will make the greatest contribution.
If the girls elect to be homemakers, excellentprovided
excellent-provided the choice
If
choice
is not dictated by discrimination in all other careers.
career
I strongly suspect that not a few women are herded into the career
of marriage--a
marrìagera career that fails because it is one for which they
happen to have little talent.
And II think that our society should cease to frown on the woman who
seeks to combine family life with a career.
career, Time and again, it has
been proven that this can be successfully done.
Our affluent society, after all, has provided
provided so many household aids
intelligent, energetic
energetic housewife can find many hours to devote
that the intelligent,
to other useful purposes.
For many
many women the PTA just
Let's face
face it ::For
!ust is not enough.
notice, that I have avoided the technical and psyUp to now, you notice
chological questions of women in space. There are those here who are
hat subject. But II do want to recfar more capable of testifying
testifying on that
ommend that this subcommittee do everything in its power to insure
a space role for women.
concrete suggestion:
subcommittee does everything
everything
One concrete
suggestion: I hope the subcommittee
research begun a year ago at the Lovelace
in its power to continue research
Lovelace
Foundation
Foundation in New Mexico.
Based on the belief that women do have a role in space, at least in
in
the future, the Lovelace Clinic
Clinic gave 24 young women tests similar to
It was the Lovelace Clinic, incidentally,
those given the 7 astronauts. It
incidentally,
that had previously
previously set many of the standards for the men astronauts.
research program, 12 of the women were
In the first step of this research
found to be qualified
qualified for space travel.
program required the use of special GovernGovernThe second step of the program
ment-ow.ned
ment-owned testing equipment, centrifuges
centrifuges and pressure chambers.
chambers.
Somehow, the program was canceled.
, Now, II think women should be allowed to go into space without dedelay. But even the extreme view that
that women will have no place in
in
cancellation of a reouter space for many years does not justify the cancellation
doubtlessly
search program
program that had already begun and that would doubtlessjy
supply information useful right now as well as in the future.
Actually, the reinstatement of this research program
program will have a dual
purpose. First, it will furnish valuable
data. Secondly, it will envaluable datä.
courage more talented young women to enter the specialized
specialized fields
relating to space engineering.
the Nation aa great new reservoir of ability
I think it would open to tue
ability
and enthusiasm. I think this reservoir should be opened
opçned while space
science is in its infancy.
Now I hope you understand that I am not trying to get all women
women
out of the kitchen.
kitchen. II don't want to be the Susan B. Anthony of the
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for-and
who would be qualified forand
space age. The number of women who
limited.
be
would
travel
inspace
interested in-space
interested
downgrade the feminine role of wife,
want. to downgrade
Above all, II don't want
But
It is a tremendously fulfilling role. But
mother, and homemaker. It
intelligent, to be
I don't think, either, that it is unwomanly to be intelligent,
courageous, to be energetic, to be anxious to contribute to human
knowledge.
I just think we would be making a serious mistake if we assumed
just have no contribution to make to space exploration.
that women just.
II think we would be making a serious mistake if we were not willresearch the possibility that they could make a conat least research
ing to at.
tribution.
Thank you.
follows:)
(The biography of Mrs. Hart follows:)
HABT
B. HART
OF' JANE B.
BIOGRAPHY OF

wife of U.S. Senator Philip A. Hart, was born in
Mrs. Jane B. Hart, the wife
Brigga. She
O. Briggs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter 0.
Detroit October 20, 1921, the daughter
TorIn Detroit, Grosse Pointe, and Toracademies of the Sacred Heart in
attended the academies
York
City.
York
New
in
College
Manhattanville
Manhattanville
Pa.,
and
resdale,
in the
captain In
Mr. Hart who then was a captain
married June 19, 1943, to Mr.
She was marrIed
Georgetown
met when he was her brother's roommate at Georgetown
U.S. Army. They niet
U.S.
1955
County) until 1955
(Oakland County)
In Birmingham (Oakland
University. The Harts resided in
moved
Governor and the family moved
when Mr. Hart became Michigan's Lieutenant Governor
11;
children: Ann, 14; Jane Cameron, 13; Walter, 11;
to Lansing. They have eight children:
Catherine, 5; and Laura Elizabeth, 4.
MIchael, 9; Clyde, 7; Mary CatherIne,
James, 10; Michael,
has been
In addition to her duties as mother and homemaker, Mrs. Hart baa
and
government 'and
In civic affairs and has shared her husband's interest in government
active in
member
Michigan 4-H Foundation, a member
of the Michigan
political activities. She is a trustee of
an
Elizabeth Kenny Foundation, and also served as
board of the Sister Elizabeth
of the board
convention delegate for the Birmingham League of
board member and national convention
Votera. She was charter vice president of the Guild of the Pontiac
Women Voters.
t'rban League and now Is a member of the Nancy Williams Club, the National
Urban
of Colored People, and the Lansing World
Advancement of
Association for the Advancement
Affairs Council.
politics, Mrs. Hart has served as vice chairman of the Oakland
In the field of politica,
Democratic Committee.
County Democratic
pilot
in aviation and has been a licensed pilot
interested In
Mrs. Hart has long been interested
Aero-Commander
Aero-Commander
six-passenger
twin-engine
a
files
owns
and
She
years.
for 19
10
Hart
500-A. She is the first licensed woman helicopter flyer in Michigan. Mrs. Hart
of
is a captain in the Civil Air Patrol. She formerly was commanding officer of
Michigan
Squadron 4 in Group 7. She is a member of the Flying Farmers of Michigan
Race" sponsored by
Michigan "Small Race"
chaIrman of the annual Michigan
1958-59 chairman
and in 1958-59
organized by
of licensed women pilots organized
organization of
International organization
the 99's, an International
In two national crossparticipated as a pilot in
Amelia Earhart. Mrs. Hart has participated
flights, and is now serving as a member of the
"Powder Puff Derby" flights,
country "Powder
Transcontinental Air Race.
board of directors of the All Women's Transcontinental.

statement,
very.much
much for a very interesting statement,
ANFtrso. Thank you very
M r. ANFUSO.
Mr.
Hart.
Mrs.
lias enwhether your flying activity has
you, Mrs. Hart, whether
May I ask you,
flying?
couraged other people, both male and female to take up fiyingl
instances
Yes sir. II could give you some very specific instanes
Mrs. HAIRT.
HABT. Yes
an
ti&en people up who would not even set foot in an
of when II have taken
flying as either a hobby
subsequently have taken up flying
airliner and who subsequently
have. therefore
or a career, and have purchased aircraft, and certainly -have
bit.
little
a
stimulated the industry
Would you also say that if you had the opportunity
ANFuSo. Would
Mr. ANFUSO.
experience
program, your experience
thè
the manned space flight program,
in
participate
to
.
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would encourage
encourage other women to take up
lip science and engineering
engineering
courses, particularly
particularly those applicable
applicable to space travel?
Mrs. HART. II would
would answer in the affirmative again,
Mr. Chairagain, Mr.
man, and this would be based on the mail which I have,
have received, and
and
which I mentioned in my statement. It.
It includes coeds, both at high
school level and college level,
writtelm, and many of them in
level, who have written,
in
great numbers, encouraging
encouraging that we
ve continue to pursue this subject
and they would continue to Inhi'sue
pursue their studies in hope they could
could
use it in their career.
Mr. Aziuso.
ANruso. Would you go so far, Mrs. Hart,
hart, that anything man
man
can do, woman can do betterI
better?
Mrs. HART. No, sir, I would not.
Mr. ANFUSO.
understand that
ANFUSO. Miss Cobb, I understand
you have some pictures
that you
pictures
you would like to show.
Would
we ask you
'Would you rather show these pictures before we
you some
some
questions?
Miss
Miss COBB.
COBB. IT have some pictures to show of the testing if the
committee has time.
It will take
It
take about 15
15 minutes. II can describe
describe some
some of
of the
tile tests
tests
interested
in
knowing
what
tests
if the committee
committee would be
be interested
knowing
we have
tests we
been
bèen through.
ANFrso. These are tests which women have taken.
Mr. ANPUSO.
Miss COBB.
COBB. Yes.
Mr. RIEIILMAN.
RIEIILMAN. Would that apply to all the 13
13 women that have
qualifled?
Have. they had the same tests that you portray in these
qlif1ed? Hava
pitures?
pictures?
Miss
different phases
Miss COBB.
COBB. These
These pictures
pictures portray
portray the
the three
three different
phases of
of
12 women have passed the first phase
astronaut tests. All of the 12
phase
mercury astronauts
astronauts and
which were tests primarily designed
designed. for the Mercury
administered
Foundation. The
administered by the same
same doctors at the Lovelace Foimdation.
second phase was psychological,
psychological, psychiatric, and isolation studies
which were made on two of the women astronaut candidates
candidates besides
myself. II was the only woman to pass the third phase
phase administered
administered
by
hy the U.S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine before the tests were
canceled.
We hope it will be possible to have the other women in tins
this group
group
undergo the other two phases in the immediate future.
undergo
Mr. ANFTJSO.
ANFuSO. Without
Without. objection we will see the pictures and then
ou some questions.
ask you
Miss
Miss COBB.
COBB. Would
Would you like me to explain some of the tests before
we see the pictures?
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Whichever
preferable to you. Would it.
it. make it
'Whichever is preferable
us to understand
understand thepictures?
the pictures I
easier for usto
Miss CoBB.
COBB. It
It probably would.
astronaut examination
examination at the Lovelace Foundation
Foundation consisted
The astronaut
consisted
tests covering everything
everything from having to swallow 3 feet
of a series of tets
exhaustion point.
of rubber hose to riding aabicycle
bicycle to the human exhaustion
one drink a pint of radioactive
radioactive water,
Other tests required that one
vater,
12
ehaikhike barium, and 3 ounces of
oil-not at the
12 ounces of chalklike
of caster oilnot
same time IImight
might add.
become quite familiar to you all
Since the Lovelace tests have become
because
Mercury astronauts were selected thereby, II will not
because the Mercury
prolong discussion of them.
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astronaut
The sensory deprivation experiment
experiment is another phase of astronaut
testing which I was privileged
privileged to undergo. After
After 2 days
days of
of comcomplete psychological and psychiatric
psychiatric testing, the subject is submerged
ubmerged
in an 8-foot-deep
8-foot-deep tank
tank of warm water.
The tank, lightly referred
researchers as "the dog
referred. to by researchers
do dip," is
is
located
ocated in a small airtight room
room with 8-inch steel walls which makes
it soundproof, lightproof, odorproof, humidityproof, and vibrationproof.
While undergoing this experiment,
experiment, the subject's five basic senses
WThile
are removed as nearly totally as possible, since there is nothing to see,
hear, touch, taste, or smell. Being submerged in water at body
bod
temperature simulates a weightless state. The situation is as
temperature
as much
mue
like being totally deaf, blin,
blind, and with no sense of touch, taste, or
or
imell as is possible to simulate.
me1l
Under
deprivation the usual reaction
sensory deprivation
of this sensory
Tinder the conditions of
reaction
and-uncontrollable hallucina.
take over and-uncontrollable
hallucinais for the subconscious mind to take
tions begin.
An astronaut
astronaut alone in the weightlessness of space, with little or no
stimulation to keep
must. have the ability to remain
stimulation
keel) his senses alert, must
without,lapsing into hallucinations.
in touch with reality without
not hallucinate,
I spent 9 hours and 40 minutes in the tank and did not.
I am happy
report, but I did sneak a couple of naps. The Mercury
happy to report,
astronauts isolation tests consisted of 3 hours in an air-filled room.
During
Pensacola, I went through everything from
During Navy
Navy testing at Pensacola,
(experiencing artiworking in the rotating room atop the centrifuge (experiencing
ficial gravity) to being "crashlanded"
"crashlanded" in the Dilbert Dunker to teach
teach
water impact survival. Among other stress tests were explosive
decompression
clecompressi on and an "airborne
"airborne electroencephalogram."
electroencephalogram."
The airborne EEG, as it is called, is a recording on instruments and
and
camera while the subject flies through a high gravity load-stress
aerobatic pattern with 18 needles stuck in the head,
aerohatic
head, which record brain
waves under unusual stresses.
Washington for me
When Navy Pensacola wired for permission to Washington
to fly in a Navy aircraft for that test, reporting that it wished to
ascertain the difference
difference between men and women astronauts, back
came this humorous reply from the Pentagon:
Pentagon:
If
the
difference
already,
we refuse to put
If you don't
don't know
the
difference
put money into
know
Into the
project.

By the way, permission
permission was granted.
(Pictures.) So with that we will go ahead with the slides and II
(Pictures.)
will briefly describe these as we go through them.
(Slide.) This is the recording chamber for the isolation test, where
(Slide.)
where
they keep continual
continual tape recordings going, listening to every sound,
even the breathing sound, so they can tell
tell whether you are awake or
or
asleep. The doctors in attendance
attendance record everything
everything during the run
while you
you are in this enclosed room submerged in the water.
(Slide.) This is when I got out
(Slide.)
ont of the tank during the debriefing
debriefing
temperature and blood pressure
temperature
pressure and
and everything.
QGo
Go on to the next,
next one.
-.
(Slide.) This shows what the tank is like. The water is perfectly
perfectly
(Slide.)
temperature of the
controlled to temperature
the human body so that you don't even
even
feel the
the water.
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Actually you feel nothing and float in this tank in total darkness
touch, or smell anything.
hear, see, touch,
where you cannot hear,
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. You have described the tests fairly well, Miss Cobb.
Lights on, please.
an
Miss Cobb, what do you think are the minimum qualifications for an
astronaut?
could not answer the minimum qualifications for an
COBB. I could
Miss COus.
of
astronaut because I am not qualified. There is still so little known of
the stresses of space flight.
determining the job
Of course, this would be a matter of research, determining
extreme stresses.
it,
under
do
to
to be done, and the abilities necessary
have set down,
NASA
NASA
authorities
authorities
of
the
that
qualifications
The qualifications
or even
even
as
astronauts
|ify
qu
women
to
qu1ify
for
impossible
it
made
have
light, as I am sure you know.
capabilities for space flight,
demonstrate
demonstrate their capabilities
requirements is that the astroAN.Fuso. Is it because one of the requirecnts
Mr. ANFUSO.
nauts be also engineers?
all. There are many
it at ali.
don't think that is it
Miss COBB.
CoBB. No. I don't
women engineers.
It is the jet test pilot experience that makes it impossible for a womIt
an to meet the qualifications.
ANFUSO. Are any of your women pilots engineers?
Mr. ANFUSO.
COBB. Over half of them are college graduates. Their degrees
Miss COBB.
applicable subjects from psychology to mathematics,
aro
are in varied applicable
physical sciences, chemistry, and physics.
women test pilots?
ANFuSO. Are any of your women
Mr. ANFtTSO.
COBB. Some of us have worked as test pilots but it is imposMiss COBB.
because there
sible for a woman in this country to be a jet test pilot because
the
test pilots
and
services
military
pilots
in
the
women
are no
by the military services.
schools are operated solely by
except those of the Navy and
There are no other test pilot schools except
the Air Force, and since here are no woman pilots in the services they
do not have the opportunity to go to these schools to learn to be a jet
either
test pilot or to fly in the latest supersonic jet fighter equipment, either
allowed
to
not
are
civilians
since they all belong to the military, and
fly them.
is
Mr. ANFuso.
ANFrJSO. In other words, one of the requirements laid down is
Mr.
that astronauts be test pilots; is that correct?
requirement that NASA has laid down,
Miss COBB.
Cous. That is the requirement
automatically eliminates all women because jet pilot experience
which automatically
is not available to them in this country.
can't qualify because only the
Ai'uso. You feel as though you can't
Mr. Arruso.
correct?
that
is
tests;
pilot
correct?
give these
these test
services give
qualifications
jet
meet
we
feel
I
cannot
the
et test pilot qualifications
Miss COBB.
CoBB. I
It is an impossibility in this
because of the reasons II explained. It
councountry for women to become jet test pilots. There are foreign countries that use women in their military as jet test pilots, but not the
United States.
ANPuso. Foreign countries?
Mr. ANFUSO.
Miss COBB.
COBB. Yes.
Mr. ANFUSO.
Airuso. Which foreign countries?
in
good friend in
Miss COBB.
Coss. Many foreign countries, II have a very good
France who has been a jet test pilot for the French Air Force for many
years. Women pilots
pilots are not used in military services of our country,
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so it is impossible for them to get the jet experienceor to qualify for
entrance
entrance in the test pilots school, because these are run solely by the
military. By the same token, most civilian test T)ilots
iIots for airplane
manufacturers
manufacturers are former graduates of the military test pilot schools.
So actually we can't get civilian jobs as jet test pilots, either since these
jobs require past experience in jet testing, experience not available to
women.
Mr. AwFuso.
Tó your knowledge do you
ANFSO. To
yoti think the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. has
women
women test pilots?
Miss COBB.
Cone. Yes. It
It is a known fact that they have women pilots
in their armed services, doing the various jobs required. This includes jet test flying. In this country women have little chance to
to
-

qualify in jet aircraft, let alone becoming jet test pilots.
Mr. KARTH.
KARTH. Do you feel it is essential to have been a test pilot before you could qualify as an astronaut?
astronaut?
Miss COBB. Ir personally do not feel it is essential at all. It
It is a
means to an end, but it is certainly not the end itself. An astronaut
astronaut
must pilot a spacecraft-not
spacecraftnot test jet fighters.
If you total the flying
flying hours of this group of women pilots you
will find the women averaged
4500 hours each, which is much more
averaged 4,500
than the men astronauts have. Some
dome of the women in this group have
over three times the amount of flying hours that the male astronauts
have.
Mr. KARTn.
KARm. There is a considerable
difference between straight flyconsiderable difference
ing-commercial
private-and test piloting; isn't there?
ingcommercial or privateand
COBB. Pardon?
Miss COBB.
Pardon 9
Mr. KARTH.
Mr.
KARTH. There is a considerable
considerable difference between that and test
piloting.
Miss COBB.
Cone. II suggest there
there is an "equivalent
"equivalent experience"
experience" in flying
flyin
that may be even more important in piloting a spacecraft. Pilots with
wit
thousands of hours flying time would not have
have lived so long without
coping with emergencies calling for microsecond reactions.
What counts is flawless judgment, fast reaction, and the ability to
transmit that to the proper control of the craft.
craft. We would not have
flown all these years, accumulating
accumulating thousands and thousands
thousands of hours
in all types of aircraft without accumulating
accumulating this experience. This
experience is the same
same as acquired in jet test piloting. I think you
might acquire it faster as a jet test pilot but it.
it is by no means the only
wa-y
8,000 to 10,000
hours-have flown a
way to acquire it. Some have 8,000
10000 hourshave
million miles in all types
airplanes--this is the hard way to acquire
types of airplanesthis
experience, but, it is the same
that experience,
experience.
same experience.
Women have other abilities to offer besides professional
professional flying
flying
experience. You may remember the Martin Co.
Co. in Baltimore simulated space
space flights
flights for more than aa year as
as a NASA project and found
found
women had the edge on operating controls for space rendezvous.
E. E. Clark reported women usually caine
came along on the
tue first and
and
second
efficiently than
second try, executing the maneuver more quickly and efficiently
the male test pilots. We women who want to be astronauts offer
oifer our
our
flying
flying experience, we offer thousands of flying hours over millions of
of
miles and literally
airliterally dozens of years, and experience in all types of aircraft, in lieu of the few hours of jet test pilot experience required by
NASA.
Mr. KARTH.
KARTH. How many hours are required as a minimum to qualify?
qualify?
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Miss
Mercury astronauts had
jet
Miss COBB.
had to have 1,500 hours of jet
COBB. The Mercury
time. We have girls with upward
upwai'd of 10,000 flying hours.
Mr. Kitm.
KARTH. How
many test pilot hours do they require to qualify
How many
as a test pilot?
asatestpilot?
flying
Miss COBB.
It is not dependent on flying hours but upon flying
CoBB. It
experience.
frAwFUso. May I interrupt to welcome Miss Jacqueline Cochran
experience.
Mr. ANFUS0. May I interrupt to welcome Miss Jacqueline Cochran
who has just arrived? We will proceed with her testimony after
after
Miss Cobb and Mrs. Hart.
Miss COBB.
COBB. I do not know, Congresman
number
Congresman Karth, the exact number
tolbe
be an astronaut. NASA does reof jet test flying hours required to
quire 1,500 hours of total jet time. Most all of the Mercury astronauts
were
as
were graduates of either the Navy or Air Force Test Pilot Schools, as
you know.
Each
as. much as a year,
Each of them spent some
perhaps as
sorne months, perhaps
pilot. They were military pilots and jet test flying was
test pilot..
as a jet test
not primarily their job in the Armed Forces either.
ICAKm. Thank you very much.
Mr. IcrH.
Mr. ANvuso.
ANnJso. Mr. Fulton.
Fulton
FULTON. What
operating
Mr. FULTON.
of safety
What. is the women's
record
men's? in the operating
to the
of jets and supersonic
supersonic planes
planes as
compared to the men's?
as compared
Miss COBB.
COBB. What
What is the safety record?
FULTON. Yes. Are the women just at competent or are they
Mr. FULTON.
better than the men?
Miss COBB.
woman to fly a jet
jet.
COBB. Since it is practically impossible for a woman
in this countryto
country-to my knowledge I only knew of one woman who
whom you
checked out in jet aircraft, and that is Miss Cochran, whom
has checked
from-perhaps she will answer thatsince
that-since there are no
will hear fromperhaps
other women pilots who checked
safety
checked out in jets, there can't be any safety
figures available.
available.
Mr. FULTON.
Mr.
FULTON. Given the same planes that are generally available and
the same number of hours, how does the safety record of women pilots
compare with that of the men?
Miss COBB.
I don't know of any studies ever made on this, but I
COBB. I
don't
It depends
don't think safety is a thing between male and female. It
on the piloting ability, how safe a pilot you are, not whether
whether you are
a man or woman.
FULTON. I am trying to support you.
Mr. FtTLTON.
Women are
are competent to operate aircraft and as far as you know
incidence of accidents among women than men, is
there is no greater incidence
there?
Miss COBB.
COBB. That is right.
Mr. FULTON.
trying to get you to say it.
FULTON. I am trying
Miss COBB.
I
don't
have anything to back it up with.
Miss
COBB.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUS0. Mrs. Hart.
Mrs. HART. II want to give one piece of evidence that might have
some weight here. For 17 years now there has been a transcontinental
transcontinental
air race piloted solely by women, with as many as 101 aircraft in it,
has been not one
fatality.
50, and there lias
and regularly it has about 50,
oiie single fatality.
It
It has been going on for 17 years. II question that
that that many automobiles could drive across the country that successfully.
.Ir. FULTON,.
Mr.
FuL'rox. Women have a very excellent record even
even in airplane
racing in this country, don't they?
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Mrs. HART. Yes, sir.
Secondly--X believe my statistics are correct-they
correctthey
Mr. FULTON.
Mr.
Fur/roN. Secondly-I
driving automobilesI
automobiles?
have a better safety record in driving
has figures to bear that
Mrs. HART. The National
National Safety Council lias
that
out, yes, sir.
Mr. FULTON.
FuiJroN. So then, the problem is not whether you are
are equal to
it would be how superior are women over men. II am
men. To me it
serious about it.
Mrs. HART. This II would not agree to.
Miss COBB. This I would not agree with either.
Mr. FULTON.
FuIToN. I realize you are not here to justify equality. Howopportunities you had with men in
competitive opporthnities
ever, considering the competitive
i
it not be theincase,
that ifflight
this country, might it
èase,
givenprogram
the opportunity
the space
superior to
men in the space flight program?
you might prove superior
to men
HART. Perhaps in some areas.
Mrs. HART.
that.
Mr.
Mr. FuuroN.
FU ToN. II am a bachelor, so I can say that.
Mrs. HART. II don't think you can say one is superior
superior to the other.
Mr. FULTON.
Mr.
FurJroN. But you believe you as women are competent, such as
automobiles and in planes
planes as far as you can go. That compewith automobiles
if projected, should make you at least competent in space,
tence, if
wouldn't it?
it?
I would think so.
COBB. I
Miss COBB.
Mr. Avuso.
Amwuso. Miss Cobb and Mrs. Hart, tomorrow we will place in
Mr.
the record the standard set for astronauts. Two of the main proviunderstand them, are that they must be test pilots, and also
sions, as I understand
that
from your testimony, Miss Cobb, that
engineers. Now, do I gather from
you don't believe that an astronaut need be a test pilot?
are entirely correct.
COBB. Yes, sir; you are
Miss COBB.
with that, Mrs. Hart?
agree
Mr. ANFUSO.
Mr.
ANFUSO. Do you
sir.
I
do,
I
Yes,
sir;
HART.
Mrs. HART.
sir;
Mrs.
an
Mr. Awmuso.
Ai.-ruso. Do you also believe that an astronaut need not be an
engineer, Miss Cobb?
engjneer,
that. I believe that the
inclined to agree with that.
Cowa. II am inclined
Miss Coia.
job to be done is to fly the spacecraft in the air and this is the job of a
pilot.
engineer and
Do you take a pilot to begin with or do you take an engineer
spacecraft.. I don't think
train him to be a pilot so that he can fly the spacecraft.
an
you do that any more than you take a pilot and make him primarily an
engineer.
enaineer.
The primary job is to fly a craft in space.
pilot, not an engineer.
This is the job of a pilot,
Hart?
Mr. ANFUSO.
Is that
that: your view too, Mrs. Hart!
ANFUSO. Is
Mrs. HART.
HART. Yes, sir.
women
Am-uso. Would you say that is the view of the other 11 women
Mr. ANruso.
candidates?
such.
Miss COBB. I feel free in representing their views as such;
that.
the
United States
that
do
believe
you
Amuso. Mrs. Hart,
Mr. Arrruso.
astronaut?
a
woman
launch
should be the first nation to
Mrs. HART. Well, II can give a.a rather philosophical answer to that,
Mr. Chairman.
anything
achieve anything
II woud like to see the United States be the first to achieve
in the space field, and that includes having a woman go out first,
88295--e2----3
88295-62---3
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Mr. Ax-'uso.
Mr.
ANFUSO. If
If that could be accomplished, you would
would be
be in favor
favor
of
of it?
it?
Mrs. HART. Yes,
Yes, sir.
sir.
ANFPso. Do you believe that the recognized
Mr. Auso.
recognized hazards
hazards in such
worldwide repercussions
a feat, and the potential worldwide
repercussions to our prestige
prestige
in the event of a tragic accident, are worth the risk and expense for
for
objectiveI
us to achieve
achieve that objective?
Mrs. HART.
HART. II would not want to take a position on that, sir. I
don't know what the cost would be. I am not well enough acquainted
acquainted
with all the hazards
hazards to be able to weigh that
that and
and make aa judgment.
judgment.
This is something
something that
think the technicians
that II think
technicians and authorities
authorities would
would
have to decide.
ANFuso. Miss Cobb, do you wish to take a position on that?
Mr. ANFUSO.
COBB. On whether
whether the adverse
Miss COBB.
womanadverse publicity of putting a womanwould you rephrase the question
?
question?
Mr. ANFuso.
ANFUSO. Do you.
you believe that the recognized
recognized hazards in such
such
a feat and the possible
possible worldwide
worldwide repercussions to our prestige are
worth the risk and
and expense for us to achieve that
trying
worth
that objective of
of trying
toput the first woman in space?
Miss COBB.
CoBB. I very definitely dovery
do-very strongly do.
ANFUSo. Mrs. Hart, what are the medical and scientific reasons
Mr. ANFUSO.
astronauts I
for using women as astronauts?
Mrs. HART.
HART. I have been told that women,
women, because they weigh less
and consume less
outer
less oxygen,
oxygen, are therefore good candidates
candidates for outer
space, and also that they are emotionally
emotionally equal to crises, and therefore
are quite capable of handling any crises
crises that they might meet out
out.
there.
But you cannot base a judgment
judgment on all women. These would be
people who have to meet these standards just as the men.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. What about
about the question of fatigue? We know Mr.
Carpenter experienced
some fatigue during his flight around the
experienced
earth.
earth.
Mrs. HART. Well,
Well, he experienced
experienced fatigue because he was doing a
great
great. deal in addition to what Mr. Glenn did, and it is quite underunderstandable that he should.
standable
Fatigue
II think
is
that
is
to
the
male
or
think
Fatigue
is not
not something
something
that
isto.restricted
restricted
to be
male on
theagain
or
the
female.
It
is
whatever
you
are
equal
It
would
the female. It is whatever you are equal to. It. would be again on
an individual basis.
ANFUSO. One final question
Mr. ANFUSO.
question of you, Mrs. Hart:
Do you believe that women pilots have been denied the opporparticipate in our national space program solely on the basis
tunity to participate
that they are women
women??
Mrs. 11ART.
ÌLART. I suppose there is a little of this in the picture. It
It is
luite
when you look in the aviation field.
Luite normal in American thought when
Miss Cobb mentioned
mentioned various ratings. I would like to perhaps clarify
it.
You notice she said air transport rating. She mentioned this in
connection with several of the girls. This means they have passed all
of the tests that any captain of any airline has passed.
II have yet to step on an airliner and find a lady piloteven
pilot-even on the
right-hand
right-hand side, let alone the left-hand side. To me it is a psychological thing
fields.
thins we must overcome in many fields.
It is iin the medical field. To the extent
American
It
extent this still exists in American
thought this certainly has resulted
resultec in some discrimination.
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Mr. AwTuso.
Ai.n'uso. Do you care to venture an opinion, Miss Cobb?
Miss COBB.
requirementsIt is because they have set up these requirementsConu. It
which
NASA are as much aware of as we are--that
which NASA.
arcthat women do not
not
have any opportunity to meet.
Mr. ANFuSO.
ANFUSO. I have no further questions.
Mr. Fulton.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Your complaint really would not be primarily against
against
the National Aeronautics
It would rather
Aeronautics and Space Agency then. It
be directed toward the practices
practices of the military services where
where women
women
have not been able to qualify and participate
participate fully up to their capabilities in the piloting and testing the present generation fast jet airircraft and supersonic planes; is that not correctly
correct?
Miss COBB.
Conn. II do not have any complaint against the military
military services; I recognize
recognize there is no need for
for women in active combat in the
services these days. Now, in the war women did fly in the service,
service, and
Miss Cochran will
vill tell you about
about that, since she lea
le the WASP group.
Mr. FUIJTON.
FULTON. My point is, you are being kept out at the military
service level. NASA requires jet engineering test pilots.
pilots. You cancannot qualify because you hìave
have not had that experience.
experience.
Miss COBB.
Conn. That is the reason we cannot meet the qualifications
qualifications
which NASA
NASA has set down. My point is I do not believe this experience is necessary to be an astronaut, and
anl if it is, it could be proved
easily enough by letting some pilots without the jet test pilot experience
go through the simulators and see how well they do-compare
docompare the
results.
Mr. FuLroN.
FULTON. Is it necessary to have test pilot experience to be an
astronaut If I believe
believe the answer is "No."
"No."
Mr. RIE
.LMAN. Miss Cobb, outside of your not having qualificaRIEIfLMAN.
qualifications as a jet pilot and an engineer, have you passed all of the other
other
physical and other tests that are required for an astronaut?
astronaut f
Miss COBB. II have passed the tests required for an astronaut, but
II would like to correct you. II am not an engineer and II am not a jet
test pilot.
Mr. RIMILMAN.
RIEIII4MAN. II understand
understand that.
II wanted to make sure, for the record,
record, that you had
had passed all of
of
the
tue other tests that would qualify you as an astronaut.
Miss COBB.
physical, laboratory,
laboratory, X-ray, physical comCOBB. II have passed physical,
petence,
psychiatric, isolation,
isolation, and Navy tests, but not
psychological, psychiatric,
petence, psychological,
the training. It
It was not available for us to go through the space
flight simulators.
They have not approved women to go through these simulators to
to
demonst
rate their capabilities
demonstrate
capabilities for space flight. II find it
it a little ridiculous when II read
newspaper that there is a place called Chimp
read in a newspaper
Chimp
CQlJege
Mexico where they are training50
training 50 chimpanzees
chimpanzees for
CQliege in New Mexico
space flight, one a female named Glenda.
Glenda.. I think it
it would be at
at
least as important to let the women undergo this training for space
flight.
fil ht.
S Ir.
Ír. RIpHLMAN.
RIEHI.MAN. You are willing
willing to undergo this test?
Miss COBB. Even if II have to substitute for a female chimpanzee.
Mrs. WEIs.
Wrs. When
When you say "they"
"they" won't allow you to take these tests
who are "they"
"they"?f
Miss COBB.
Conn. The people who are doing the tests. Some of it is under
under
the auspices of NASA,
NASA, some
some under the auspices of the Air Force,
and
Force, and
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the Navy. I had the privilege of going through the Navy test and had
arranged for the group to go through and that was canceled.
Two
Two years ago we were going to go through the stress testing at
at
WADC at Dayton and the
the Air Force canceled those tests.
Mrs. Wiis.
WEIS. Supposing they eliminated the
the specification
specification for engieng!neers and test pilots, the
the other 12
12 women you say are qualified would
would
still have to take more tests?
Miss COBB.
Miss
COBB. Yes.

Mrs. WEIS.
WEls. You
You are the only one who has taken the three sections?
Miss COBB.
COBB. I have had the privilege of being able to go through these
tests but was not able to get approval
approval for the group to go through.
Mrs. WEIS.
Wzis. So they can be considered
considered??
Miss COBB.
COBB. They
They would still have to take the test.
Mrs. WEIS.
WEls. They would have to allow them to do it
it??
Miss COBB.
COBB. That is right. I don't think the qualifications of an
engineering
engineering degree and jet test pilot experience should just be knocked
out,
out7 but that NASA
NASA should realize there is an equivalent experience
which we
we can offer because we have worked real hard
liard for many years
in a man's field of aviation, gaining experience and demonstrating
demonstrating

our professional flying skill.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Now,
Now, we should hear from this side.
Mr. Roush.
Mr. ROUSH.
RousH. Miss Cobb, I couldn't help but overhear a conversation
conversation
between
between you and Mr. Anfuso prior to the hearing and during the
course of that conversation
conversation you saidANFUSO. I hope you can state this for the record.
Mr. ANFUSO.
can. You said, "I
Mr. RousH. Yes, I can.
"I am scared to death."
death." How
do you reconcile this emotional statement with the fact that an astroastronaut must be fearless and courageous
courageous and emotionally stable?
Miss
Miss COBB.
COBB. Going up into space couldn't be near as frightening as
sitting here. [Laughter.]
Mr. ROUSH.
RousH. No
No further questions.
Mr. HECHLER. I notice, Mrs. Hart,
Hart., you used the phrase "Somehow
"Somehow
the pro
gran was canceled."
program
canceled."
Could
Could you explain this a little bit. What were you informed about
the proram?
program?
Mrs. HART. As to why it was canceled?
canceled?
Mr. HECIILER.
HECuLER. Yes.
Mrs. HART. I have no idea, sir. That is one of the mysteries of
of
the past
ear.
pastyear.
Mr. HECHLER.
Mr.
HECHLER. The phrase you use is
is a rather mysterious one.
one.
Mrs. hART.
HA'RT. That is the only
only way II could express it. I was just that
mystified.
mystified. We were to go to Pensacola. With me there is some organizational problem of logistics, that I have to arrange with the chilclìiidren, and so
so forth. II think it was 2
2 days before we were to arrive
when
It was
was to be
be aa 2-week
2-week
when we
we were notified
notified it had been
been canceled.
canceled. It
testing period.
Mr. ANFuso.
Airruso. We will get the answer to that question tomorrow
from NASA.
NASA
Mr. HECHLFR.
HEORLEB. Do you or Miss Cobb have any suggestion about the
way
in which this research program
way in
program could
could be
be continued
continued within the
'confines
confines of what you believe the reaction of "they" is? Can you get
get
"half your cake"
go on with part of your program?
cake" and go

said-

I
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Mrs.
Mrs. HART. You are asking if we have any suggestion as to how
this could go on?
Mr. HECKLER.
HECHLER. Yes.
Mrs. HART. I don't know why we couldn't continue, put the rest
rest
of the 12 through the other 23 phases, which they had not done.
Either the Air Force or the
the Navy, whoever has the equipment
equipment to
to
do it, could assume the responsibility of doing this. They do it for
for
the male astronauts. Whether
NASA II
Whether they do it under contract to NASA
do not know.
know.
NASA would give approval perhaps that is all that is
But if NASA
's
necessary.
th en we could continue thé
the testing and the knowledge
And then
would
knowledge would
whenever-now or in the future.
be acquired
acquired which would be used for whenevernow
Mr. HEOCILER.
HECHLER. Miss Cobb, do you want to add anything?
Miss COBB. In answer to the .question
question on why the tests at Pensacola
were canceled,
canceled, perhaps
perhaps II can give part of a reason for it.
I went down there and took these
the
these tests, which took 2 weeks, all tlìe
arrangements were made with the School of Aviation Medicine, there
arrangements
Dr. Lovelace was working
working
and through the Lovelace Foundation, Dr.
closely with the group at Pensacola.
I was to be the first woman subject to go through these tests, so
they could see how many changes they would have to make to test
women.
They had never had a group of women there. That is the reason II
went through the tests first. I passed and the arrangements
arrangements were all
set for about
about
2 months later for the group of 12 women
women to come down
for
for the
the tests.
tests. Miss
Miss Cochran
Cochran offered
offered to
to pay
pay their
their expenses,
expenses, the
girls
the girls
bearranged with their employers to take off from work, and 2 days behad been canceled.
fore the tests were to start I got word
word that they ¡lad
I immediately notified all the girls. Two of them had already quit
quit
their jobs to participate
It is hard for a woman pilot
participate in these tests. It
to find a job in the man's field of aviation. They had quit good jobs
to take part in the tests. This is how serious they all are
are about space
testing. About 2 days before the tests were to begin they were canceled. II wanted to find out why.
Washington and talked with NASA
NASA and
II came to Washington
and Navy people
here. I first contacted Pensacola and they said, "We are set, still
want to do the tests, we have got everything
everything all set up down there."
They said,
the
said "We got word from the Pontagon
Pentagon that the tests for the
girls
have to
to be
I
talked
to people
girls would
would 'have
be canceled."
canceled." I talked to
the Navy
people with
with the
Navy
Department. It
It all got thrown back on NASA. -I
Iepartment.
I went to NASA,
NASA,
and all the way up and downit
down-it took me 2 daysI
days-I finally found out
awl
out
NASA would not say to the Navy, "We do not have a requirethat NASA
ment for this."
The Navy tests were canceled for the lack of a piece of paper from
NASA.
It was
NASA. It
was not for funds. The Navy wanted
wanted to do the testing.
Mr. ANFtJSO.
AwFuso. Will you permit me to say this to you, Miss Cobb and
and
Mrs. Hart, that this committee
committee has the assurances
assurances that NASA
NASA wishes
to cooperate and is cooperating. I indicated in my earlier statement
statement
indeedhelpful.
don't
that these hearings are indeed
helpful. And I know that you don't
Government. You just want answers.
criticize any branch of the
tile Government.
Miss
like very
very
Cone. II .certainly
certainly do
Miss COBB.
do not want
want to
to criticize.
criticize. II would
would like
much to work with NASA.
NASA.
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Mr. ANFUSO.
aiìsw'ers will be
bo forthcominhg
ANFU8O. These
These answers
forthcoming during these
hearings.
Mr. HECHLER.
HECLILER. II want
waiìt to commend you and your associate on your
your
asking is just to keep step
initiative and courage. 1i think all you are isking
step
in the march
nrnrcli of history.
Miss COBB.
COB. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Congressman.
CORMAN. I would certainly join
Mr. (ORMAN.
)oifl in these remarks. Could you
me where irene
Irene Leverton
Leverton is at the moment?
tell nie
Miss CoBB.
Cona. Yes. 1 have an address in Los Angeles. I believe it is
Santa Monica.
Mr. AN
ANFuso.
Fuso. Is she one of your constituents?
Mr. COR1AN.
CORMAN. Yes. I thought she might be back here for these
lier.
hearings and Ii wanted to meet her.
bearings
have been
been
Miss CoBB.
Colla. I wisl
wish she could hìave
Mr. CoRMair.
more
whether women aro
CORMAN. The question was asked whether
are muìore
COml)etent than men:
competent
I would say that was asked by a bachelor. Those of us who are
married
affirmative.
miuTied know the answer is in the affirmative.
Mr.
FuzjroN. Did
Did it
it strike
strike the women that the reason the tests were
Mr. FULTON.
canceled was because the men thought the women were too successful?
successful?
[Laughter.]
[Laugh ter.]
resentment
Mr. WAGUONNER.
WA000NNER. Miss Cobb, you showed a little bit of resentment
toward
toward Glenda out in this
this test center. You do not feel any resentment
resentment
cancer clinic,
clinic (lo
do you?
youI [Laughter.]
daughterr.]
about the female monkeys in the
the cancer
Miss Conn.
there is a place
Conu. No. I think there
Placo for both.
WTAUGONNER. Seriously, NASA has said to us on occasion that
that
Mr. WAUGONNER.
requirement for
jet, test pilots
pilots as
had. the requirement
foi' the astronauts to be jet
as
they had
well as engineers
engineers for a specific reason. That reason was that they felt
felt
it was not, as you said, just important that the astronauts be able to
than that, to bbe able to bring
pilot the spacecraft
spacecraft but, more important thnn
comp)arable
back certain scientific
scientific information. I realize there are comparable
mentioned, but would
would
degrees of being able to do this, as you have mentioned,
either you or Mrs. Hart
on this requirement
requirement in
hart care to comment oil
statement, that to bring back the information NASA
NASA
light of that statement,
feels at this point of the
experiment in space is probably even more ini..
imthe experiment
and
spacecraft, and
portant in their eyes than just being able to pilot spacecraft,
justification
qualifications?
ion for these qualifications?
therefore maybe there is some justilicat
Miss Con.
astronaut has more duties
Coun. iI think this is true, that the astronaut
It is to observe
to perform in space than just to operate the spacecraft. lt
observo
cities, but. tthe
of
and perform other duties,
ha primary function is still that of
flying
hying the spacecraft. 'That
That is wihy
why it is easier to take a pilot and
and
to
he done
space than to
teach him the other jobs which need to be
dono in space
geologist., or some
oth er scientist and
sonìo other
take an engineer or a geologist,
un(l teach
tencli them
to be aa pilot.
pilot.
Mr. WVAGOOINER.
WA000NNER. Would you care to add
acid anything, Mrs. Iart?
liait?
Mrs. hART.
hART. I take a little broader position on this whole question,
because as you noticed in my statement, I suggested that the research
research
and to encourage
encourage
should be completed on this to obtain knowledge
knowledge aimd
young women who are currently studying scientific subjects so she
could, even though not pilots, eventually, if not right away,
away, be able
to go along in these as scientific observers.
The question of Mr. Carpenter's fatigue was brought up.
up. II think
think
it demonstrated lie was being asked to do perhaps one or two things too
much. The job was piloting. Italso
It.also included
included scientific observations.

i
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consider the possibility of a scientific observer
II think we should consider
encouraging for young ladies in
It would
would be encouraging
being a different job. It
this field.
continue in this
school
school today to continue
WAGGONNER. That
Mr. WA000NNER.
That leads to the second question.
earlier
chairman meant quite what he said in an earlier
I don't believe the elminnan
remark when he
ho said one of the chief reasons of the space program
investigate
was to colonize some of these other places
Places that we might investigat
II don't think that was exactly what he meant, although I think II
mean, I believe there is a point where ladies
understand what lie
he did mean,
can
space program.
can contribute something to this space
flave women space travellers.
There is a point where we are going to have
is
We don't know, and there is
It may be to colonize other planets. 'We
It
no way for us to know.
woman
program you think a woman
point. in this program
Could you tell us at what point
could best enter initially this program and contribute the most?
mean I
date you mean?
Miss COBB.
COBB. In dato
WAGGO.NNER. At what
what. phase in the experiment?
Mr. WTA000NNER.
COBB. What phase of the testing?
Miss COBB.
experiment?
'What phase of the experiment?
WAGGONNER. What
Mr. WTACIGONNER.
tests comcomplete the astronaut tests,
Miss COBB.
COBB. Women would have to complete
the training series. II
testing, and then go into the
plete all the phases of testin,
all-out
accomplished within a few months on an all-out
think
think this could be accomplished
said-that
is-everyone agrees as you so well saidthat
basis. My thinking iseveryone
women
eventually go into space. There will be a need for women
women wilI
will eventually
to go into space and they will go.
other
not here before any
aiiy other
wi hhappen,
happen, why not.
As long as it eventually will
exploration.
nation accomplishes
accomplishes the major first in space exploration.
VAGGONNER. II have one other question:
Mr.
question:
Mr. 'WACOONNER.
several
Admittedly
Admittedly I think what you say is so. We are faced with several
cognizance
you
which
in
space
here,
of
have
taken
cognizance
program
things
this
one of which is Russi is beating us to the punch.
one of whIch is Russia is beating us to the punch.
of
sacrilice anything in the way of
Do you think that we ought to sacrifice
other
timo with
vitli regard to our lunar landings and other
accomplishment in time
accomplishment
would
space activities, or to go into this
this program to the extent that we would
put a woman in space at the expense of slowing down another program ?
grani?
COBB. No, sir; II do not.
Miss COBB.
Mr. WAGGONNER.
WTWGONNFR Would you think that it would be a reasonable
that. maybe after this next orbit flight, which will
thing to assume that.
go as many as
as six orbits, that we continue our present program toward
thereafter as practical, in one of the
ata lunar landing, and
aiitl then as soon thereafter
we could train a
three-orbit flights, there would be one that wo
perhaps three-orbit
that
Would that be something
woman astronaut for? WTould
something along the lines that
you ladies have in mind?
landMiss COBB.
Conn. No, sir; I think that we do not have to wait for the landing on
on the moon before women can go into space.
saying
not saying wait until then, I am saying
fr. WAGGONNER.
am
WAGGONNEIt. I am
Mr.
interpose, between the next orbital flight of maybe six orbits
should be interpose
landing, a three-orbit flight with a properly trained
and the lunar landing,
woman astronaut?
for
I don't think it is too soon to start training women for
Miss COBB. I
space flight and,
fact., we should have started long before now. The
and, in fact,
immediately,
get them going through
through the rest of the tests immediately,
first step is to got
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and then at the point in the training where our proficiency
proficiency in these
simulators comes up to the proficiency of the male astronauts, then to
insert her into the next orbital flight plan.
I don't think you have to start a whole new
new program
program for women.
Given the opportunity to prove our proficiency in space simulators,
and when our proficiency
proficiency equals that of the male astronauts, insert
insert
her in the first next coming space
space flight.
Mr. WAGOONNFR.
WA000NNER. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, I don't have
have any other question,
question3,
but I would like to say these girls are dead serious.
Mr. ANFUBO.
ANFUSO. I think, in conclusion,
conclusion, I might say, Miss Cobb, that
what you would like to accomplish is a parallel program, but not to
to
interfere with any existing program; is that correct?
correct?
Miss COBB.
COBB. I think it need not be a separate program, nor interfere
with the current
current program.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANrUso. One final question, Mr. Fulton.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Women are paying their share
share of the taxes in this
country. They have just as much right to the use of the equipment as
the men, don't they?
they?
Miss CoB.
sir,
COBB. Yes, sir.
Mr. FuLroN.
FULTON. Secondly,
Secondly, when the scientists first started putting living animals in space, it is rather remarkable
dogs and
remarkable that both the clogs
the monkeys were all without exception female.
Both Russian and American scientists put female animals into space
and suddenly they stopped, when they found
found they were successful.
successful. I
think that is very remarkable.
Thank you.
Mr. ANzFuso.
ANFUSO. Thank you very
very much,
much, Miss Cobb
Cobb and Mrs. Hart.
You made valuable witnesses.
Mrs. HART. Thank you so much.
Miss CoBB.
CoBB. Thank you.
ANFUSO. We will recess
recess so
so we
we can talk to Miss Cochran
Mr. ANFETSO.
Cochran for a
minute.
(Recss.)
(Recess.)
Mr. ANFU80.
ANFU8O. The committee
committee will come
come to order.
I have the honor and privilege of welcoming Miss Jacqueline CochCochran who,
who, without aa question,
question, is the foremost
foremost woman
woman pilot in the
world and who
who holds more
more national and international
international speed,
speed, distance,
and aititude
altitude records than any other living person.
Miss Cochran,
Cochran, do you have a prepared statement?
Miss CochRAN.
CochRAN. II do, Mr. Chairman, and II want to greet you and
the members of your committee, and thank you very
vary much for the
opportunity
opportunity to come here today.
Mr. FULTON.
particularly like to welcome
FULTON. This side would particularly
welcome you.
You are accomplished in many fields, and I think it should be noted
noted
on the record that you were a nominee for Congress recently. You
are interested in other fields than just space and air.
Miss
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Well I lost that
that one, Mr. Fulton,
Fulton, by 1,500
1,500 votes.
Mr. ANFUS0.
ANFJUSO. All right, Miss Cochran,
Cochran, will you proceed with your
your
statement?
statement?
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STATEMENT
OP MISS JACQUELINE
COCHEAN
STATEMENT OF
¡ACQUELINE COCHRAN
Miss CocHeaN.
CociILtN. II only heard, Mr. Chairman on Thursday, when
come before your
requesteà to come
your
I was out West, that II was going to be requested
committee, and I had
preparo very much of anycommittee,
had no opportunity to prepare
thing but my own
own thoughts
thoughts more or less off
off the cuff.
ANFUSO. II read your statement. I think
thmk itit is a very
Mr. ANFUS0.
very good one.
WAGoNNER. We don't know, Mr. Chairman, up to this point,
Mr. WAGGONNER.
whether these ladies drove or flew here. [Laughter.]
ANFuso. Do you want this on the record or off the record?
Mr. ANFUSO.
recordI
Go ahead.
ahead.
COCHRAN. I flew.
Miss COCHRAN.
Mr. ANruso.
ANFUSO. That is on the record.
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. My name is Jacqueline Cochran. I live at Indio,
Calif.
II received my airplane pilot's license in 1932. Since then II have
flown more than 13,000 hours
different
hours as command pilot in many different
kinds of planes and have had several hundred hours of solo time in
jet aircraft.
This flying has involved much high-speed precision flying.
flying. I hold
international speed, distance, and altitude records
more national and international
than any other living person.
During
During World War II,
II, first as a member of the General
of.
General Staff of
the Army Air Force Training
Training Command in Texas and then as a
member of the General
General Staff of the Air Force with headquarters
headquarters in
in
the Pentagon, I directed the selection
subsequent
selection and training and subsequent.
operational duties of more than
operational
than 1,000 women pilots known as the
Women Air Force Service Pilots (WASP) and for my services m
in
this connection
connection received our country's Distinguished Service Medal.
This statement is being made for submission to the
tite subcommittee
of the Space Committee of the
the House of Representatives in connection
connection
with its hearing
hearing to
to determine whether there has been any discrimination against
against women in the Nation's
Nation's space exploration
exploration program,
program, and
and
presumably also to determine what part,
part., if any, women should have
country 's space program.
at this time as astronauts in this country's
follows:
My general views are as follows:
1. II do not believe there has been any intentional or actual discrimination
crimination against women in the astronaut program to date. As
one who has had
liad much experience
experience in high-speed
high-speed precision flying
flying and
were
given
to select
over the years has
lias passed many of the tests that
that
select
first astronauts
astronauts and
and also
like
exceedingly
the seven"
seven first
one who
also as
as one
who would
would like exceedingly
to go into space, I do not feel that I have
liare been the subject. of any
discrimination.
discrimination.
2. The manned space flights are extremely expensive and also urgent
urgent
in the national
national interests and therefore in selecting astronauts it was
group of
of male
male pilots
natural and proper
proper to sift
sift. them
them from
from the
the group
pilots who
who had
had
testing
and
high-speed
precision
flying
already proven by aircraft
aircraft testing and high-speed
flying
they. were experience,
and qualified
that they
experience, competent, and
qualified to meet possible
emergencies
emergencies in a new environment.
statement and
and make
make an
May I digress from my prepared statement
an
observation?
observation?
II have spent
where
spent a great
great deal
deal of
of time
time at
Edwards Air
Air Force
at Edwards
Force Base,
Base, where
your
test
pilots
are
engaged
in
testing
through
all phases
your test pilots are engaged in testing through all
phases of
of new
new airair88295-62-----4
88295-62-----4
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craft. Up until 1953-the
1953the last time I checked it-I think 1i person
perscn
loo would pass the requirements to become
become a
out of approximately 100
test pilot in this country.
I
I believe
believe that I would perhaps exaggerate
exaggerate if II were to say there are
not more than
than 100 pilots, civilians and military, in this Nation
today who can take a new type
iype of complicated
complicated piece of machinery
called an airplane, like your X-15 or your
your 106, 104, et cetera and take
that aircraft
aircraft through every phase right up through phase four.
So II think we have to give a great deal of credit to these
these men that
that
have been selected, because they were test pilots.
Mr. FULTON.
FULT0N. What is phase four?
Miss CocHRAx.
the aircraft through its ultimate G
COCHRAN. That is to take the
forces. And all the other things you have to find out about an airairplane. Particularly
Particularly its G forces.
If
ght possibly have to put it up
If it is built to sustain 7 G's, they mi
might
to 9, and even buckle the airplane to find out where it does fall apart.
They don't wait until it disintegrates
disintegrates but they beat it up badly.
I have seen some of them.

Mr. ANFUso.
Proceed, Miss Cochran.
ANFUSO. Proceed,
Miss CocHRAN.
COCHRAN. 3. The determination whether women should be included at this time
time in the
the program of training and use of astronauts
astronauts
should not depend on the question of sex but on whether such inclusion
complicate the
will speed up, slow down, make more expensive, or complicate
schedule of exploratory space flights our country has undertaken.
undertaken.
4. I believe such determination
determination can best be made by the agencies
directly involved in our space effort
effort and should be left to such agencies.
5. Because very few
few individuals will be used as astronauts
astronauts in the
near future and there is no shortage of well-trained
well-trained and long-experienced male pilots to serve as astronauts, it follows that present
present.
present
connection cannot be based on present
use of women, as such, in this connection
need.
6. As yet, there have not been sufficient findings to determine how the
compare with the male from the physiological and
and
female would compare
psychological
psychological standpoints with respect to the new space environment
environment
and with respect to problems that might be encountered
encountered during space
flights.
.No'woman should be selected as an astronaut trainee unless a
No woman shou1d be selected as an astronaut trainee unless a
sufficient group of women
women are
are simultaneously selected so that norms
established rather than merely the individual capabilities
capabilities of
of
can be established
one or a few who might not be representative of women as a whole.
8. I believe,
believe, based on my experience
experience with women in the WASP
WASP
program, that women will prove to be as fit as men, physically and
sycholo icall Ifor space flying. But such proof is presently
lacking.
psychologically,
presently Jacking.
shouldnot
of
Ititshould
not le
be searched for by injecting women into the middle of
program. There
simpler
expensive astronaut prograni.
an important and expensive
There is a simpler
and
and sounder way available.
By giving a large group of women of various ages and experience
experience a
series of checks and tests on the ground, short of and apart from any
astronaut
astronaut trainee program, much beneficial
beneficial data could be obtained in
considered of a
the aerospace medical field. Such tests should be coiiidered
medical research nature. They iieed
need not be limited to pilots. They
supervised so that what is done at one
should be well organized and supervised
aerospace medical center with one group of women
women (whether that
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center is operated
operated by one service or another) will tie into and be cocoordinated
orclinateci with work being done at other
other medical centers and so that
women participating will all be treated
planned
treated as a part of a single planned
effort with sufficient central control over their selection, severances
severances
and conduct to make the findings valid.
The value of such an
an experimental program might outweigh the
costs. Such a program would take considerable time to complete
because the "leadtime"
"leadtime" for research having to do with people is quite
long.
If II take the present astronauts
If
astronauts as a criteria for how long it takes
to train
train them, I believe they
they were in training
training for 3 years before we
threw them up.
It might well develop
It
develop a well-selected group of a dozen or more
more
qualified women by the end of such research
research program to start an astroastro-.
naut
miaut trainee program for women.
9. In the WASP program
program during World War II, II limited applicants to women pilots principally
principally to simplify the screening process,
there being so many applicants, and also automatically
automatically to eliminate at
at.
subject to air sickness.
the start those subject
I might interject,
interject., I only required 35 hours of certified flying time and
and
II do not care whether it was solo or dual.
Otherwise, there was little if any advantage in taking women with
Otherwise,
previous flying training.
It
experiments with women using the
It is for this reason I say that the experiments
centrifuge,
centrifuge, pressure chamber
chamber and exposure to heat and low temperatemperaIn this connection, II have in mind
mind
tures need not be limited to pilots. In
pilots, because
not the elimination of pilots
because all other things equal,
equal, they would
would
be the best.
but the.
the possible part-time use as volunvolunbest group to start with, but.
ground
teers at little, if any, added cost, of women already in the ground
services. Also, TI have in mind the need for a large group considering
considering
the time the research
research will take and the natural rate of attrition among
the volunteers due to marriage, childbirth,
childbirth, and other causes.
(The biography of Miss Cochran follows:)
follows:)
BACKGROUND
BACKOROUND SKETCH OF MISS
MIss JACQUELINE COCHRAN
COCHRAN

Jacqueline Cochran, over her extended
extended flying career, has established well over
over
100 international
internatIonal speed, altitude and distance records for both Jet
jet and reciprocating aircraft, many of which she still holds. She has been awarded
awarded many
medals, citations, and honors some
some of which are hereinafter outlined.
outlined. She has
been, at the same time, a successful businesswoman
businesswoman whose initial
been,
initiai work in the
beauty
beauty field led her finally to
to carry out
out her own exacting ideas of a successful
company which she formed for its purpose called
cosmetic line owned by a company
Jacqueline Cochran, Inc., in which she presently serves as chairman
Jacqueline
chairman of
of the
board. She also shares the responsibility,
responsibility, with her husband Floyd B. Odium,
operation of their large fruit ranch and home located near Indio, Calif.
for the
the operation
Miss Cehran
Cochran is the only woman who, flying solo, has won first place in
In the
famous
famous Bendix Transcontinental
Transcontinental Trophy
Trophy Race.
Race. She won
won the
the race
race in 1938 against
agaInst
a field of 14 male pilots.
Is the
She was the first woman in
In the world to fly faster than mach I which is
(sometimes referred to as breaking the sound barrier).
speed of sound (sometimes
barrier).
Miss Cochran was also the first woman to fly
fly at mach 2 (twIce
(twice the speed of
of
"solo" flight.
sound) which, however, was not a "solo"
Also, but
as a
a solo flight, she
first woman to make
but not as
she was the
the first
make an
an arrested
arrested
landing in
to be
In aa jet
jet on an aircraft
aircraft carrier
carrier and to
catapulted from a car-ier.
be catapulted
carier.
landing-that is to say, non.
nonShe was the first woman to make a totally
totally blind landingthat
visual, with use of instruments only.
II Miss
During World War IX
Miss Cochran
Cochran became
became the first
first woman
woman to
to fly
fly aa bomber
bomber
across the
American
the ocean for
for delivery to the
the British.
British. She then recruited 25 American
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women pilots and as their leader took them
where they flew in nonthem to England where
noncombat operation for the British Forces. She was then called home by Gen.
combat
H.
H. H. (Hap) Arnold and put In charge of the enlistment, training and
and operation
of a g-roup
roup of women pilots which became
became known as the WASPS. In this connection Miss Cochran served first on the General Staff of the Air Force Training
nection
Training
Command and then on
on the General Staff of the Air Force in the Pentagon. More
Command
1,000 WASPS were
noncombat air duty at the time of their
than 1,000
were on active
active noncombat
their
deactivation toward the end of the war.
deactivation
Medal
For her war services Miss Cochran received the Distinguished Service Medal
Franklin Roosevelt. She was also
from President
President I"rariklin
also made aa member of the
the French
French
Legion of Honor.
OTHER DISTINGUISIIED
0T111R
DISTIGUIS1IED AWARDS
AWAHD8
The Clifford burke
Harmon Trophy Award of the International
'The
Burke Harmon
International League of
of
been awarded
Aviators has
has bceii
awarded to Miss Cochran some 16
10 times. This presentation
presentation
usually
usuliy is
Is by the President
l'resldent of the United States at
at the White House. She is
is
1962 for her outstanding accomIn the fall
to receive this award once again in
falL of 1902
accoin
plishments in 1)01.
1961.
pikliments
Is the only woman to receive the Gold Medal of the Federation
Miss Cochran is
Aeronautique Interiìatlonnle
Internationale which
conference
Aeronautique
which was presented to her at the annual conference
of the FAI in Istanbul, Turkey, in 1954. For many iiiteruatioiuil
international records she has
has
also received the De La
La Vaulx Medal from the Federation Aeronautique
Aeronautique InInternationale
ternat
ionale on various occasions.
1953 and 1954: Miss Cochran was voted
Woman of the year in business for 1053
"business woman of the year,"
year," In
in the
for 2 successive years
years the outstanding "business
Associated Press poll
poll membership
membership newspaper
newspaper editors.
The Woman of the Year Award and Medal by the American Woman's AssociaAssociation were given to Miss Cochran
achievements.
Cochran for her
her eminent achievements.
Awarded to Miss Cochran for one of the nine women of the year
Silver Trophy: Awarded
year
successful achievement by the Los Angeles Times, December 5, 1954.
for successful
Silver Distaff Award: Presented to Miss Cochran as one of the "six most
most
women" for
for 1954 by Woman's Home Companion
successful women"
Companion in its January 1955
issue--"for
courage--who in 1954 achieved some important
personal effort, and couragewho
Issue--"for personal
important
lives."
contribution to all our lIs'es."
Memorial Award was presented to Miss Cochran for out.
Frank M. Hawks Memorial
outstanding aerial accomplishments.
accomplishments.
In addition to the
the Legion of Honor Miss Cochran holds from the
the
In
the Cross of tue
well as the
French Republic the
the Medal of Air, as sveil
the French Air Force Wings.
She has also
aLso received the honorary wings of the Turkish
'l'uricish Air Force, Chinese Air
Air
Force,
and Royal Thailand Air Force.
Force, Spanish Air Force, ami

The U.S.
U.S. Air Force Association
Associntion awarded a special
special trophy and
ami on another
another

occasion a inedal
medal to Miss Cochran
Cochran for distinguished
distinguished civilian service in the
defense
defense of
of our country.
Bliss Cochran was elected president
Miss
president of the Federation Aeronnutique
Aeronautique InterInter(FAI) in
nationale (FAI)
In April
Aprii 1958
lOSS and she was
was reelected
reelected president
president the
the following
following
year
year at
at the
the conference held in Moscow,
Moscow, Russia.
Russia. She
She is
is the
the only
only woman
woman who
who has
lias
of tuis
this International
international aviation organization since it
served as president ot
it was
was
established over 50 years ago. Upon the expiration of her term as president
estai)hislIed
president of
of
1960, she was elected U.S.
of FAI,
FAI in
In October 10GO,
U.S. vice president
president of
FAI, an
an office which
which
she currently holds.
Association, which
which Is
She is chairman of the board of the National Aeronautic Association,
is
the
U.S. attillate
affiliate of the Federation
the OES.
Federation Aeronautique
Aeronautique Internationale.
Miss Cochran
received
the
Billy
Mitchell
Trophy
as
the
outstanding
woman
Cochran
Billy Mitchell Trophy as the outstanding woman
of the year, the only woman to be honored, in 1938.
pilot of
J. McGough
McGough Trophy
The only woman who ever received the W. J.
Trophy for
for outstanding
outstanding
performance
performance for the year
year 1939.
1039.
the Woman of tile
the Year, 195-x3,
the California
California Wing
AuxAwarded tile
1953, Trophy by the
Wing Aux.
iliary, the Air Force Association
Association in 11)54.
1954.
Iliary,
Awarded
Awardoti the Lady
Lady flay
huy Drummond-Hlay
Drummond-ilny Trophy "lin
"iii recognition
recognition of
of outstanding
outstanding
achievements lu
in aviation."
aviation."
achievements
received the Golden
Golden Fleece Award from the National Association
Association
May 5, 1955, received
Manufacturers for achievements
chosen fields.
of Wool Manufacturers
her chosen
achievements in her
In
celebrating
Iii 1957
1957 she
she was
was specially
specially honored
honored by
Air Force
by the
the Air
Force Association,
Association, celebrating
its one of a select group who had conthe 50th anniversary
conannIversary of the Air Force, as
progress of the Air Force.
tributed to the progress
On the occasion of the Stonybrook, Long Island,
the Air
in
Island, "Salute to tile
Air Force" in
105$.
Jacqueline Cochran was awarded the official Scroll of Honor of the State
1058. JacquelIne?
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of New York, In honor and recognition of her achievements
contribuachievements and many contributions to strengthen
strengthen American
American aviation, presented
presented to her by Gov.
Goy. Averell HarriRarriman.
mau.
Miss Cochran was
was initiated aa member of Theta
Theta Sigma Phi, the national
national frafraJournalism, during the national convention
ternity for women in journalism,
convention of the organiorganization in Colorado Springs, June 25,1960.
25, 1960.
January
1962 : Miss Cochran received the General
General Electric
January 30, 19l2:
Electric Trophy for
for "sigs'signitleant achievement
achievement in
nilicant
In aviation."
She has
has received
received the honorary
Russell
honorary degree
degree of doctor of humane
humane letters
letters from Russell
Sage College, the
of doctor of
of laws
laws from
from Elmira
Elmira College
College and
and
the honorary
honorary degree
degree of
the honorary degree of doctor of science from Northland College.
1957 Jacqueline
Cochran received
In 1957
JacquelIne Cochran
received Zonta
Zouta International
International Achievement
Achievement Award
Awazd
for
for her contribution to aviation.
Eisenhower as his personal
In 1957
1957 Miss
MIss Cochran was named by President Eisenhower
personal reprepto represent
resentative, with rank of Special Ambassador, to
represent him at
at the
the InauguraInauguration of President
I'resident Somoza of Nicaragua.
She
member of the Committee
She served as a member
Wright,
Committee on Security headed by Lloyd Wright,
American Bar Association.
expresident of the American
Miss
Air Force
Force
Miss Cochran
Cochran holds
a commission
hoLds a
commission as
lieutenant colonel
as lieutenant
colonel in
in the
the U.S.
U.S. Air
Reserve and
as lieutenant colonel in the Civil Air Patrol.
Patrol.
and also aa commission
commission as
she served
served as
as special
special consultant
consultant to
to the
the Chief of
During 1950
U.S. Air
1950 she
of Staff,
Staff, U.S.
Air
Force.
She served
for
9
years
on the national board of directors
servEd
directors of Camp Fire Girls
and now holds an honorary membership on that board.
is a
a director
director of
of Northeast
She is
Northeast Airlines;
Airlines; and
and of the Air
Air Force
Force Academy
Academy FounFoundation.
Miss Cochran is the author of "The Stars at Noon,"
Noon," the story of her career,
experiences, and thoughts, published in
lu 1954 by Little, Brown, &
& Co.
Co. "The Stars
Stars
at Noon"
Noon" has
has also been published
published in England, France, Germany, Spain, Turkey,
and Switzerland.
Mr. AN(Tso.
ANFITSO. Thank you very much, Miss Cochran.
Cochran.

May II ask this question: In paragraph No. 2 of your statement on
ou
the first page you say:
say:
The manned space flights are extremely expensive
expensive and also urgent
urgent in
In the
the
national interests and,
in selecting
and, therefore In
selecting astronauts it
it was natural and
proper
proper to sift them from
from the group of male pilots who had already proven by
by
aircraft testing and high speed precision flying that they were experienced, competent
peten t and qualified to meet possible emergencies
emergencies In
in aa new environment.
environment.
Does any woman to your knowledge meet those specifications that
that
you, yourself, have laid out?
out I
Miss CocuiAw.
could
Cociitx. Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't think anyone could
make such a statement. II can only examine what happened
happened with
women pilots in World
World War
II and would be happy to offer you that
War II
evidence.
No. 1, the sad part of the program was, our attrition rate was very
high, due to marriage. I don't
don't know the exact figure. Somewhere
Somewhere
neighborhood of 40 percent. They flew every type of aircraft
in the neighborhood
aircraft
this Nation had, just as successfully. In fact, their fatality and accident
cident rate
rate was only slightly under the men doing the same work.
Elimination rate on pilot training was slightly under that for cadets.
II attributed
so
attributed that
that particular
particular fact
fact to the reason
reason that
that they were se
carefully selected, and we were already down pretty well at the
the bottom
of the barrel of manpower
manpower for trainees for pilots when we started the
women program. I took a group of 25 alirady
already trained to England
England
and i1 received the King George Medal. These girls were successful in
in
England.
we were having trouble with the plane B-26. Pilots were walking
We
walking
off the program because, they kept saying, "I
"I don't mind being
bei
kille
killed
in combat
combat but not in a training program."
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I recommended,
recommended, and the plan was accepted,
accepted, that we put women
women
on B-26's.
13-26's.
I had a theory that if we took them out of the school,
school, where they
didn't get exposed to normal scuttlebutt among pilots, on a voluntary
basis, we might prove
prove something in training.
I had approximately
approximately 150 women flying an operational duty.
They did about 70,000 hours of operational
operational duty-towing
dutytowing targets,
being shot at with live ammunition, without a single fatality other than
accident. It
It was a very unique and very fine
one minor accident,.
fine experience
and I think contributed
contributed a lot in the effort
effort in World War II.
So I don't have any doubt about women. I am thinking with the
have
great rush that is necessary now to maybe catch up, from all I hìave
been told by the
the newspapers,
newspapers, that we do not want to slow down our
our
program, and you are going to have to, of necessity,
necessity, waste aa great
great
deal of money when you take a large group of women in, because you
lose them through marriage.
That is why women are not on
of
on airplanes. I have been a director of
an airline for 14
years.
Airlines
spend $50,000
14
$50,000 average to check a
pilot out on a 707
707 or Convair 880.
880.
That is expensive if you lose them through marriage.
marriage.
I think first and foremost no one is successful unless they are first
a woman and first
first a man and have all of the instincts
instincts and desires of
the two sexes. So therefore
therefore you have
have that kind of attrition rate when
you start a program.
evaluation, I
program. Therefore, for the very necessary evaluation,
do not think it makes
makes much difference whether they are pilots or not.
One of these girls that was tested at Lovelace has an engineering
engineering
degree. She
She works for the telephone company as a research engineer.
We have a very unique group of womenas
women-as you can see from Mrs.
Hart. and Miss Cobb.
ilart.
corning into it. She was the
I did not have
have anything to do with her
lier coming
first. But I think it must be a very large group, to determine
determine many
things, before we jump into
know what
into something where we do not know
we are doing.
Mr. ANFUSo.
ANFUSO. Miss Cochran, you do believe
in
believe that women belong in
the space program?
program?
Miss COCHRAN.
CocHRA. I certainly think the research
done. Then
research should be (lotie.
successful
I can tell you afterward, Mr. Chairman. If they prove successful
under the test, then I could answer that question.
question.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFuso. Then, even though we may lose some of the women
women
program should
should
through marriage, I suppose the importance
importance of the program
at least call our attention to, or at least require very serious thought,
have a parallel program for women
as to whether or not we should
should not hìave
for training purposes.
Miss COCHRAN.
group
COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, if you take a large enough group
of women as many pilots as you can get, as many as you can take
every
put, them through every
that are already in the armed services, and put
orbiting-I again say it is
short of orbitingI
single test, as we know it now, short
some mental conbetter if you have
airead)' lave
have sonic
have pilots, because they already
fine thing to
ditioningthen,
to what
goes
on-I
think
it
be
a
very
would
just
as
are
tests
they
these
on
all
prove
if
they
do,
and
or
they
are
just.
as fitted,
fitted, or
prove
on
all
these
tests
they
do, and then, if
maybe more fitted, they might provewho
prove-who knows, nobody knows, it
start the next phase of your programhas not been done-then
(lonethen you start

onI
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but certainly they did not put these astronauts up until they had had
almost 3 years of training
training?I
Mr. ANi'uso.
ANFuso. That is right.
iss COCHRAN.
Miss
COCHRAN. I don't see how you could make a crash program
with a woman,
woman, or give her less than given the menwhen
men-when already it
is admitted there are
at least one of the men. . So let's
áre problems with at.
face some facts.
Mr. ANFUSO.
program,
ANFtJSO. Getting down to the technical
tecimical phase of this
thisprogram,
NASA for
for
I am sure you are familiar with the criteria laid down by NASA
the selection and training of astronauts.
Do you believe that this criteria is sound and realistic?
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Well,
'Well, it has proven so. I do not know all of the
criteria laid down. I know the medical aspect of it pretty well.
pilot
requirements are a test pilot
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFTJSO. Two of the principal requirements
experience and an engineering
engineering background.
What is your comment on that
'What.
that?I
Miss CocnIt.tN.
COCnRAN. It
It seems logical
loie.al to me. II think if you have a group
knowledge you are going to take the best you
of people with more knowlege
have. If you go to a bunch of bananas you pick the best one from
the bunch to eat.
To answer your question more specifically, I don't think it is necesnecessarily mandatory-I
mandatoryI don't know, we have not tested that out-that
outthat
they have an engineering
engineering degree.
Ir just don't think anyone has. I don't think NASA
NASA themselves
themselves
can truthfully answer this question at this point.
They havehad
have had only
only seven men, sir, in this program. So I just don't
don't
think anybody can answer that question.
Mr.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Do you think women should be trained as test pilots?
Miss COChRAN.
CocRmAw. Again, this goes back to 1956.
196. When I checked
checked
the
the cost of checking
checking a pilot out in a B-47, as I recall the figures it was
$144,000 at that t.imefor
time--for one human being. If
If we are economically
$144,000
economically
enough-and II don't think we are, from what I read in the
sound enoughand
newspaper-to spend that type of money, and take a chance
newspaperto
chance that
about the time we are ready
ready to use that person, she starts a family,
then, I am all for it, but
but. I am against waste, because I don't think
we can afford it.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Do you think we should
should start training women, not as
astronauts, but as crewmembers?
crewmembers?
M'ss COCHRAN.
Mss
COCHRAN. That makes sense.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Any questions?
questions?
Mr. KARTII.
K,RTII. Miss Cochran, I think II understand
understand your answer to the
question by the chairman
chairman as to the requirement
requirement of being
being an engineer
engineer
and whether or not you felt it.
it was necessary to be an engineer
qualengrneer to qualify as an astronaut.
great deal of experience
As a flyer, having had a great.
experience in jets as well as
conventional aircraft,
is essential to have been a test
aircraft., do you feel it is
test
pilot as a qualification
qualification or condition to being an astronaut?
Miss COCURAN.
CocinmAN. Sir, the only thing I can say is that
that, again, if II
were starting a program, which no one knows anything about, and
ami we
we
still know little about the environment of space, II would still choose
those people that.
that had the highest. level of exposure and experience in
the area that I was dealing within.
with.
Therefore, if I had pilots that were superiorand
superior-and the test pilots
certainly are sul)erior
we wouldn't have so
so
superior in their piloting ability or we
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few,
few, and if that test pilot also
engineering degree in aeroalso has had an engineering
nautics or in aerodynamics, I would choose that person. Again,
Again I
repeat, I don't believe anyone,
anyone, including
including NASA,
NASA, can at this point, with
the limited experience we have, say, whether it is necessary
necessary or not to
have an engineering
or aerodynamics
engineering degree in aeronautics
aeronautics or
hftve
aerodynamics or some
phase of aeronautics. II don't know. I can't answer.
Mr. KA
i. At this phase of the U.S. space program
KAWrH.
program do you feel that
that
it is a reasonable requirement
requirement for NASA to have as one of the
tile qualifications that of being a test pilot?
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. The only thing II can say is that Major White who,
believe, did about 90 percent of the research flights on the X-15
I believe
and has a degree in aeronautical
aeronautical engineering, or
last year is a test pilot and
or
in some phase of aeronautical
aeronautical engineering.
don'ttknow just which
which one lie majored in. I think that is interestI don
ing. On the other hand, you have the
flew
tile first man in the world who flew
faster than soundwhich
sound-which was a great breakthrough
breakthrough in aviation-the
aviationthe
British at that time were running
running a friendly race with us to make
mach 1that
1-that was
was Colonel Yeager, and I think he only finished high
macli
school.
He is from your home State, one of the greatest pilots who ever lived,
in my opinion.
Mr. KAWFH.
KArm. Getting away from the engineering
engineering requirement.,
requirement, I
would like to ascertain whether
whether you, in your opinion, feel it is a reasonable requirement;
requirement that NASA
NASA has laid down that you be a test pilot bebefore you be
be considered as one of the astronauts in the space program?
program?
Miss
Miss COCHRAN. If
If yoU
you want my own honest personal opinion-nothopinionnotliing
Ing to do with any knowledge, because I have
have not seen any of the
datadata Mr. KAwrm
KARTUB Your personal opinion.
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. II don't think so, no. I was flying an airplane last
year that they thought had some inertial couplingproblems.
coupling problems.
flew it to its maximum
speed of mach 1.35.
I flew
maximum speed
1.35. The chief pilot said,
said,
"Did you have any trouble with the aircraft?"
aircraft ?"
noticeable."
I said, "No, nothing serious, but something noticeable."
He then said, "IE think we got a little tail trouble."
11e
My reply was,
is in the vertical stabilizer."
was, 'I think it is
My belief happened
happened to prove true. So apart from technical
technical training, you learn as you go along. I have learned a great.
great. deal. II know
about the practical side of flying, shall we say, and the way planes
are rigge.
rigged.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. I have two more questions.
train selected American women as
Would you say that a program to train
astronauts, apart from our present astronaut program activities, in
in
order to launch a woman pilot into space before the Soviet Union, is
a worthwhile
worthwhile national objective?
Miss CocnAN.
COCHRAN. Well, sir, that is a very difficult question to answer.
answer.
tr to surpass them
I think the national objective
objective would be to
to try
them in
in every
exploration-thrust--but I think there are many things
field of space explorationthrustbut;
more important,
way. Sure it.
it is
is nice to be
be first,
important, let's put it that way.
first, but
but
it is also nice to be sure.
would
I don't think it would justify having aa crash program. ItIt would
make the hard years of training these men took
look aa little silly,
even
took look
silly, even
if it succeeded.
succeeded.

'I
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So, no, I can't quite say I think there should be. In the first place,
mean, heard itit
toI mean,
thami a year
year ago Russia was going to--I
I heard more than
the usual
in the United
Ummited States, not with any authority but through the
scuttlebutt-going
scuttlebuttgoing to orbit a woman.
In the meantime they have only orbited two men. The
The gossip is that
orbit
they have had some difficulty andit
and it may be sometime before they orbit

another man.
I don't know if that is true. I have heard it, and I am sure you
have too.
hìave
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANF1TSO. Yes
Yes. InI
launch a
In other words, we should not try to launch
woman in space merely for propaganda
propaganda purposes, we
wo must be sure
of tle
the safety?
safety
Miss CocHiRAN.
CocuaN. Yes, I believe that with all my heart. II think it
would be sad if we had difficulty rushing forward trying to beat some
sorne
other country in something.
I think we could have a program
program as I have described in my prepared
statement. I think it would
be very help
ful and might be very rewardstatement..
would ho
helpful
ing. I feel certainly our exploration
exploration of space will
vi1l be far more rewarding than any
aiìy of us expect
expect it to be.
be.
1I would rather see us program intelligently
assurance, and
and
intelligently and with assurance,
with surety, than to rush into something because
becaus we want to get there
first, whether the moon or a satellite.
I would like to see us do it properly and successfully rather than to
make a mess of it.
Mr.
if r. ANFTSo.
question: What
lVliat program would
would
AN'trso. Miss Cochran, a final question:
you reconunend that
vomenss space program?
that. could be initiated for a.
a. women
rogrann?
Miss COCHRAN.
CocinAN. Mr. Chairman, I think II described that in my
my preprepared statement quite well.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Yes, you did. Your final thoughts are what?
Miss CociPA.
CoclIatN. I think they should select as many women as they
can, say, not to exceed 150, 200, but it should be a sizable groupgmupwhatever the powers that.
that,he
h decide,
deride, I think, both pilots and nonpilots
and I think these girls should
should be put
put through
through every possible test on
the,
the ground that we can, so long as it does
(loes not slow up, interfere
interfere in any
any
way with the present program
program that is being carried forward with our
our
astronaut
astronaut program, because I think that is of prime importance
importance to this
COUn1trV.
country.
MAr.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFIJSO. This is a parallel program that you would recommend?
recommend?
Miss (ocunAN.
(ocImnAN. If
If it can be done with the present facilities, or per.
perhaps putting more people to work, maybe the cost is justified, but
but
nothing should interfere, in my opinion,
opinion, with the preseiit
present research
)rOgrnun that is being
being conducted.
program
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Thank you very
very much,
much, Miss Cochran.
Any questions on this'side?
side?
this
Mr. Rousir.
Cochran, II gather from
from your testimony that your
Rousri. Miss Cochran,
your
experience
physically
experience has
lias led you to the belief that a woman is as physically
capable
capable as a man and.
aiid psychologically
psychologically fitted
and as emotionally stable and
as
as a man for flight.
Is that correct
correct
sir, I do. They certainly are with
Miss COCHRAN.
wih airplanes.
COCHRAN. Yes, sir,
Whether we can say that about
nbout space
space I don't know.
Mr. Rousm.
maui objections--at
objec.tionsat least one of the hesitaRousu. One of your
your main
hesita
tions
testimony-was the
fions I noted in your testimonywas
tue fact we might waste money
88295---6--6
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because
because of the high attrition rate if we put a group of women into this
thiø
program.
I have noted, however, from the previous testimony, that most of
of
iii their thirties. And, of course, the
these ladies who are involved are in
astronauts we have selected are in their thirties or very, very early
It would seem to me that from this group the attrition rate
forties. It
would not be quite so high.
Would
Would you care to comment on that?
COCHRAN. Well, it depends on what your
your exposure is, and how
Miss COCHRANi.
clever
clever you are, and where you get around. II can't answer that one.
triplets-so I don't
A very good friend of mine,
mme, age 42, just had tripletsso
know.
Mr. Rousit.
RoUsH. May I ask how you feel about this matter, about the
competency
competency of a lady pilot, for example,
example, who is in
iii her thirties as comher twenties?
pared to one in lier
Miss COCHRAN.
In our program in World War II
II the average age
ago
COCHRAN. In
ran 22Y2.
program was the only one that took
22½. The woman pilot program
If I were to subtract about 30 women who were top
them at 181/2.
181/2. If
women pilots, liad
had 200 hours of flying time, et cetera, that were aged
aged
32 to 35 which was the top
wo found the young ones trained
top limit, we
wedl-et's put it that
very weùlet's
that way. So I don't know. I think
think maturity
and a great deal of exposure and flying time certainly have to tell
some kind of a tale.
ROUSH. Apparently
Apparently someone disagreed with this in the selecMr. ROUSH.
tion of astronauts.
Miss COCHRAN.
CoChRAN. Naturally
Naturally they took experience. You are not going
to get experience
experience among these young people and II don't blame them.
research program from the ground.
But I am talking about starting a research
It might be very much
advantage to take younger people, but if
if
It
much of an advantage
in
you want to get something off the ground to start with, as we did in
the astronaut program, you will take those people with the
the greatest
level of experience.
II think II would
want to do that with the women under the same
would want
circumstances.
Mr. ROUSH.
RoUSH. If
If wo
we institute a program
program of lady astronauts, do you
agree it would be well in our research to have women of all age
groups?
Miss
I think we should start
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Yes, sir; all age groups. I
with 18 if you can get them, right on through to those that, well, perhaps as old as I am, I have a lot of experience.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. To be fair with all the members, we have about 10
minutes. I would like to call
member here, so it
it will be
call on every member
yourselves to one or two questions.
helpful if you will limit yourselves
Mr. FuuroN.
FULTOn. I yield to the lady.
I yield to the lady.
Mr. RIEHLMAN.
RIEHLMAN. I
Miss COCHRAN.
CoCHRAN. II would like to point out, Mr. Chairman, I have a
statement:
letter from Miss Cobb. I think this is an interesting statement:
The qualification
qualification rules have been laid down for astronauts, and although
NASA
NASA says
happens the requiresays they
they have nothing against women, itit Just so happens
ments are such that no one can
can meet them.
them.
about regulations, but I do know that excepexcepI don't know much about
tions have been and can be made as to qualifications without destroying the scientific
scientific basis of the program.
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Mr. Glenn did not graduate from college, and II checked upon
Slayton's heart condition. It
It had
had not been known for 3 years. I
called Dr. Randolph
Randolph Lovelace last night and asked him.
Mrs. WEIS.
WElS. One question, Miss Cochran.
In the other testimony the question was brought uup that these 12
12
had taken the tests liad
had not completed
completed them. Before
gals who liad
13efore a larger
larger
program, such as you envision, got started, would you be in favor of,
of
having these 12 women complete the full test?
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. They could be part of the program. I donated the
funds for these women to have the medical
medical examinations. As you
know, the same medical institution also was responsible for the medical
medical
checks of the astronauts. If
If I had not been interested in women
women
having
having a look-in on the program I would
would not have gone to this expense and trouble.
I just want to see it done on an extremely sound basis when it is
done, and well coordinated, and not just a big hoopla.
Mrs. WEIs.
WETS. Do you feel they could get a medical history from
these
these 12?
Miss CocH1N.
CocHmRN. II think it is too small a group, and if you start anything you should start with a really large group of women, iiicludmg
including
some of those in the armed services.
services.
Also, I think we should train some medical technicians. II am sure
you will get medical technicians that will volunteer.
I think you are going to need,
of
need, if you send out large groups
groups of
people, more people than just those people who know how to fly an
an
airplane. I think
think Mrs.
Mrs. Hart was very wise in her
her statement when
when
she said perhaps
perhaps in view of what happened to Mr. Carpenter you need
need
to have some one else along to do the photography.
I chatted with him at length.
He had to load the cameras, and so forth, I got up to nine extra
things he
lie did.
II believe there were nine, perhaps seven, that were not required of
of
Mr. Glenn when he orbited in that 3-hour period.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFuso. Thank you.
ou.
Mr. COWrMAN.
CORMAN. You alluded to the
the fact that it would involve a substantial amount of money, Miss Cochran, to train lady astronauts,
that this same consideration
consideration has
has been given to the training of pilots
for airlines, and that all of this would be lost in the event of marriage.
If we follow that, wouldn't that
from all proIf
that eliminate
eliminate all women from
professions?
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. No, because I don't believe you would want your
your
wife--Mrs. Hart certainly is a great example
example herewhen
here-when she
wifeMrs.
she is
is hayhay.
ing fta child
mOchild to be flying for nearly aa year.
secondly, if
'econdly,
if the
the astronaut's
astronaut's end
end of
of flying
flying is
is going
going to
to be
on aa parallel
be on
parallel
with
airplane
flying-which
I
am
quite
familiar
with-it requires
requires aa
vith
flyingwhich I
familiar withit
great deal of constant work and training.
Why
Why do they give the airline pilots a check every 60
60 days
on their
days on
their
instrument proficiency
proficiency?I
an airline
airline company
A friend of mine, who has flown with an
company for
for 20
20
years, finally washed out and couldn't hack
it on his procedures.
procedures.
hack it
II could only liken it to a person who plays a mus'cal
mu&cal instrument,
or
train constantly.
or aa dancer,
dancer, or
or that
that kind
kind of
of thing,
thing, they
they have
have to
to train
constantly.
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I asked Mr. Heifetz--I look upon him as one of the greats of the
violin-I said "It
violinI
gift., but apart from
"It is obvious you have
have aa. great gift,
your gift, how many
many hours of training do you go into before you
give
concert"?
give a concert"?
lie said, "I
"I just couldn't say, I work so hard at it."
11e
I think that same
same thing applies to flying. Therefore, if you lose a
whole year, as fast as we move, your practically
practiclly have to start over.
So you cannot compare
compare that to the normal job.
job.
You
technician. I have
YOU take a person in medicine today. Even a technician.
heard them make the statement if they go away for a year, and don't
don't
keep up with
advancement they have to get
get. in and dig hard to
vit.1i the advancement
resume their work also.
resumo
Mr. CORMAN.
CORMIAN. Thank you.
you.
AN-vso. Mrs. Riley, I would like to give you the opportunity
Mr. Awiuso.
opportunity
asking some questions.
of asking
Mrs. TILEY.
background or training of
of
RILEY. 'You
educational background
You spoke of educational
one of the astronauts. Looking at me, you know I am living
living in my
second childhood. Did Mr. Lindbergh
Lindbergh have a limited educational
educational
background.
Miss COCHRAN.
CochRAN. II really don't.
don't. know.
Mrs. RILEY.
RLE Y. High school, I believe.
Miss COCHRAN.
and
COCHRAN. Well,
Well, Colonel Yeager only had high school and
lie was the first to make mach I in the world.
he
Mrs. Riuyy.
encourae some of my erstwhile
Rrry. II tied
tried to encourge
erstwhile pupils by
saying that
finish colle
saying
that. Mr. Lindbergs didn't hnish
collegee and look
look where he got.
Miss CoChRAN.
If we took a poll in this room, you probably
probably
Cocmias. 1f
straight A student.
wouldn't find any strairht
student..
by-B students.
This world is run by3
ri1.ANFUSO.
Mr.
ANFUSO. You mean it is run by boys.
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Sometimes they act.
act. like that.
that.
Mr. WAGtOXER.
governed by C students.
WAGOOXER. Probably governed
Miss Coc1R,-.;.
CocultAN. I agre
agree with that too.
West VirMr. HECHLER.
IIECILLER. II am delighted you mentioned the great WTest
VirYeager, the first,
first man to break the sound barrier.
ginian, Colonel Yeager
You
mentioned attrition rate for marriage.
You ment.ione.d
I notice 3 out of the 12 who have passed the Lovelace test are margo on.
ried and that did not seem to interfere with their desire to go
Miss Coc1RÀN.
COCHRAN. No, I didn't say it did, but if you initiate a program I say you
anj cricriare going to lose, if the
you are
the WASP program is any
teria-that
is
all
I
have
to
go
by-a
great many through marriage,
teriathat
marrìage,
who are pretty soon producing their families.
Mr. HECHLER. II want to commend you for a very objective statement.
You have given the committee
committee a lot of useful guidelines.
Miss
I think II have proven that I am interested in women
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. I
women
having a chance at this, but II think it.
it should be done, and can't,
can't. overstress it, in a very careful and well-planned
well-planned fashion across the board.
Mr. HECHLER. Thank you.
Mr. ANFtTSO.
ANFuso. Mr. Riehlman.
Riehiman.
RrIELMAN. First I want to commend Miss Cochran
Cochran for the
Mr. RTEHLMAN.
very fine statement she Us
las made and the forthright manner she has
proceeded here.
here.

bya
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In your experience with the WASP what percentage
percentage did actually
actually
out?
wash out.?
COCHRAN. It
Miss CociRAN.
It was just a fraction under 40 percent, as II recall.
This is almost 20 years. II have the records. They are in my dead
dead
rath I believe runs higher
files. The attrition rate
higher today in the armed
services.

I don't know this but I am under the impression it is so. I think
it was about 40 percent. It
It paralleled that of the men. Just a fraction under the men at that time.
Mr. RIFJILMAN.
Mr.
RIEI1LMAN. That is all.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFETS0. We will have a summation
summation by our bachelor
bachelor of the
committee,
Dr. Fulton.
committee, Dr.
FULTON. I want to read the last sentence of your statement.
Mr. FULTON.
In mind the need for a large group considering
I have in
considering the time the research
research
will take place and the natural rate of attrition among the volunteers due to
to
marriage, childbirth,
ehlldblrth, and other causes.

My question is this:
this: What
'What size group would you want?
Miss CocHRN.
CocIILN. I would not want to see less than 50 to 75 or 100.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. It
It should beMiss COCHRAN.
CocHRAN. Say 50 wouLd
would be minimum.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. About 50 to 100?
Miss COCHRAN.
CocuRAN. Even more.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Training as astronauts?
astronauts?
Miss COCHRAN.
CocimAN. Yes.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Next, would you put them through the same kind of
of
a training as the astronauts got in their 3-year period?
period?
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Yes.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. So you would start them on astronaut training after
after
this preliminary
preliminary selection?
Miss
COCHRAN. The ground training, yes, sir.
Miss COCHRAN.
Mr. FULTON. Would you have to qualify both for aeronautics
aeronautics and
and

be.

astronautics?

Miss
Miss COciAN.
COCHRAN. I don't know, II think it
it might be interesting
interesting to
train astronauts
astronauts that have never been pilots. Extremely
Extremely interesting.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Would
'Would you have the Air Force open up the Air Force
Academy to these women for courses?
Mr. ANFuso.
ANFUSO. Will you yield there before she answers that question
question??
In reference to what you just said, about being extremely interestmight
ing to train one who has not been a pilot, would you say that we might
train a scientist, either female or male?
male?
if you have
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Yes, sir; if
have an opportunity.
Mr. F
LTON. Would you open the service
could
Mr.
FULTON.
service academies up so they could
be taking under the same conditions
conditions these courses that would advance

their careers in astronautics?
Miss CocHRu.
COCHRAN. No, sir; but you will have to bear with me a minute.
minute
When II was called home from England by General Arnold in 1942 to
to
head up
ip and slect
s4lect a group of women, at that
that time we had already the
WAVES and the WAC. The Marine Corps was just getting ready
to have their
their Marine girlsgirls
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Then you would not put these women in our
òur U.S.
U.S.
armed services?
services?
Miss CocmA.
COCHRAN. May II finish, sir? Otherwise II can't get to your
your
question-unless
questionunless you hear my thinking through.
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Mr. FUmoN.
FULTON. All right.
Army,
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Therefore, the Air Force was the part of the Army,
about
and at that time there were 101 women flying in England, with about
incliidin
40 ferry pilots composed of quite a number of nationalities, including
didn t
American women. What they were doing in Russia we didn't
25 American
knowledge of.
have any knowledge
women
Marines will have their women
General Arnold said that because the Marines
women
under their banner we will have no trouble having a group of women
put into the
the Air Force.
is
recommendation, for whatever it is
make a recommendation,
I said II would like to make
collectively-to take a
worth. No one knows how well women can fly collectivelyto
country-it has never
never been done.
cross-section of the women of our countryit
of
than 200
200 had 200 hours of
Of the some 10,000 who held licenses less than
flying time-because
timebecause II surveyed every one of them.
Only 40 could be found that had ever flown an aircraft that had
retractable landing gear. Therefore, they did not have a very high
level of training so far as pilots.
said:
I said:
It
in and get her out of the
It costs about $530 to
to swear one of these women in
service. It
will not be any credit to the Air Force if1f you find collectively and
It will
psychologically
fitted, so why didn't we take a group and set a cripsychologically they
they are not fitted,
Force, put
part of the
teria, if
niet it,
It, request Congress to make them aa part
the Air Force,
put
it they met
that is determined.
them on the
the civilian basis until that
This recommendation
recommendation was approved. II had more than 33,000 apabout
plications from women. On 12,000 of them I processed paper; about
had
All of them claimed
5,000 were put through their medicals. All
claimed they had
equivalent of 2 years of college. Some of the other services got pretty
jealous of this.
We kept publicity down. Some were looking for numbers, not
quality. So a little bit of squabble started as to who wanted to take
over my WASP.
A bill to militarize the WASP was introduced, 411 votes, it
it was defeated by 11 votes.
rove satisfactory.
The women did prove
II come back. We are in a new era. I don't think you should open
Academy to the women. Maybe never. You have the ROTC,
the
Academy
NROTC,
of higher
higher learning
learning in
institutions of
NROTC, perhaps
perhas institutions
in which
which you
you can
can
put them. Don t clutter up
we
np the Air Academy with women unless we
know we want them.
We are different.
particular
FULTON;. You might make these women and this particular
Mr. FUIJT0N.
corps
corps a peacetime civilian corps of about 50 to a hundred women and
statement
a 3-year training period. Is that about what I sum your statement
tobeI
up to
be?
Whatever training period is necessary, sir.
Miss
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Whatever
II don't know-3 years or 1I year. 1I haven't
haven't seen the evaluation
evaluation of
of
the 3-year training that the astronauts had.
Mr.
you will
will not
not take marriage
marriage as a disqualification
Mr. FumroN.
hope you
FULTON. II hope
for space.
space.
Miss
COCnRAN. I would not.
Miss COCHRAN.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. All
All of our present astronauts are married-Shepard,
inarriedShepard,
children, Carpenter
Cooper, Glenn,
Glenn,, Grissom,
Grisbom, each of them
t.henì have two
Carpenter
twoohfldren,
has four.
- :-
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So either marriage or children would seem to be
be' an asset for space
rather than a defect; wouldn't it?
Miss CcuRAN.
CUCHRAN. It
It would not be an asset while you were having the
babies.
They didn't have them, you know.
of
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. II am sure you are the first one that ever thought of
having babies in space. [Laughter.]
[Laughter.J
The other point that I should think we should emphasize is we are
program-that is the two-man, or a man and
coming to the Gemini programthat
or
a woman, flight, and also the Apollo program with maybe three or
Eve
fve
people.
Actually,
very good
assistants in
even
flights, even
Actually, women
women could
could be
be very
good assistants
in those
those flights,
ship isn't that correct?
captain of the astronaut ship,
if they were not the captain
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. II agree, you may want a medical technician aboard
that is a woman, or a woman who is assistant pilot. I don't know.
I am not against women being in this program. Don't misunderstand. I would
done what I did to get at least a small group
would not have done
showing.
a
Mr. ANFUSO. I don't think your testimony indicates that.
Mr.
If I had
liad not
COCHRAN. I don't want anybody to get that idea. If
Miss COCHRAN.
financed
would not have even financed
been for women in space at one time IIwould
the women getting the medicals.
FULTON. You might point out that Molly Pitcher in the battle
Mr. FULTON.
Mr.
over the
husband, John Hays. She took over
of Monmouth, outlasted her husband,
cannon when he collapsed.
Miss COChRAN.
CocnRAN. Yes, also the women who crossed the continent.
Mr. FULTON. The ladies in the pioneer wagons, covered wagons,
went along and drove with their men with guns across their laps.
As a matter of fact, we have Sacajawea, who led the Lewis and
Clark expedition in searching for the river leading to the Pacific
Ocean and was cited
cited by the President.
Likewise we have a gal named Malinche who was a guide for Cortez.
You ladies ought to be celebrating
celebrating July 20 because it was on July
Queen Elizabeth on
charge of the seas. Queen
20, 1588, that a woman took charge
defeated the Spanish Armada. The Spaniards had 880
that date defeated
could take strategic comIf a woman could
ships, and she had 130 ships. If
space and
mand of the seas maybe women could also take command of space
peaceful purposes.
use it for peaceful
financed the expedition of Columbus.
"Isabella financed
Queen
Queen :[sabella
the;'.
bonds, most of the
You ladies
ladies own most of the stocks, most of the bqnds,
this.
financing
are
really
You
accounts.
savings
never forget
forget Pocahontas. John Smith said
And then we must never
about her, "At the moment of my immediate execution, at the peril
about.
of her own life, she saved my life."
So that there was a case where a woman was an assist in a very
dangerous
danterotis situation.
that was done for love, sir. Women will
Miss
COCHRAN. II think that
MiSS CocHRAN.
that.
do an awful lot for that..
withTTON. II hope you don't
don't. think that space is going to be withMr. Fr
FrLT0N.
out love, do you?
not.
Well, I would hope not..
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Well,
m space.
FrLToN. Ladies can be courageous for various reasons in
Mr. FtrriroN.
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Miss COCHRAK.
COCHRAN. II think there is no doubt women can go into space
and be as successful as men, but I say I don't want to see it done in
in
a haphazard manner.
Mr. FULTON. Maybe we men shouldn't be talking about keeping
keeping
you out of space. We should be helping you. Women have come to
to
the
the fore and taken over and performed
performed a magnificent
magnificent job when men
failed. This is really brought home to me by the maid of Orleans,
who, at the head of 10,000
10,000 men, after every other person had failed,
won and carried the day; didn't she?
I am very serious about it. I am pointing out where
where women under
under
extreme conditions have risen and have really either done as well
well
as a man or better.
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. Well,
Well, sir, in 1938 there were 14 pilots took off. II
won the race across
across the board from the boys. So, women can fly as
well as men. But, we are in a new environment. We are in a new
era. Even if we
we are second in getting
getting a woman into the new environment, it's better than to take aa chance on having women fall flat on
their faces.
Mr. FuLToN.
FtaroN. II congratulate
conOEratulate you.
Mr. ANFuso.
are
ANFUSO. Mr. Fulton
'uIton is a bachelor and he thinks women are
out of this world. He would like t'to get them out of this world.
[Laughter.]
Miss COCHRAN.
COCHRAN. May II make this one remark: There was one general
general
who gave me a lot of trouble. He was aa colonel then. I got very
angry
meeting and I said, "You like women,
women, but you
angry with him
hun in a meeting
you
don't like women pilots."
pilots." He married one of my WASPs.
Mr. ANFrUSO.
Thank you very much. The committee will stand
ANFUSO. thank
stand
adjourned until 10
10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon,
12 noon, the hearing was recessed,
reconvene at
at
recessed, to reconvene
(Whereupon, at 12
18,1962.)
10 a.m. Wednesday,
1962.)
Wednesday, July 18,
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REPlESE.i'['J:S,
HlOUSE
il
lOUSE OF
OF REI'RESENT.Tt'ES,
(SUBCt313II'IEE
SIE(CIAL
VJEE ON
SIE1.r SUII(UMI%[I
ON
TIE
'rilE SELECTION
OF ASThIOiNATuTS,
SELEO'i'ION oi'
A SThONA UTS,
EN('E AND
IN S('I
COMM3ITEE
't EN('E
Ni) ASTRON.\rTICS,
ASTRONAUTICS,
CoMr IIvJKE (PN

]Va.sh;fgton1,
higton D.C.
1Vk
D.C.

a.m., ttHe
I0n.iìì.,
subeommnitt cc met at 10
1w ¡Ilonora)le
lonorable Victor L.
The special subcommittee
muittee, presidiing.
chairman of the special sublxom
subcommittee,
presidi ng.
Anfuso, clinirninit
CO1ÌW to order.
The commit tee will
MAr.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANF[TSO. r1lì
viIl coine
continue
nieet again
Ladies and gent
geiìt lemnen,
leinen, we meet.
agai n to
mue our investigation
t o c'ont
quai i tient ions necessary
necessa rv for t(he
he selection
select ion and
and
tite Problem
problem of the qualificatiolls
into the
training of astronauts.
viio appear before us today
the witnesses
hat the
vit nesses who
There is no question tthat,
engineering test pilots,
background as engineering
demoust rated by ttheir
hei r background
have demonstrated
thlat the criteria
and as products of NASA's astronaut training, that
space program
in our national SI)fl('e
pt'ogi'am
this point
point itt
pilots at titis
for choosing space j)ilOtS
were
vere wisely selected.
ronauts,
astronauts,
Certainly in the not too distant future many more ast
Furlermore, the develnecessary. Furthermore,
deve!pilots, and crew members will be necessary.
more complex design and
opment of new type of space craft of much more.
qualivi1l perhaps not
require. such stringent qualinot. require
performance, will
advanced performance,
It is not too early to
the part of the
tite crew members. It
fications on tite
begin to determine
determine these facts.
heroic stature of whom
Americans of heroic
Today we have with us two Americans
and
Glenn and
TI. òlenn
Col.
said.
They
are
John H.
nothing further need be
Scott
Ml.
Carpenter.
Comdr. M.
representative of the new breed of
as a representative
With the two astronauts, a.s
Director
American, the space scientist, is Mr. George M. Low, who is Director
Maiitted Space Flight,
Spacecraft and Flight Missions, Office of Manned
of Spacecraft
NASA.
NASA.
Americans here.
these distinguished Americans
We are privileged to have these
chairman, Mr. George
distinguished chairman,
hppy that our distinguished
We are very happy
iìis meeting.
the. full committee, was able to attend this
chairman of tie.
Miller, chairman
hìave na prepared
preparedd statement f.
Do any of you gentlemen have
art off with.
start
Low. I have a brief statement to st
Mr. T4ow.
proeced.
J4ow, you may proceed.
Mr. ANIFtSO.
Mm'. Low,
Mr.
ANFUSO. Mr.
that
qualifications that
Ml.
Mr. Low. My statement this morning covers the qualifications
foi the
11w select ¡oit
ion of astronauts.
program for
current program
we have set in our current
MI|'. Low makes his statement,
point, before Mr.
At, this point,
ANFuso. At'
Ml. Ai'uso.
biography of Mr. Low, which
record
the
pince in the
¡I should like to place
tite record.
at titis
be
hi
this point in the
inserted
will
It
outstanding.
indeed
is indeed
39
39
88295--62-0
88295-62-6
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(The biography
biography of Mr. Low follows:)
follows:)

Dxaroa

GEORGE
GEoRGE M. Low, DIRECTOR OF SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAYI' AND
ANO FLIGHT
FLIGhT MISSIONS
MISSIONS,, OFFICE OF
MANNED
MANNEO SPACE
SPACE FLIGHT
FLIGhT

(Michael) Low
George M.
M. (Michael)
Low was appointed Director of Spacecraft
Spacecraft and Flight
Flight
Missions, Office of Manned Space Flight, on November 1, 1961. He is
Is responsible
responsible
for the development
development of manned spacecraft and for the management
management of manned
including Projects Mercury
space flight mission operations, Including
Mercury and
ami Apollo.
Low was born In Vienna, Austria, in 1020.
1926. He
lIe came
caine to the United States in
In
1940, and
ano became a naturalized
earned a bachelor of
naturalized citizen
citIzen 5 years later. Ile
lIe eariied
of
aeronautical engineering degree in 1948, and
aeronautical
and a master
master of science In
in aeronauti
aeronautiengineering degree
front Rensselaer
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
cal engineering
(logree in 1950, both from
Institute.
Low joined the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, predecessor of
National Advisory
NASA,
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1tU9.
NASA, at
at the Lewis
19. There
he
There lie
specialized iu
research in
aerodynamic heating; boundary
boundary layer
layer
specialized
lu research
In the fields of aerodynamic
transition;; and internal flow
flow in supersonic and hypersonic
theory and transition
hypersonic aircraft.
During his years at the Lewis facility, he was head of the Fluid Mechanics
Mechanics
1958, when
Section and later Chief of the Special Projects Branch. In October 1058,
NASA
established, lie was nsslgiied
assigned to the headquarters office as Chief of
NASA was established,
of
Manned Space Flight, and inter
later was nanted
A.sistant Director for Mannied
iiaiired Assistant
Maimed Space
Flight Programs.
technical papers ami
and articles, Low is an associate
The author of
of numerous tecimiral
fellow of the
Aerospace Sciences, and na senior member
the Institute of Aerospace
niember of tjia'
American Rocket Society.
Low is
Is married
married to the former Mary
McNaniara. Mr. and Mis.
,Mrs. Low and
Mary MeNamnra.
their
7204 Broxburn
their four children live at 7204
Broxhurn Drive, Bethesda,
Bethesda, Md.

M ,ILLER.llave
Have you
the biograplhy
Mr. Mii4ia.
you included,
includec1, too,
1)ography of the seven
tl record.
astronauts? II think
astronauts
think itit should
should goo into
int.o th record.
Mr.
Mr ANFUSO. At this point itit will be ordered that.
ni
I hat. the biography
biography of
inserted.
the seven astronauts will also be
lie inserted.
biographies follow:)
follow:)
(The biographies
BIOGRAPHIES
MEROITRY
BIOGRAI'IIINM OF PROJEI'T
PROJ E(Yi' M
lil101 TRY ASTRONAUTS
A STRONA UTS
BIOGRAPHY
BIooRA'nY OF MAILCOLM
MALCOLM SCOTT
ScoT'r CARPENTER,
CA1OPENTEK,

)IRO1,0E(M" MERCURY
i'Ro.hI:(l'
Msiwunv ASTRONAUT'
ASTRÚNMYr'

Malcolm
Malcolm S. Carpenter, a lieutenant
lieutenant commander in the U.S.
U.S. Navy, was born
May 1,
1, 1925, in
weighs 155 pounds,
In Boulder, Colo.
Colo, lie is 5 feet
feet. 101/,
inches tall,
10½ Inches
tail, weighs
and has green eyes
brown hair. His wife is
Is the former Rene Loulse
Louise Price,
eyes and brown
whose father, Mr. Lyle S.
S. Price, lives at 963 Ninth
CarNInth Street, Boulder. The Carpenters have four
penter's
four children:
children: Mark Scott, Robyn
Robyn Jay,
Kristen Elaine, and CanJay, Kristen
dace Noxon. Carpenter's mother is living in Boulder at
2035 Mapleton
Mapleton Street.
at 2635
His father,
father, aa retired chemist, lives in
Palner Lake, Colo.
In Palmer
Carpenter
After receiving his early education through high school in Boulder, Carpenter
entered Colorado
Colorado College in 1943 to participate
participate In the V-5
V-5 flight training pro.
program
grani sponsored
sponsored by
by the U.S.
U.S. Navy. After
After aa year
year there,
there, lie spent
spent O6 months
months in
St. Mary's
training at
at St.
Mary's Preflight School, Moraga,
Moraga, Calif.,
Calif., and
and 44 months
months in primary
flight training at Ottuuiwa,
Ottumwa, Iowa.
Iowa. When
When the V-5
V-5 program ended
ended at
at the
the close
close
of World War
War 1I,
H, Carpenter
Carpenter entered
entered the
the University
University of
of Colorado
Colorado to
to major
major in
iii
aeronautical engineering. Although
left the
the university
university in
1949 without
Although he left
in 1940
wIthout
he was
was awarded
awarded an
an. 'eariied"
"earned" degree
in aeronautical
aeronautical
having received
his degree,
received his
degree, he
degree lu
engineering In
in May 1902,
1962, after his
engineering
his three-orbit
three-orbit flight.
flight..
Carpenter
Carpenter rejoined
rejoined the
the Navy
Navy in
1949 and
in 1949
and received
received flight
flight training
training from
from NovemNovember 19-49
1949 to April
l'ensacolt, Fla.,
(Christi, 'fex.
Tex. lie
April 1951
195! at l'emisacoin,
Fia., an]d
atid Corpus
Corpus Christi,
Ile sqptlt
spent
83 months In the Fleet Airborne Electronics Training
Training School, San Diego,
L)Iego, Calif..
Calif..
and
Lockheed P-2V
at Whidbey
ami was in a Lockheed
l'-2V transitional
transitional training
training unit
unit nt
Whidbey Islal,
Islund,
Wash., until October 1951.
1951.
November 1951
he was assigned to
to Patrol
Squadron 6
6 based
based at
Barbers
In November
1951 he
Pa (rol Sqimatlron
at. Barbers
lawali. Dining
During 11w
the Korean
conflict, he was
with Pa1trol
Point, hawaii.
Km-can conflict,
was with
l'ai rol Squadron
Squoniroim 6
ti
engaged in antisubmarine
shipping surveillance
aerial noinimig
mining
antisubmarine patrol, shipping
surveillancc and
and aerial
China Sea, and
aind thr
activities in the Yellow Sea,
Sea, South ('lijan
tlw l,'ormosa
l'ai-mosa Straits. In
Iii
he entered
entered the
1'ilot School
Test Center,
1954 he
the Navy Test Pilot
School at
at the
Naval Air
the Naval
Air rlCsL
Center, I'atuxi'ntnxto the
ent River, Md. After completion of his
his training,
training, lie
he was
vas assigned
assigned to
the Fle,'
Ele'tronlc
divisionn of the
carpenterr
('nfmud miol
,.dteded
tronica Test
Test Division
N ATC. In
t he NATC.
I n tthiN
his nassignment
ssig vim men t (a
i-peli t er co
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Light (ast
test projects with the A--3D,
A-31), F-IlF,
F-11F, and F-9F
F-9F and assisted in other flight
Iliglit
flight
programs. lie
Ile then attended the Navy's General
General Line School at
test programs,
at Monterey,
IO months and the Naval
Intelligente School,
School, Washington, D.C.,
Calif., for 10
Naval Air Intelligence
D.C.,
1958 he
to the U.S.S.
In August 1958
be was assigned to
U.S.S.
for an additional S8 months. In
Hornet,
hornet, antisubmarine aircraft
Intelligence officer. He has
lias
aircraft carrier, as air intelligence
accumulated more than 2,000
2,900 flying
flying hours, including
accumulated
including 400 in jet aircraft.
skiing.
Carpenter's hobbles Include
Include skindiving, archery, and skIIng.

BIOGR.
1PY OF
BIooIikriIY
OF

J;aor
LEROY

GORDON
G0ItI)ON

COOPER,
COOPUR, JR.,

PROJECT
MEl.RCURY
PROJECT MERCURY

ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT

G. Cooper, Jr., a major
Leroy G.
horn March
March 6, 19.Y27,
1927,
in the U.S.
U.S. Air Force, was born
major in
.. in Shawnee, Okla.
0kb. Ile
He isf5 feet 9 inches
weighs 150 pounds and has
Inches tall aild weighs
blue eyes and
and brown hair.'
TrudyO1son of Seattle, Wash.
liajr Ils
Ills wife is the former Truity.Oison
The
Janita L. Ills hometown Is
The couple has two
tw daughters:
Is
thiughters: Camala K., anti Janit.a
Colo., svhere
*here he and his mother, Mrs. Leroy
Leroy G.
G. Noper,
Carbondale, Colo.
Ogoper, own a small
mother Is
Ills father, the lte Col. Leroy G.
ranch. His
Ris motier
is now residing teie.
tìerO. Bis
G.
Cooper, was r?t.ired
retired from the Air Foee
Force in 1957 and died In
in Denver,
Dnver, Colo., in
In
1900.
.March 1960.
))
.--attiided priniap'
primary and socondary
secondary sehoolain
schoola-In Shawnee. He
lie A1so
Cooper attélided
so attended
secondary
hdt1945 after
after
secondary schools
at Murray,
$chools at
Murray, Ky. He e4tered'the
enterotFthe MAiritie
Marine Corps liI,1945
graduation frombigh
from'b igh school. Ile atte..1ed
atte ed the Naval Academy Peparatory
his
graduation
School
foi
some
monthsand.,
waa
later
a.0emberof
the
Presidental
Honor
School for some months sad.. was hter a iueniber .óf th Presidentkal Honor
Guard
e in August
kAgust 1946. He
-leattended
Guard ir
inn Washington
Washington until his dlsaorj
U1sbarge
attende the UnlUniversity 4 Hawaii
Honolulu i'awaiim
', for 3 years
years' (where
(where he met and.
and married
Hawaii in HonoIulu,iUwail
married
wife). While at the Univerty
Univeroity of Jlawaii,
Hiawaii, Iie.
ie received a (olnmlssl4n
his wife).
comnmissln in
In the
transfqrred this cbnipisitorm to the
orce and
lied by
Army. Xle
1e tranafered
&tr -torce
the Airand was red
redafled
that
j'j 19W)
for flight
flight' training. 4fter
that ser%'Ice
servlce for extended.,activex.dtty
14Dfor
fter his
extended.jictive-duty -ja
training he was aisigned
a-Migned to\
to%the
the 86th Fightkr
traIning
omber Group in Mufleh,
Muni ch, (1erGer'ightkr J3omber
imany, wIere
where be
he flew
flew F-84's
F-S4's ithd
litid F-86'
F-86's for 4 e.. While
ninny,
in Munlcji,
Muni, he atWhile In
tended tlhe
of Maryland
MarylJand Night 9hoo1
tle EuropearA
European extension
P'hool for
for
extension 'Qff the University
University-of
Hjee attended
attendedthe
Air Foie
Force InstitUt.Ót
Institateqof echno1ogat
11 year.
echnolog.'at W7rlght,Patterson
Vright.atterson
the Ah
Force'\Bae, Ohio,for'2
Ohlo,:for-2 years, w'here
WIhero he
rece ved a hachptor's
bachelor's degie
degie in
inaeroaeroAir ForeeWast',
he reeeved
eiigimeering in
iii August 19543.
1956.. - -After
After his
NT,he
nautical engiiieering
his graduatoh
from A
raduatiot from
AIT,
he was
was
assigned to ,the
Experinientaf, Flight\
Flight Test ßcliooi
,Kehool at Jt1wards
Jidwards Air
Air
the Air Force
Force }perIiiientaft
was grnduated
graiduated frÒmn
frimi thisschpni
this :schptrl In
in Aprii
April J957
1957 and was
Force Base, "allf.
was
Çalif. He was
duty'in
Perforinance Etiginee'Ing
Engineering Branch
Br'anc'h of the FJtght
Fjight Test
assigned duty
in the Performance
DiviTest l)ivi.
dEdward , lie
sion at
at ldward
Ile partiilfated
part klpàtiÑl in
in t1,,.
ti". flight testing
testiiig of
of exljWrimental
exjjøriniental fighter
fighter
eng. .eer
aircraft, working 'ims an aeronautical eng
pilot.,/
cer and a test pilot.
2,600 hours flying time, 1,600 of which
Cooper has
lp-jet fighters.
has 2,000
vhkh are Ip-jet
Ills hobbies are flying,,photography,
flying,jthotography, woodwork,
woodwork. hunting.
hunting, fishing, and
aiid boating.
boating.

is5

.

lte

thiniso

/

us

.lu.

Bx;ri.uiPiY
0m- JIOIN
Bnsrm.p1Fy OP
.Toiir ][IESVIIEL
IEEIISCUEI. GLENN,
GlENN, -lit., IlitOJECT
PROJECT MERcURY
MERCURY ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT

John
.Tohii 11.
11. Glenn,
Glemni, Jr., a lieutenant colonel in the
the U.S. Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, was
was born
born
July IS,
18, 1921,
July
1921, in
iii Cambridge,
('a mnhridge. Ohio. lie
Ile considers
considers New
New Concord,
Concord, Ohio,
Ohio. his
his permai*rmanent
rient home.
home. He
is 5 feet
10'/ inches
l-le is
feet. 101/2
tall, weighs
inches tall,
weighs 168 pounds
pounds and
and has
has green
green eyes
eyes
and rod
red hair. Ills wife is the former Anna
and
Anua Margaret
Margaret Castor,
Castor. daughter
daughter of Dr.
Dr.
Mrs. 11.
1I. W. Castor. The Glenna
Glenns have two children
children:: John
and Mrs.
John David,
David, and
sud
Carolyn
ills parents
carolyn Ann.
Ann. Ills
parents are
nro Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. John
John II.
11. Glenn.
Glenn. The
The elder
elder Mr.
Mr.
Glenn
business. The
The elder
eider
is aa retired
Glenn Is
retIred operator of a plumbing and heating business.
(Glenns
Castors all
all live on
on Blooinfield
Bioomitfleld Road
in New Concord.
Glenn also
Uenuis and Castors
Road in
Concord. Glenn
also has
has
a sister, Mrs. Jean Pinkston.
llnkston. of
of Cambridge.
Cambridge.
Glenn
attended
primary
and
high
schools
in Concord
Concord and
and atti'iuled
attended Muskingum
Muskingum
Glenn attended priniary ami huigh schools In
there also.
also. Glenn
Glenn entered
entered the
the Naval
Naval Aviation
Aviation Cadet
Cadet program
program In
in March
March
College there
1,42.
Ile was graduated from this program
program and
1942. He
and commissioned
commissioned in
in the
the Marine
Marino
Corps
lie Joined
Corps an year
year later.
later. After
After advanced
advanced training,
trainIng, lie
joined Marine
Marine Fighter
Fighter Squadron
Squadron
155
and spent
year flying F41T
lighters in
in tlmt'
thl Marshall
Marshall Islands.
15 and
Islands. ])jtring
l)tring his
his
spent aa year
F4IT lighters
WVorld War II
II servit-e
service lu'
Ife flew 59 combat
combat ruissioiis.
missions. After
After the
World
the war,
war, he
he was
was au
iIeIiher
(of Fighter
in Guam.
incuumber of
FighIt'r S4ltitlron
21M on north
north Chui
('lumia patrol
patrol and
nuud had
had duty
Siumuiron 218
duty in
Guam.
F'rmii
in1.(,mlt, r 195-0,
instructor in
advanced
flight traintrain.
From 311ue
1015 to II Ieipiiiher
.1 mine 1918
I 90. lie
a u instrnmtor
lie was
was an
in adva
mired flight
Ing
Corpu Christi, Tex.
Tex. Glenn
Glenn then attended
attended Amphibious
Amphibioum
Warfare
hug at Corpus
School
Warfare
School
Vn. hi
In Korea he
he flew
at Quantlco.
Quuumtico. Va.
flew 63
63 missions
mIssions with
with Marine
Marine Fighter
F1hter Squadrons
Squadrons
311 and
n exchange
Sabrejets. In
In
amid 27
whIle an
27 while
exchange pilot
with the
the Air
Air Force
imilot with
Force in
In F-86
F-$11 Sabrejets.
th, lust
last i)
9 days
days of fighting
fighting In
Korea, he
lie downed
three MICi'
MIG's in
in combat
combat along
along the
the
in Korea,
downed three
the
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Yalu
Yam River.

After
After Korea,
Korea, Glenn attended Test Pilot School at tile
Air
the Naval Air

Test Center, Patuxent
l'atnxent River, Md. After graduation, he was project
officer of a
Project officer
number of aircraft. He was
was assigned
nssigued to the Fighter Design Branch
Branch of the Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics in
in Washington
Washington from November
1954) to April 1959,
November 1956
1059, during
which time he also attended the University
University of Maryland. In April 1959
1059 lie
he was
was
astronaut for Project
selected as an astronaut
L'roject Mercury.
Glenn has been awarded the I)istinguished
Distinguished Flying
occasions, and
Glenii
Flying Cross on S5 occasions,
holds the Air Medal with 18 clusters for his service during World War Il
I1 and
In July 1957,
F8U, he set a transcontinental
transcontinental
Korea. lu
1057, while project officer of
of the F8U,
New York, spanning the country in
from Los
Los Angeles to New
In 3 hours
speed record from
hours
and 23 minutes. This was the first transcontinental
flight to average
transcontinental flight
average supersonic
lie has inure
more thaim
than 5,100 hours of flying time, including 1,600 hours in jet
speed. Ile
aircraft.
The Glenn family hobbies are boating all(
¿uni water skiing.
BIOIRAPIY
VIRGIL, 1.
MERCUIIY ASTRONAUT
1lioo.ruuy OF
OF Vinoit
l'ß()JEC'T Msucuu
1. GRISsONM
(JRISSOM, PROJECT
ASTRONAUT

Virgil
Virgil I. Grisson,
(irisson, an major
uiuijor in
iii the U.S.
horn April 3, 1926,
U.S. Air
AIr Force, was born
1920, in
in
Mitchell, Ind.
hid. lie
Mitchell,
Ile is 5 feet 7 inches
amai
Inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, has
hns brown eyes and
brown hair. Mrs. Grissom
(irissom is the former
Moore. They have two sons:
furnier Betty L. Moore.
Sons
and Mark. Grissoni's
Grissom's parents, Mr. and
Scott und
1). Grissom,
und Mrs. Dennis
1)ennis I).
Grissom, live at
at
has two brothers and a sister: Norman,
715 Baker Street, Mitchell. He lias
of
Noruuian, of
Mitchell :: Lowell, a s.njor
senior at Indiana
Imalinima University, and Mrs. Joe Beavers, of BaltiRultimore, Md. ills
Ills wife's father, Claude Moore, lives in MItchell
Mitchell;; her iiiother
mother is
Is
more,
deceasedi.
(tOcen
seil.
Grissomn
primary and high schools in Mitchell. He first entered
Grlssumu attended
attended primary
entered
the Air Force
aviation Cfl(lOt
cadet and was diclinrged
dicharged in
In November V95.
1944 as an
in uivhition
Force in 11T44
1945.
graduated frouui
from Purdue University with a (logree
degree in unechuuiicnl
mechanical engiIle was graduated
euigineering
In 19
50. Ile
He returned
aviation
(adet ttraining
1950.
graduation
micering in
ti as'
t'a Ining after hhis
returned to
la lion cadet
is graduation
from
(rouit l'urdue
Purdue and received
wings in
received Ills
his wings
March 1951. Grissom
Grlssom joined the 75th
in March
75th
Fighter-Interceptor Squadron at Presque
l'resque Island, Maine.
as an }'-fl
F-Ni( lighter
tighter pilot.
Fighter-Interceptor
Ma ¡ne. ums
combat uuiissiuims
missionis h
in Il1P8
Korea in
In F-86's
334tlh
Fighter-InterIle flew
(low 100 ('olllbflt
F-SO's with the 33
9h Flghter-lnter
ceptor Squadron. lie
jet pilot instructor
coptor
lie left Korea in June
1952 and became
.Juuiue 19152
becante a jet
instructor
at Bryan,
1955 lie
he ivent
went to the Air Force Institute of Technology
Bryan, Tex.
'l'ex. In August 11)55
Tec'hmiology
Wright-Patterson Air Force lInse,
liase, Ohio, to study aeronautical
aeronautical engineering.
at Wright-Patterson
engineerIng,
attended the Test l'ilo(
Pilot School at Edwards Air Force Base,
In October 1956 lie
lie attezuled
luise.
Calif.,
Base
May
1957 as
('ut 11f., and
nul retn-ned
met n rued to Wright-Patterson
Wright- I 'a t I cisc 'mu Air
Ai r Force
F'orce Ita
y 19'17
se in M
as ait test
pilot assigiced
assigned to
the Fighter
to thufl
Branich. He
lie has flown
flown niore
F'ighuter Braua'li.
3,400 hours, over
tutore than
t haiti 3.400
2,500 it
2,)O
iii jets.
Grissom
distinguishedd Flying
with
Grissouut has
huais been awarded
awarded the Distiugifislied
F'lyiuug Cross and
und Air Medal with
cluster for Service in Korea.
hobbies are hunting and fishing.
Ills hubbies
u

um

um

BIOGRAPJIY
MARTY SCIIIRRA,
MERCURY ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT
BLo«uuAPflY OF WALTER
WALTER MAInT
ScumnuRA, JR.,
.Tui., PROJECT
PROJECT MERCURY

Walter
Shi-RAIt), , Jr., aai couiuinauuder
commanderr in the
U.S. Navy, was
Walter M. Schirra
Schirm t Shi-RAH)
the U.S.
was
bo~rn March
born
Marchi 12. 1923, in
in Hlackensack,
Ilack-ensuck, N..I.
N.J. lie
Ile is 51 feet 10 inches tall,
tali, weighs
weighs
170 peunds
pounds and
170
amid has brown hair and brown
brown eyes. His
His wife
svife is the former
former
Josephine
couple has
Josephine C. Fraser, of Seattle, Wash. The couple
lias two children:
children : Walter IIl
111
and
Schirra is
and Suzanne. Mrs. Seliirra
or Mrs.
Is the
the daughter
daughter of
Mrs. James
James L. Holloway,
of
Holloway, wife of
Holloway. l'MN
ISN (retired),
(retired), who svas
was commander
commander in
Admiral Hollosvay.
In chief
chief of the Northeastern Atlantic
and Mediterranean
Atlantic und
Mediterranean area. Schirra's
Schirra's parents
parents Mr. and Mrs.
Walter M. Schirm,
Schirra, resi(le
reside in Honolulu, Hawaii,
Hawaii, where the elder Schirra was a
War I ace in
the Army Air Corps. After the war, he and his wife
World \\'ar
In time
United States in a light plane. Schirm
Schirra
barnstormed throughout the eastern Unitcd
also has
lias ita sister, 'Mrs.
Mrs. John
Johu II. Burhans,
Burhaums, who lives in La Jolla,
.Tolla, Calif.
Sehirra attended primary and
junior high
in Oradeil,
Oradell, N.J.
He was
was
Schirm
utah junIor
high schools iii
N..J. 11e
graduate from Dwight
Dwight Morrow high
Iigh School, Englevood,
Englewood, N.J., In 1940 amid
and atatgraduated
tended
lle was graduated
cuí Engineering
tended Newark.
New-ark. N.J.,
College of
N.J., College
Engineering 11 year. Ile
gratina ted fromn
friunu
U.S. Naval Academy lui
in 1945.
the U.S.
Schirra has hail
had service on board the battle cruiser .Iluska,
.lu8Ia, on the staff of
Scitirra
of
at Pensacola,
the Seventh Fleet, flight
flight training
training ail
Pensacola, in
In Navy
71, and
und
Navy Fighter Squadron 71.
as
U.S. Air Force Fighter Bomber Squadron.
RS an
an exchange
exchange pilot with the 154th U.S.
Squadron.
Ho went with this
he flew 90 combat missions in
squadron to K;_rea
He
(bis squadron
Kutrea where lie
In
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F-84E
lie downed one Mig and
F-84E aircraft.
Ie took part
aircraft. lIe
f1141 has tine
one probable
Mlg. He
probable Mig.
part
inl development
in
(levelopinent of the Sidewinder
Sidewinder missile
niissile at
at NOTS, China Lake,
Lake, Calif. He
was project pilot
pilot for the
and
the F7U-3
FTU-3 Cutlass and instructor pilot
pflot for the Cutlass
Cuflass and
FJ3
FJ3 Fury. He
He flew F311-2N
Demons as operations
F311-2N Demons
operations officer
oflicer of Fighter Squadron
Squadron
124 on board the carrier Lexington in the
the Pacific.
PacifIe. He
11e then attended
attended Naval
Air
Naval Air
Safety Officer School at the University of
of Southern California, and had test
test
pilot training at
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent, Md. His last assignment
at the Naval
in suitability development
development work on the F4H. He lias
was at Patuxent In
has 3,200
flying time, 2,000
2,000 in
jets.
hours of flying
in jels.
Ie has been awarded
awarded the Distinguished
He
J)lstinguislied Flying Cross and
find two Air Medals
Medals
for his Korean service.
Schirra's hobbies include w'aterskiiug,
Sehirra's
waterskiing, snowskiing, hunting, and
ami sport ears.
cars.
BIOGRAPI[Y
SIEPARD, JR.,
BIOORAPHY OF
OF ALAN BARTLETT
BARTLETT SILEVARD,
JE., PROJECT MERCURY
MEROURY ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT
B. Shepard, Jr.,
Alan B.
coiniitantier in the U.S.
Jr., a commander
U.S. Navy, was born November
November
18, 1923, In East
East Derry, N.H. He is 5 feet 11 Inches
inches tali,
tall, weighs 160 pounds,
has blue eyes and brown
browit hair. Slelmrd
married to the former Louise Brewer
Shei»:rd is married
Brewer
of Kenneth Square, Pa. The
The couple
lias two
couple has
two daughters;
daughters; Juliana
Juliana and
and Laura.
Laura.
His parents,
parents, Col.
Col, and Mrs. Alan B. Shepard, live in East Derry where the elder
elder
retired Army
officer of the United
Shepard, na re1iied
Atiny omrer
I'nited States, is an insurance
insurance broker.
Shepard's sister, Mrs. Pauline S. Sherman, resides in Attleboro, Mass.
Shepard attended primary
primary school in
iii East
Bast Derry and was graduated
graduated from
Pinderton
Academy, r)erry,
)erry, N.H.,
N.H., in 1940.
lie studied 1 year at
l'imierton Academy,
1910. lIe
at Admiral
Tois River, N.J., amid
and then entered the
Farragut Academy, Toms
Naval Academy,
the Naval
Annapolis. He was graduate from Annapolis in 1944.
1044. He
11e was graduated
graduated from
from
the Naval
R.I., in 1958.
Naval War College, Newport, Rd.,
The
astronaut, saw
saw service
service on
on the destroyer foysw1l
Gogswcll iii
in the Pacific during
The astronaut,
World War II. Ile then entered flying training at
at Corpus Christi, Tex., and
and
Pensacola,
service was
Peiisaeota, Fla.
FIa. Ile
11e received
received his wings In March
March 1947.
1947. Subsequent
Subsequent serviee
in
Jacksonville,
in Fighter Squadron 42 at the
the Norfolk Naval Air Stations and JacksonviU
Fla. He also
also served several tours
tours aboard
in the Mediterranean.
Fia.
aboard aircraft carriers In
Mediterranean.
Shepard
School at Patuxent
Shepard went
went to USN
USN Test
'l'est Pilot School
l'atuxent. River, Md., in 1950 and
served
flight test work there.
served two
two tours
In
tours in flight,
there. During this service he took part
part in
test.s to obtain
(itta on light at different altitudes and on a
high altitude tests
variety
ohitaizi ditta
a
variety
masses over the North
of air
air ¡nasses
North Amnerh(an
American Continent.
Continent. Ile
Ho also
also took Iart
part In
In experiexperimaients
test and(
carrier
inents in test
and development
(levelopment of the
the Navy's inflight refueling system, carrier
suitability trials of the F2113 Banshee, and
and Navy trials of the first angled
deck. Between his flight test tours at
0t Ptttiixent,
latuxent, Shiepard
carrier ileck.
Shepard was assigned
assigned
to Fighter
Fighter Squadron
Squadron 193 at
at Moffett
Moffett Field,
Field, Calif., a night fighter unit flying
Banshee
lie was operations
operations officer of titis
this squadron and matie
Banshee jets. lío
made two tours
with
Pacific on board the carrier Ori.skany.
Oriakany. He
with It to the Western Pacific
He has
has been
been
in the
Demon, F811
Crusader, F4D
F4D Skyray, and F1IF
engaged In
FlF
the test
test of
of the F311 Demon,
FSIJ Crusader,
Tigercat. He was project test Pilot
pilot on
Ofl the F5D Skylancer. The last 5 months
Patuxent were spent as
as an instructor in the Test Pilot School. After
at Patuxent
After his
his
graduation from the Naval War
graduation
War College, Shepard joined
joined the
the staff
staff of
of the
the comcornlmander
in
chief,
Atlantic
Fleet,
Cas
aircraft
readiness
3,700
inainler
chief, Atlantic Fleet, as aircraft readiness officer. He has 3,700
Jets.
hours of flying time, 1,800 In jets.
iceskating, and wvaterskilng.
Shepard's hobbies are golf, Iceskating,
waterskilng.

i

BIOGRAPHY
MERCURY ASTRONAUT
BIoRAv1iY OF
or DONAiLD
KENT SLAYTOX,
DoN1.n KFNT
SIAYTON, PROJECT
PROJEcT MERCURY
ASTRONAUT
Donald K.
K. Slayton,
Slayton, an major
l)onald
major in
in the
the U.S. Air
Air Force
Force was born March
March 1, 1924,
in
in Sparta,
Sparta, Wis.
Wis. lie
11e Is
is 5 feet
10% inches
feet 10%
inches tall,
tall, weighs
weighs 160
160 pounds
and has
has blue
bine
l)OUfldS and
eyes
wife is the former Marjorie
Marjorie Lunney,
Lunney, daughter
daughter of
of
eyes and
brown hair.
and brown
hair. His wift'
Mr. and Mrs. tieorge
George Lunney, of Los
Mr.
one
Los Angeles, Calif. The Slaytons have
have
one
son, Kent.
son,
Kent. Slayton's
Slayton's parents,
parents. Mr.
Charles S.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles
Slayton, live
Sparta.
live in
S. Slayton,
In Sparta.
A
Mrs. Lyiìtlil
Lyndal Hagen
Hagen alo.hlvc
also.live in Sparta.
Sparta. SlaySlayA brother.
brother. Howard,
Howard, and
and an sister,
sister, Mrs.
immediate fanilly
family also
a brother, R
irclrd. of Smi
San Francisco,
oil's Immediate
tton's
a iso includes a
Richard,
Calif.
Il'rancisco, Calif.;
another brother,
Milton Madsen
another
brother, Elwood,
Elwootl, and
sisters, Mrs. Milton
and two sisters,
Madsen and
amid Mrs.
Mrs. Harold
Harold
Schluenz, all of Madison.
Madison, \Vls.
Wis.
Schinens,
and high
schools in
in Sparta,
S)arta, graduating from
Slayton attended
attended primary nial
high schools
Sparta High School in
iii 1942.
1942, He entered the Air Force as an aviation cadet In
in
1942
at Vernon,
Tex., and Waco, Tex., won
w\'on his
his wings In
1942 and
In
after instruction
Instruction at
erflOhl, 'l'ex.,
amicI after
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April 1943.
1943.

He
lu B-25's
11e flew
flew 56 combat missions in
11-25's in Europe with the 340th
340th
(medium)t In mid-1944, he returned
Bombardment Group (medium).
Bombardment
returned to
to this country as
instructor pilot at Columbia, S.C.,
a B-25 Instructor
S.C., and then served with a
u unit checkin the À-26.
A-26. He joined the 319th Bombardment
Ing out pilots In
ing
Bombardment Group (medium)
(medium)
Okinawa in April 1945, where
and went to Okinawa
where he
he flew seven combat missions over
over
instructor pilot in
iii B-25 aircraft for about
Japan. He was an Instructor
about a year after the
in January 1947, and was grad
gradwar. He entered the University of
of Minnesota lu
in August 19-19.
1949. Following
In aeronautical engineering
engineering In
uated with a degree in
University of Minnesota,
Minnesota, lie
he was an aeronautical engigraduation from the University
his graduation
engi1951
neer with Boeing
recahle(l in early
Boeing Aircraft
Aircraft Co. in Seattle, Wash., until recalled
early 1951
in which he
lie maintained
maintained
Minnesota Air National Guard, iii
to active duty with the Minnesota
University of Minnesota. On his
membership during his student
student days at the University
recall, he was
was assigned to Minneapolis
test, officer of an
an
Minneapolis as maintenance
maintenance Hight
Ilight test
hIeadand one-haif
one-half at 12th Air Force headF-51 squadron. He then spent a year
year ami
as fighter
lighter pilot and maiziiainquarters as technical inspector, and a like period us
tenance officer
Bitburg, Germany.
Germany. He reomcer with the 36th Fighter Day Wing in Jtitburg,
1955 und
and attended the
Flight
turned to
the Air Force Flight
to the United States in June of 195
at Edwards Air Force Buse,
Base, Calif. From January 1956 until
Test Pilot School ut
'l'est
itiost
April
pilot at
at Edwards, where he flew most
AprIl 1959, he was an experimental
experimental test Pilot
fighters. Ills
Jet fighter-type
fighter-type aircraft, built for the Air Force, and some foreign lighters.
jet
fighter test section A,
has 3,600 flying hours,
last assignment was chief of lighter
A. lie
11e lias
2,200 in jets.
and skiing.
His hobbies are hunting, fishing, shooting, archery, ami

AND
STATEMENT OF GEORGE
GEORGE M. LOW, DIRECTOR OF SPACECRAFT AND
STATEMENT
SPACE
FLIGHT,
NASA
FLIGHT MISSIONS, OFFICE OF MANNIED
FLIGHT,
NASA
MAN1ED

priileg.
committee,) it is a privilege
miemiers of the committee
Chairman, members
Mr. Low. Mr. Chairnian,
piesehit to you the
t he following
following
to appear before you again and to present
information
on the subject of astronaut
itstroiiuut qualifications.
information on
Administration, for the past
The
Aeronautics and
and Space Administration,
The National Aeronautics
ion of addiengaged in a program
prog.rait for the select iou
few
few months, has been
heel! engaged
tional
add to the seven initially selected for Project
tioitttl astronauts to add
Mercury.
Mercury.
il tile
These additional astronauts
astrollatits will fly as pilots or copilots iii
tim
and will
Piojeet Apollo.
vilI be available for I)roject
Gemini project nuici
nub
appli('ants WC1C
were deterastrolIa
it al)plicants
(letetThe qualifications
qualifications for the new usi
rounult
aiinple motivation
inmtiv'ation
mined only after
consideration. There is ample
after lengtly
!ength' consideration.
conifor a correct determination
determination of these qualifications since, as this coinmanned space flight
mittee is well aware, the
success or failure of ouriManned
inittee
tue success
our
capabilities of our
vit1i the capabilities
program rests, to ua large degree, with
astronauts.

'rhe

ASTRONA
UT QUAIFICATIONS
QULIF1CATIOXS
AsTRox.tUr

groii of
uf
o ti
t luel new group
t he selection
select iou of
qualifluat iOlis for thte
The basic qualifications
astronauts are as follows:
follows:
citizen.
1. Citizenship:
Citizenship: U.S.
1.
U.S.citizen.
2.. Age: Ijuder
Under 35 years.
3. Physical qualifications:
jualifications:
Iteight: 6 feet or less.
(a) Height:
excellent.
Physical condition:
condition: must be excellent.
(b) Physical
ur in enor
biological sciences
sciemices or
cii1)egree
physical
4.
in
Education:
4.
gineering.
gmeeri ng.
hiaviuig atut Experience:: Must have experience
us a jet ttest
et pilot
pi lot having
experience as
- 5. Experience
nìilitauy services,
through lime
tle military
tained
stat iLS throuih
experimental flight test status
tuìiied experimental
iililitary
NASA, or having graduated
fromn a iiiil
il ary
gruduiat et! fiouui
the aircraft industry or NASA,
presently erux:ìged
engaged
Preference will be given to IIhose presently
test pilot school. Preference
in flying high-perfornmance
aire tuft.
high-performance aircraft.
I
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6. ìeconunendatioiì:
Pecommendatioii: Must be recommended
recommended by his present organ(i.
ization.
RATIONALE
RATIONALE IN
IN ESTABLISHING
ESTABLISI U NG ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT QUALIFICATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS

I would like to comment on the rationale for establishing these
qualifications.
(hUt I ificittioiis.
Qualification 1,
1, U.S. citizenship:
citizenslup: The flight experience
experience of the
the astroQualification
tuis
nauts
imuts is so valuable a national asset that it should be reserved at this
line for citizens of the United States.
t ime
35 years of age at
Qualification 22
22 age: Astronauts who are under 35
at
Qualification
(he
t he time of selection can be used in a flying status for a considerable
and
period of time in order to make maximum use of their training and
flight experience.
reaA lower maximum age would not allow sufficient time for a reasonably large group of candidates
candidates to acquire
and
acquire the necessary training and
experience.
experience.
3, physical qualifications: The maximum
maximum height of 6
Qualification 3,
Qualification
feet.
engineering problems of clearfeet. was
was established to
Io reduce the engineering
ances, cockpit
which would
would result if 110
no height
height
:iuces,
(lesigli, egress, etc., winch
cockpit. design,
liiit was established.
limit
established.
Qualification 4, education
education: The
'Plie requirement
requirement. for a degree in the
Qualification
)hysical or biologkal
biological sciences or in engineering
engineering will assure that the
physical
background knowledge
knowkdge which will:
will
astronauts will have a background
(a) enable
citable the astronauts to work most
inost effectively
effectively with the engineers
program;
gineels responsible for
for the engineering
engineering aspects of the program;
() provide the astronauts
foundation for additional enastronauts with the foundation
ami scientific
given;
gineering and
scientific training which will be given;
(c) enable the astronauts to understand how spacecraft
spacecraft systems
systems
function and the
t he basic
basic principles of space flight.
Qualification 5, Experience: Careful examination
examination and evaluation of
of
Qualification
perform, and the emergency
emergency situasituathe tasks that an astronaut must perforiti,
tions
timìs with which he
lie must be prepared to cope, have
llave led to the
the conclusion that, of all
aircraft
alt existing occupations,
occupations, the testing of jet aircraft
most nearly approximates
approximates the
tile piloting
piloting of spacecraft.
All jet test pilots are selected and trained
decisions
trained to make rapid decisions
and take immediate
immediate action based upon their own evaluation of the
uat ion in the presence of high personal risk.
sit nat
In many ways, manned spacecraft can be considered
considered as a next generation of very high performance
performance jet aircraft.
capabilities are veiy
ver great. A spaceTheir velocity and altitude capabilities
power
craft has life-support systems, control systems, landing systems, power
high-performance
and ffuel
nel systems, and many other similarities with high-performance
jet aircraft.
aircraft..
logical reason for selecting jet test.
test pilotswho
pilots-who have
Thus, there is a logical
occupation-for the piloting
piloting
the training and best directly applicable occupationfor
of spacecraft.
spacecraft.. In order to limit the selection
selection to those applicants who
demonstrated their capabilities,
capabilities, the further qualification
qualification that
that
have demonstrated
tim,
the applicants
applicants be experience
experienced jet test pilots was established.
established.
rro(ay, in
Today,
iii our manned space
space flight program, we are
are in a similar sitmiatiou as in the early development flights on a new aircraft.
nation
ShEaspacecraft. differs slightly from previous ones. Procedures
Procedures
Each
are
imodified and improved
iml)roved from flight to flight. Test pilots are
nro modified
ra ined and experienced
tt rained
type of work.
experienced in just this type
:
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that the candidates must have attained exThus, the requirement
requirement
perimental
perimental flight
test status
status through
flight test
through the
the military
military services,
services, the
aircraft
the aircraft
industry
or
NASA,
rndustry NASA, or must have graduated from a military
military test pilot
school was established. This assures that the applicants have had
either formal training at a highly selective and rigorous test pilots'
school or have gained their flight test experience
organizations
experience at organizations
requiring a high
performance .
requiriiw
high standard of performtuice.
This
preliminary screening of candidates since only
'Phis aso provides a preliminary
the better pilots are selected for test pilot duties.
high-performance aircraft are preferred
Those engaged in flying high-performance
because they will be up to date and familiai
familiar with the current state
of the art in such things as en'irolnlental
envi toinneiìtal systems, escape systems,
communications
procedures and personal
personal survival equipment.
communications procedures
Qualification 6, recommendation
recommendation by pissent
present organization:
organization: The rereQualification
quirement for recommendation
recommendation by the astronaut
astronaut applicant's present
quirement
organization
employer
organization provides an appraisal of each applicant by his employer
the willingness
and, in the case
wihlinness of the
case of each military pilot, signifies tue
department concerned
coitccriìed to assign that military pilot to duty
military department
withNASA.
with NASA.
Mr. Chairman,
qualifications we
we
Chairman, this completes the list of all the qualifications
have established
astronauts being selected.
current, group of astronauts
established for the current
tile
qualifications to be the best possible for the
We consider the above qualifications
present stage of manned space flight.
qualifications are not static, but will be reviewed from time
These qualifications
to time and are subject to modification
flight experience
experience
modification as our space flight
increases.
Mr.ANFUSO. Could you explain further the last one? That is, who
Mr.Awruso.
is the employer?
Mr. Low. In the case
case of a civilian applicant it would be the company supervisor of the man concerned.
would be his squadron comIn the case of the military applicant it would
th:t the
tie man is at tending.
mander or the head of the
the school that
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFuso. Thank you.
Go ahead.
Mr. 140w.
Low. Further, in the case of the military applicant,
applicant, we also
have the recommendation
recommendation of the service itself at,
at the top level of that
service.
are similar to those
service.. I miglt
qualifications are
might point out these qualifications
used 31/.,
yeais
ago
in
selection
present
seven astronauts,
years
of
the
present.
the
½
and I think
trink the gentlemen sitting at my side well demonstrate these
were good criteria.
Mr. RIEIiT.rN.
Rmnr.-AN. In what,
what major areas have they changed?
Mr. Low. The age has
lias been lowered from 40 to 35, the height has
been increased from 55 feet 11
11 inches to 66 feet. I believe these are the
only
where there are significant
oniy areas where
significant. changes.
Sir. FULTON.
FUiTON. Mr.
[r. Chairman,
Mr.
Chairman, for clarification,
clarification, as soon as the pilot
pilot
ixconmes employed
employed
lXC0fl1CS
employed by NASA, is le
then
and
he
employed by NASA alone and
tie military nor previous employers?
employers.
not by time
Mr. Low. The military pilots that
thatAwe have today are still employed
employed
by their military departments
dep)artments but they are detailed to NASA.
Mr.
Fum0~)N. Who
'Who has the direction
directionn and control ??
Mr T'uJrI.)N
Mr. Low. NASA has the direction
(lireclion and control over these men for
for
tile
t
ime
of
their
detail.
the t lume
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Mr. RIEHLMAN.
We may get into this area, Mr. Chairman, at
at
RLEHLMAN. Wo
greater length, but could you briefly say, or tell us, why the change
in age and height were made?
made?
Mr. Low. The change
change in age
ago was made because we believed that
the men wo
we are selecting today will be flying not only in
but
m Gemini but
also in Apollo. The
program is a program
program not
The Apollo lunar landing propam
scheduled for completion
completion until the end of this decade. We felt by
by
younger than those we selected initially wo
we will
taking men who are younger
will
have a better assurance of having these men in flying status for a
longer period of time.
boosting
The change in height was
was made because our capacity for boosting
spacecraft
spacecraft will be somewhat
somewhat better in the future, we will have more
room, larger spacecraft,
spacecraft., and we felt we could tolerate the extra inch
in height.
Mr. ANFSO.
ANFtSO. Is the decision to take candidates from civilian employmnent something new, or is that one of your new provisions?
provisions? Did
ployment
it exist before?
Mr.
Mr. Low. This is a new provision and I should have pointed that
that
out.
Mr. ANFuSO.
ANFSO. Thank you.
Please proceed, Mr. Low.
Mr.
Mr. Low. Using these qualifications, NASA
NASA presently is on schedule in the process of selecting 55 to 10 additional astronauts. On April
18 of this year, we announced
announced our intention to select these additional
18
astronauts.
qualifications which I have listed above were published at that
The qualifications
time. Over 250 applications
applications were received by the
the 1st
ist of June
June deaddeadline. Of these, 63
met
the
qualification
requirements.
63 met
qualification
These 63 applicants ranged from 26 up to 35 years of age; 13 appliapplicants have completed i1 or more years of graduate work. Their total
ranging
flight time ranges from 1,000 to 7,000 hours, with jet time rangin
experience range
from less than 500 to 3,000 hours. Their flight test experience
ranged
92 months in this type of work. A total of 58 are married,
from 66 to 92
6.
with the number of children ranging from none to O.
Based upon these statistics, NASA finds that the average applicant
applicant
meeting all qualifications is 33 years old, is married and has three children,
dren, has a total
total of 2,500
2,500 hours
hours of flying time of which 1,500 hours is
is
in
jet
aircraft
and
has
been
in test flying
In
flying for 21/2
21/2 years.
During June the number of applicants was screened down to a total
32. These 32 currently
currently are being given very thorough medical
of 32.
medical
examinations. By the fall, exhaustive
exhaustive evaluation of the experience
experience
capabilities of these 32
32 highly qualified candidates will result in
and capabilities
10 potential astronauts.
the final selection of 55 to 10
This
This completes
completes my
my statement,
statement, Mr.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. We are ready to
answer questions.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Thank you very much, Mr. Low.
May II ask you what you think are the minimum professional
professional qualifications for an astronaut?
Mr. Low. I believe, Mr.
Mr. Chairman, that
qualifications we have set
that the qualifications
set
to be
the minimum
minimum qualifications
we consider
consider to
be the
qualifications for this period
period of time.
Mr. ANFUSO.
A FUSO. Have you set any qualifications for crewmembers?
crewmembers?
Have you given any thought to that?
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Mr. Low. Yes. The term "astronaut,"
"astronaut," for Project Gemini, at least,
involves and concerns all crewmembers. Although we have not yet
yet
firmed up all of our requirements for astronauts in Project Apollo,
we believe also that similar qualifications
qualifications will be required.
AxFuso. In other
Mr. ANFUSO.
other words, the crewmember
crewmember must be an astronaut
astronaut
according to your present regulation?
Mr. Low. Yes, sir. This is because
because the work involved in one of these
space missions is such that each and every crewmember
crewmember must be trained
trained
to do every function in the spacecraft.
Mr. AxFuso.
experience of Mr.
ANFuso. In your experience,
experience, and from the experience
Shepard and Mr.
Mr. Carpenter and Colonel Glenn, and other astronauts,
is it necessary that he be a test pilot?
Mr. Low. I tried to answer
answer that, Mr. Chairman, in my statement.
Perhaps I should let one of the gentlemen with me clarify this.
Mr. ANFUSO.
say ? Do you think that
that
ANFUSO. Colonel Glenn, what do you say?
an astronaut or crewmember
crewmember necessarily
necessarily has to be a test pilot?
Colonel
Colonel GLENn.
GrNN. First, let.
let me preface my remarks by one statement.
"anti" any particular
particular group. II am just pro space.
II am not "anti"
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFuso. That I am sure.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Anything I say is toward the purpose of getting the
whatever sex, color, creed, or anything
best qualified people,
people., of whatever
anything else
they might happen to be.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFuso. You are not against women. You are a married man,
you have children.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Yes.
requirements for the program. There are
I think there are several requirements
requirements certainly that everyone is aware of.
technical requirements
understanding the space vehicle systems reThe demands of just understanding
1t is an experimental program,
program,
quires a good technical background. It
also. In
In that regard, you use
use your judgment of past events, and past
experience, of course, in applying this judgment
judgment to this new experimental area.
One of the design criteria we are working on is just where the astropart, of this system, not just a passenger who goes
naut is an integral part
along for the ride, as a biological specimen.
specimen. He is
is an integral workingpa.t
ing
part of it.
Scott
of
bcott and II have come from a couple of days of looking at some of
the future equipment, where we went into just this area.
A
A. lot of the things we
we had in the past to protect human
human life in the
Ibe
early missions, wil
will be given over to the control of the astronaut,
where his function will not be backed up by automatic systems. The
of
astronaut is being designed into these systems as an integral part of
it.
We feel that
that the astronaut brings
program.
brings several things into the program.
He brings an adaptability, certainly,
certainly, in his ability to make observations that instruments and other equipment cannot make.
make.
He also increases the reliability
reliability of the whole operation considerably
considerably
by his ability to take over, manually, and his ability to analyze.
He brings to it
it his judgment,
H
judgment, and not only the judgment from his
judgment that he brings to the program
program from his
training, but also the judgment
background and experience, which is at least as large or larger
larger
past background
than the training that he has been given.
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The astronauts' function is actually then to take over full control,
to analyze, assess, and report the various things that he encounters,.
enounters,.
or new
must
new situations in which he finds himself. In
In doing this he must
both mefitally
meñtally
perform these functions under periods of high stress, both
functions under these
and physically, and observe many complex functions
stresses.
This is an unusual position to be in. Under periods of high stress,
of, say, insertion into orbit, where you aro
are getting up close to 18,000,
18,000
miles an hour, you are at 66 g.'s, you are observing many instruments
and trying to observe your own physical condition. I think the oninakboard tapes would
would confirm that we were capable at that time of making good observations.
inggood
performance aircraft,
This might be similar to the testing of high performance
where
where you are at high speed and are performing piloting functions
functions
and tracking functions with control systems. These things we have
been used to doing in the past under these very unusual conditions.
be trained to do it. HowThis is not to say that no one else
else could be
ever, the test pilot
pilot, program is buiLt
built around people who continually
continuallydemonstrate the emotional, physical, and mental stability, to do this.
surThe test pilot program might be termed sort of a program of surlosses in that program,
vival of the fittest, I guess, because I think the losses
or the types of people that are weeded out of it early, are pretty well.
well.
known.
that
To bring all this back to what type person you want, we felt that
the person who can best perform all these functions is still represented
represented
most nearly by the test pilot background.
background. That is the cadre of people
peoplewe have
llave available in this country now without a lot of special training,
and are available immediately for selection for a program of this type
more than any other single source we know of.
Mr. AN
FUSO. Colonel Glenn, would you say that the psychological
psychological
ANFUSO.
adjustment of a test pilot to hazardous
hazardous flight is a prime essential
essential to
qualifying as a astronaut.
Colonel GLENN.
all
GLENN. It
It. certainly is the same type thing. When we ali
It had its hazardous side..
side.
went into test flying and entered test work it
Certair'ly the type adjustment
This we adjusted to at that time. Cert.airly
adjustment we
flights is a
make in going into our astronaut training and into space fliglts
experience
similar step, probably another notch beyond the
the test flying experience
of adjustment.
Mfr. MILLER. Colonel, how long does it take to train a test
Mr.
test pilot?
Colonel GLENN. Well,
is
a
difficult
question.
that
rather
'Well,
Do you mean just to go through test pilot school?
school?
Mr. MILLER. No. TI mean for a man to qualify as a test pilot.
He has to go to school. How long does lie
he go to school?
school?
Colonel GLENN. WellMr. MILLER. First, lie
he has to qualify as a pilot.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Then he goes to test pilot school. How long is that?
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Test pilot
pilot, training normally is given to those
people who have expressed
ex pressed a desire to get into that type work and who
people
are competitive
competitive billets
have also been highly recommended. These arè
also. In other words, getting into test pilot training in the military
services is normally a weeding out process and selection program in
in
itself.

Well-
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School, say, is 6 months, or in some cases a year, for test pilot
pilot
training.
training.
f ully qualified
Some people may go through school and still never be fully
test pilots.
I was thinking about
Mr. MuImR.
MILLER. I
about the average.
WouTd say the average man
GLENN. On the other hand, I wouTd
Colonel GLENN.
that goes through test pilot training, by the time he has completed,
completed,
actual test work after he is out of school,
say, another year of work in actual
qualifications go up cerhe probably is pretty well qualified and his qualifications
tainly beyond that,
that., but II would say he is certainly aa qualified test
rears out of chool.
pilot at the end of another year, or i1 to 2 years
tak,%
assumptiom. that it takes
Mr. MILLER. Would you say it is a safe assumption.
about 2 years to train a man who is already a pilot, a man who has
to be an extraordinary
It
'to
personjust not the run of the mill. It
extraordinary person-just
takes an average
average of 2 years to train him, to bring himi
himui up to the qualifications of a test pilot?
Colonel GLENN.
GSENqN. To be a really
really qualified competent test pilot I
and this is a ju(
gment areaareawould say-it is a difficult
cliflicult area to assess and
,jugmnent
)n coming out
out
I would say that is a fair statement for the average pers m
of school.
M
r. MILLER.
Mr.
MILLER. II had in mind, Mr. Chairman, that if w u. have to take
people
not test pilots, and if it then takes 2'2
eop1e as astronauts who are uiot
years to train them as test pilots before they can
can become astronauts,
this shortens the span in which they can serve as astronauts. II believe
this is important
important because,
because, although we have before us 2 of the 7 who
l)ioneered
this
field, and we are adding 5 or 10 new astronauts to
in
to
1)ioueered
the group within the next several months, from now on astronauts
will be trained continuously. As this goes on we must bring
bring people
at
into the program who we can expect will serve as astronauts for at
least 10 to 15 years.
While I have, like the Colonel,
Colonel, no prejudices, and I feel that eventually
tually women will come into this field, I think perhaps at present it is
is
manned space program
a little premature to introduce them into our mnamied
unless we could find the extraordinary one who is qualified as a test
pilot.
I would like to add one thought.
Commander CARPENTER.
CARPENTER. I
magic about a test pilot, although they
II believe that there is nothing magic
for
have had benefit of training and experience.
experience. The best reason for
selecting test pilots for this job I believe, is that they have had the
opportunity to demonstrate that they have the capabilities
capabilities required
'opportunity
of the job by reason of the fact that they have been employed in the
past in the profession that most nearly approximates spaceflight.
spaceilight.
began flying.
Our training for astronauts really
really began when we began
participated in the NASA astronaut
astronaut
So when we came to NASA and participated
10 or
12 or 15
15
training program, NASA
NASA was taking advantage of 10
or 12
experience that we already had as a group.
years of experience
Our job is to get this national program on the road and do it the
best way we know how, and
it seems clear to me that
and in this interest it
we should select the best people available.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Let me finish a few questions.
Commander Carpenter, what do you find to be the strong attraction
Commander
to becoming a test pilot? Why does
does a pilot want to become
become 'aa test
test,
pilotI
pilot?

sayit
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Is it for professional
professional advancement?
advancement?
Commander
It iss curiosity,
Commander CARPENTER.
CAnrENiR. No, sir. II think part of it
something new.
part of it is a need to do something on your own, something
with operatAfter you have had a period of duty with the fleet,
fleet. or with.
ing squadrons, you see new or better ways of doing things. You
would like to give what you can to this program,
progrzim, and to get into the
Very
very beginning of the utilization of an airplane is a very good way
to contributo
contribute of yourself to making the service better and the airplanes
airplanes
better.
bet t er.
Mr. ANFUSO. How do you view that, Colonel Glenn?
Glenn?
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. The same. I have been asked that question before,.
bit-as to why we volunteer
volunteer for some.someI have thought about it quite a bitas
thing like that.
committee
I might turn this around and ask the gentlemen on the committee
why, when most of them liad
had very fine business
business or law practices at
home, why they aspired to the high offices they now hold.
philosophical for a moment, I think we
I think that, to be very philosophical
all aspire to the top of the heap in our pticii1ar
particular professions b&ause
because
ives us most control over the future
future, which is unknown to us.
it fives
ff you have respect,
respect, or have achieved eminence in a certain
certain field,
your future
future is more secure to you than it would be otherwise.
Maybe
Maybe this gets beyond philosophy, but this is at least what I have
reconciled.
reconciled to be one of the
inmnd as to why any
th factors in my own mind
anyof us aspire to a higher spot on the heap when we are very comin the present surroundings, this desire to contribute, to use
fortable ni
saine thing.
our experience,
experience, certainly goes into this same
If you can
If
caiì see, in air combat,
combat, that certain things
things are needed,
needed, and you
know your experience
designing or testing so.
so.
experience can be put to use in desigiiing
people in the future in squadrons will be better prepared and better
betterequipped than you were when y.ou
certamly you want to see
you went out, certainly
these things get
get put in the new airplanes.
Mr. ANFUSO.
experience-by the way, are
ANFUSO. Colonel Glenn, from your experienceby
you an engineer?
Colonel GLENN.
takingGriiNN. Not a graduate engineer, no, sir.
sit'. I was taking
engineering in college.
engineering
Mr. ANFUSO.
engineering experience?
experience?
ANruso. You have engineering
Colonel GLENN.
Yes,
sir.
sir.
GLENN.
Mr. AwFuso.
flying around the earth,
ANFUSO. From your experience in flyìng
earthi
do you think that your engineering
engineering experience
experience was a necessity?
necessity?
Colonel GLENN.
being
GLENN. 01h,
more than just
Oli, yes, sir. I think more
iust actually
actually being
in orbit, but.
but prior
understand all the systems, to
prior to flight, to fully understand
work in the design areas that we worked
worked in, in helping ferret out
in Ilight
flight and
troubles with the
the systems, in being able to analyze these In
aii
make the best contribution
contribution following the flight, you do
do need an
au
engineering background.
engineering
Mr. AWFTTS0.
AWFrrso. l)o
Do you feel the same
saine way, Commander?
Comrnaiuler I
Commander
CARPiENTER. Not exactly.
Comm
ander CARPENTER.
Mr. ANFtTSO.
ANruso. II am glad to note a difference.
CARPENTER. We will fight.
fight later. [Laughter.]
[Laughter.]
Commander CnI'ENTER.
I feel that it does need a man with
engineering bent, and if itit
with an engineering
is a good one, he will have
have demonstrated this a long time ago by
engineering schoolschool---,following this bent through an engineering
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANyuso. You said a "man.'
"man. Don't you mean aa "person"?
"person"?
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CARPENTER. I stand corrected.
Commander CARPENTER.
Commander
mechanical sciences will have led him to an engiHis talent for the mechanical
neering education long before.
ANFUSO. Are you an engineer?
Mr. ANFSO.
CARPENTER. Yes, sir, I am now a graduate engineer.
Commander CARPENTER.
Commander
[Laughter.]
. Mr.
that
qualifications that
1w, these qualifications
back to you, Mr. Low,
To get
get back
ANFUSO. To
Mr. ANFuSO.
lias set out apply to women as well as men, do they not?
NASA has
exclude anyone.
qualifications were not set to exclude
Low. Yes, sir, the qualifications
Mfr. Lw.
Mr.
point
clear.
want
to
I
Mr. ANFUSO.
point
get
that
ANFUSO.
women can qualify
qualify under those standards, they
In other words, if women
ean
an be taken?
trainees?
As a matter of fact, have you not chosen two women trainees?
No, sir.
Mr. Low. No,sir.
thought
from but I thought
ANFuso. I don't
don't know where TI got that from,
Mr. ANFUSO.
selected
it was so. For the management program, was it not, that you selected
two women?
women?
Low. II am not aware of this.
Mr. Jw.
it.
ANFUSO. All right. We won't press it..
Mr. ANFUSO.
women
Now, let me ask you this: At the present time, do any of the women
qualifications?
candidates that we know of meet these qualifications?
Mr. Low. Mr. Chairman, we had several applications from potential
women
last. group of applications.
women candidates in this last,
ANrFUSO. How many?
Mr. ANFUSO.
of
Mr. Low. About half ita dozen out of the 250 who applied. None of
them met all of the qualifications.
qualifleatiomis.
pilots,
think any of them were jet test pilots,
As a matter of fact, I don't think
another
educational requirements, another
several of them did not have the educational
was too old, and one, I believe, was not a U.S. citizen.
could
course, women could
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Prior to these new regulations, of course,
outfit, is that
liad to be in some
some military outfit.,
not qualify because they had
changed that so that
that civilians
correct. But now you have changed that, changed
that
correct?
is
astronauts;
can become
Mfr. Low.
Mr.
Lov. That is correct.
Mr. ANFUSO.
And women can become
become test pilots, they can be trained
ANFUSO. And
pilot'?
as test pilots. Miss Cochran, for example, is a test pilot?
Low. Yes, Miss Cochran is an outstanding example.
Mr. I.w.
Mr. ANiFVso.
lìave?
ANFuso. How many women test pilots would you say we have?
cannot answer that
Mr. Low. I cannot
that question. Miss Cochran, Mr. Chairman, is the only woman test pilot that
that I know of.
ANFuSO. This will be my final question for the moment.
Mr. ANFUS0.
program that would
Is NASA opposed to carrying on a parallel program
would
program-and nobody
nobody wants to interinterfere with the present programand
not interfere
fere with that-I don't think any of the women that testified want to
to
program-is NASA also studying a possible
interfere with that programis
interfere
train more women as test pilots and to become
parallel program to train
crewrnembers? Is any study being given to that?
future crewmembers?
out the future of women in space,
Obviously we don't want to rule out.
do we?
Mr. Low. No, sir, and we are certainly not opposed to anything like
that,
that., in the future, Mr. Chairman.
Carpenter
Commander Carpenter
On the other hand, as Colonel Glenn and Commander
pointedd out, we have at this time a large pool
pooi of men who have gone
l)ollitedl

thatI
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experienced
through a preselection
preselection process by virtue of having become experienced
test pilots.
perdemonstrated, these men can and will perand we have demonstrated,
We know, and
'We
form efficiently in space.
foresee in the
near
don't foresee
the near
Also, let me make another point here: We don't
now-the need, at an
any
future-talking about the next 5 or 10 years nowthe
futuretalking
pilots in the NASA
NAS_
given time, for more than perhaps 40 or 50 space pilots
program.
pI'ogtam. We see, therefore, at this time, no need to broaden out the
available pool
pooi of people that we could use as test pilots.
We, therefore, have
have no plans for an immediate program, to start
a major training program
program for space pilots, be they men or women.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANruso. WTould
Would the
that the Russians are training women
women
the fact that
ol)inion in t.lìis
this regard?
alter your opinion
Mr. Low. I don't know for a fact
not they are training
training
fact whether or iìot
women. I don't think it would at this time, Mr. Chairman, because
we (1o
large 1)001
pool of qualified people
do have this larr
people that we can draw on
for our present piloting needs.
One more point. As we testified before
committee during our
our
before this committee
authorization hearings,
equipment avail
available
able for training pilots
pilots
authorization
hen rings, the equi)ment
for our flights, the centrifuges, the vacuum chambers, all of this
much loaded
equipment is very much
loaded up at the present time.
ANFUso. That is the
Mr. Axi'uso.
the best point you
you have made. In other words,
you are not objecting to women, but at the present time, to let them
use the things that you are using now
iiow for the astronauts, would be
interfering
interferi ng with that program.
Mr. Low. We
'We would
would be interfering with the current program.
Mlr. ANFUSO.
A.Fuso. All right. That I can see. In the future, when that
Mr.
relaxes, and when more equipment becomes available, you think you
consideration to it?
will give consideration
Mr. Low. Then I think we should certainly look into this problem.
M[r. ANFUSO.
Mr.
ANFUSO. We do not want to leave out the women.
Mr. Low. No, sir; I certainly don't.
Mr. A
NFUso. Let me ask you this question:
Axruso.
question:
If it should
If
should be desirable in the future for the United States to place
in SCC
space together an Americait
American and, say, an English astronaut, would
would
you then rule out this question
question of citizenship, or would that be done
by bilateral agreement?
Mr. Low. Yes, sir; this is an agreement that would have to be
reached.
Mr. ANFUSO..
Internationalagreement..
ANFUSO. Tnt
ernational agreement..
Mr.
Mr. K1CARTII.
KARTIE. Pursuing qualification
qualification No.
5, which
No. 5,
involving
which is
is the
the one involving
experience
pilot
training,
yesterday
two
of
the
witnesses spoke
of
test
experience
very strongly
qualifcation. They felt.,
strongly about this qualiÏcation.
felt, quite frankly,
frankly, that
that
an extensive number of logged hours in actual flight compensated
compensated for
all
variables or invatriables
ll of the variables
invariables and the emergencies
might
emergencies that one might
meet as a test
test, pilot. Therefore the test pilot requirement was not a
fair one, because it ruled out too many peo
ple who normally get this
faii
people
training if they had
liad logged
logged a great number of flying hours.
Would you care to a(l(1
ress yourselves
WTould
address
yourselves to that?
that?
Mr.
Mr. Low. I will briefly comment on that.
yesterday
I think I will have to disagree with the statements
statements made
made yesterday
on this point.
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The type of emergency situation that test
teste pilots get into daily
daily in
their own flying experience is not matched by the piloting community
as a whole.
It is true that other pilots
not
It
piJots also get into stressful situations, but not
as often or as
experimental test
test
as frequently as these men do-as
doas the experimental
pilots do.
demonstrated repeatedly under
upder actual
stressful
These men have (lenlonstrated
actual stressful
situations that tt iey can cope with these situations; Glenn and Carpenter
1)eilter in their flights, and Shepard and Grissom in theirs also, demonstrated time and again that this kind of training is what allowed
allowed them
to make the flights.
We all know that in John's flight., he had trouble with his automatic
system.
control system.
He had to assess the difficulties and then calmly go on the manual
system
system and use it, and use it effectively,
effectively, under trying conditions.
II am
also sure that the decision to leave the retropack
John's
am
ret.ropack on in Joim's
flight,
flight would have really upset
upset almost
almost anyone, man or woman, that did
not have the kind of training that these men have
lìave had.
Mr.
Mr. KARTII.
IcItTrr. This was,
vas, in my opinion, the crux of the testimony
testimony yesterday. I wonder if the two astronauts would like to address themselves and give me their opinion.
Opinion.
Commander Carpenter, would you care to remark on that aspect
aspect
yesterday?
of the testimony that we received yesterday?
Commander
Commander CARPENTER.
CARPENTER. Yes, sir.
I feel that this analogy may be valid. A person
persomi can't enter a backstroke swimming race
race and by swimming twice the distance in a crawl
ci'awL
(ualify as a backstroker.
qualify
I believe there is the same difficulty in the type of aviation experiexperience that 35,000 hours provides a civilian pilot and the
experience a
the experience
military test pilot receives.
receives.
Mr. KARTI.
KÁRTII. So you would agree with the statement that was made
yesterday
yesterday??
Commander CARPENTER. No. II apparently did not make myself
Commander
myself
clear.
preponderance of hours received in normal civilian
I feel that the preponderance
compensate for lack of military jet test flying.
flying does not compensate
I also believe that maybe we should reevaluate our goal in this
program.
Is it to put an American on the moon in the best and in the safest
safest
manner, or is it to put a woman on the moon in the
the safest manner,
or should we limit it to just putting a man on the moon?
It is quite apparent to me that if it is just to put a man on the
It
moon, an American man on the moon,
moon, then we must take the best
best
available and we can get this type of man from the group
American available,
that we have selected here test pilots.
Mr. KARTH.
KARTH. Colonel Glenn.
Colonel GLENNr.
GLENN. Long experience
experience certainly is good, but II do not
experience
see that these
peaches here. We want long experience
these are apples and peaches
fly i, g background
background too.
and we want the test flying
experience cerI think there are many things learned from the long experience
tainly that are good.
I think you learn
earn these same things, and more, a lot faster in a test
program and
come
out with a better qualified person
and
person at a younger
younger
age than by any other means II know Qf
that
is
available.
of
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To say that a person
person can float around in light planes or transports
run
nameand run
for-I don't care how many thousands of hours, you name-and
just
cope with in just
emergencies that he is asked to cope
into the same type emergencies
being realistic.
a normal 6-month
6-month or 1-year tour in test flying is not being
th different
different
with
They are a different type
type operation
operation completely,
completely, dealing wi
and people, and it is just not the same type flying.
types of equipment
equipment andpeople,
There is a lot to be gained by
by long experience, I am certainly not
emergencies, but by and large
knocking that, and you run into many emergencies,
they are not the same type.
Instead
I am surprised
surprised that maybe we are not taking the other tack. Instead
of trying to reduce our qualifications to a lower level than we have
insisted on so far, perhaps
qualifications and
perhaps we should be upping the qualifications
with
have test pilots with doctorate degrees and with
saying we have to have
even more experience than we have had to date so far.
We are just trying to maintain the highest standards we can
possibly maintain.
If I am on a space mission and I have someone with me, I want the
wom nhighest qualified
qualified person I can over there, whether it is a womanor
person, or
whatever it is, if that person,
without regard to color, race, creed or whatever
able
glob, whatever you want to term it, on the other side is better able
cale of, I
that seat was designed to take care
to take care of the job, that that
trying
could not care less who is ever there, and that is all we are trying
selection.
to do with this type of selection.
Mr. KArM-.
KARTII. Thank you very much. One last question of Mr. Low.
How many commercial or private airlines test pilots are there in the
United States today?
tînited
Mr. Low. I do not know, sir.
Mr. KARTH.
ICARTII. Could you try to make an evaluation of this question
and put it in the record?
Mr. Low. Yes.
follows:)
(The material requested is as follows:)

forI

pitot8"
There are no
private airline pilots who qualify as "test pilots"
no commercial
commercial or private
Information furnished by the Society
Society of
of
in
these hearings. Information
In the sense
sense used in these
Industry Association
Association of America,
and the Aerospace
Aerospace Industry
Experimental Test Pilots and
cfvlllans could
could qualify as current,
current, exexInc., indicates
Indicates that approximately 125 civilians
lue.,
employed by the
jets. Of these, 65 are employed
qualified in Jets.
perimental test pilots, qualified
Agency or the National Aeronautics and Space
Space Administration
Federal Aviation Agency
industry.
and the remainder in the aerospace Ipdustry.

Mr. ANyuso.
ANFLJSO. Mr. Fulton.
LoN. I disagree basically on your approach,
Mr. Fu
approach, because I bebeFULToN.
experiment or adventure. I think it is a
lieve that space is not an experiment
new area where everybody will operate.
Under those circumstances, when women are paying the taxes here,
out
as much or more than the men, I don't think they should be kept out
of space because
because of rigid requirements.
requirements that Mr. Low has
For example, on the basis of the requirements
eliminated.
stated, obviously Colonel Glenn would have been eliminated.
You wouldn't have passed, because
engineering
because you don't have an engineering
degree--do
degreedo you?
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. II have one now. II did not at the time of selection.
FULTON. You would not have been selected.
Mr. FULT0N.
methods of selection and requirements as
So we can't look at these methods
get various characteristics.
rigid. They must be variable, to get
Wouldn't you agree with that?
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Colonel GLENN. To
background at
at
To back up just one moment, my background
one into, and if you
the time of the original selection, I believe, was gone
will note, when NASA has
lias relaxed anything previously on the original
engineering degree
(legree or the equivalency
selection progim
program it was an engineering
equivalency
thereof.
Mr. FULTON.
FuLroN. I am glad
crlad you said that.
1fr.
Colonel GLENN.
thereof, and it was felt,
equivalency thereof,
GLENN. Mine was the equivalency
experience and the schools 1i had been to, while
with my inservice
insorvice experience
niore than the
have the actual
actual hours at college, I had more
I did not bave
equivalency of an engineering
engineering degree.
(legrec.
equivalency
If a woman then, through
through her experience,
her
experience, and her
Mr. FULTON. If
capabilities and charactergive the equivalent capabilities
flight experience, can give,
characterflieht
not, be
b rejected because of a
istics for a good astronaut, she should notj
requirement which she is unable to fulfill. In this country a woman
wonuui
requirement
is not allowed to fly in the latest jet supersonic equipment. The
women are not.
not. in the military serices.
services.
schools
aren't they?
are military; arent
Secondly, your test pilot
Pilot
Yes, sir.
GLENN. Yes,sir.
Colonel GLENN.
FULTON. So she is automatically
automatically excluded
excluded unless we eliminate
Mr. FubTos.
the new rule you and I are speaking about.
Another thing is this:
I believe that
program of the first
first
that the United States should adopt a program
woman
in
space.
We should set that
woman
that. as a national goal.
I think for the world it would be a tremendous
tremendous step forward. While
Ithink
we do have this plan which calls for a race
race to the moon within this
decade, nevertheless
nevertheless I feel that in a program this broad, billions
d.ade,
being spent, we should have a first woman in space program, and
and
it as
and I
highest level,
should state it.
as a national goal, probably at the highest
level, awl
would hope that President Kennedy wonld
would state such a program.
Would you agree?
Colonel GENN.
GLENN. I think this is a little out of my province, sir.
[Laughter.]
I am not qualified
ualifled to judge what national goals we should have in
this regard, sir.
II am trying to work on this particular project and work with people
If we
that I feel are best qualified for the goals we have set up for us. If
are to establish
establish other goals and other criteria, obviously we would
probably change op."
ovi" selection criteria.
Mr. FULTON.
taxpayer,
not just
Mr.
uLTON. You are here as an expert and as a tax
jayer, not.
as an astronaut.
astronaut..
Not as an expert on national objectives, sir.
sir.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Not.
ANFUSO. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ANFUSO.
yield?
I don't think it is fair to ask any of the astronauts that,
that. question.
Mr.
FuiroN. I don't
Mr. Fui:ros.
don't. want them to shy away from any question.
ANFUSo. I think you might ask that question
question of NASA,
NASA, as to
Mr. ANFUSO.
what they think should be their
their future goal.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. I thought I would get a better reception
reept.ion from one of
of
the astronauts.
Mr. ANFUSO. II think you should ask Mr. Low.
Mr. FULTON. II ask Mr. Low.
the commitMr. Low. I feel, Mr. Chairman,
Chairman, that
that you gentlemen
gentlemen of
of the
conunittee are much
on what
mitch better qualified than any of us here to advise us
what
US Ofl
be.
the national goal should be.
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goal-first
national goalfirst
You would not object too that as a iìatioirnl
FULrON. YOU
Mr. FUL'FON.
:M:r.
woman ill
wonìan
in spacel)rogrinl
space program ?
vise enough to
1)elicvQ, Mr.
'ilr. Fulton, that
flint I am
an wise
liOW. I don't believe,
Mr. Low.
be.
should
goals
national
our
what
state
national
Car center?
Commander Carpenter?
FULTON. Come, come. Ilow
Mr. FULTON.
I low about Commander
Mr.
wo]d better be,
ion would
(Xxmu N'R. I think maybe
CommanderI Vm.CA
maybe. the quest ionl
(oinninnc1er
(\iwF:NuEi.
do this? I disagree with you that
that, this is only a new
When should we (do
it. is definitecleuiniteve will all soon
soon travel in. I think at this time it,
area that we
important
unknowns anid
and it is important
e.XperimenLt. There are many unknowns
lv
ly an experimen
unknowns before
l)efOre the fiflights
ight s take
eliminate as maly
inn ny of tlese
tor
or us to eliminate
t liese inikitowus
place as is possible.
old
)lt, you
you see,
See, doesn't,
doesn't. that lead you into the old
Mr. F1T'roN.
Fu14'roN. Yes, but,
are
if
we
as
wo
nra
sou(ls
me
it.
it
sounds
to
And
une
women?
ing
women
protecting
quest
of
question
ion
l)1otect
going to protect women
w'oniell in
kit chien, on the ground and inn the home.
i n the
t he kitchen,
hìave ado get out where Ifiings
hiiiigs are exciting, or have
We
(io not,
w'niìt theni
them to
iìot. want
We (10
there. might be risks.
venture, where there
protect ing our program.
No, Ii believe
I)eIievç it,
it is protecting
CARmEN'rEi.
Commander
Conìniander C\1IPENTEU.
women?
FTLTON. Against women?
Mr. FULTON.
Mr.
women.
against women.
not. against
Commander CAIIRPENTR.
CAIu'EN'I'ER. No, sir; not
Commander
i

I

ComIf the gentleman will yield. Wouldn't you say, ComMr. ANFuSO.
ANFUSO. If
do
men
by
by
letting
women
are
protecting
you
that
Carpenter,
mander Carpenter,
the daring first, and when the trip to the moon, or any place else, betho
that
then we would take the other position; is that
comes less hazardous, thon
your point?
point, is,
CARPENTEr. No, sir, Mr. chairmann.
Clmirnìnn. My point
(oimmander C.un'i.Ntin.
('onmnmnndcr
again, that it.
is
1
believe
prudent
for
us
at
this
time
to
select
people
people
t lume
at.
i
it.
\Vt'
fifl(l.
find.
can
&L1Ì
we
quai
that
lint.
¡fientions t
demonstrated the best qualifications
who
vlio have demonstrated
wo'oman.
finld this ttype
V C of woman.
at this
can't. uiuid
luit, at.
tli is ttime
une we can't
I believe tthat
speed
av
ion and speed
ial
aviation
more
holds
liolds
Jaequeliuic
Cochran
Cochran
Jacqueline
'roN.
Mr. Fv1
Fur;iox.
1
lbr qualiadnìi ts her
quai i everybody admits
and everybody
lhmann being, nuid
r'eords
records tthan
han any living huma
pi lot.
as na jet.
fications
ficatiiis mis
jet. pilot.
ests at Al9t tthere
Iovelaee Foundation ttests
here were the I4ovelnee
Secondly, iin
n i1959
completed in February
(ests were completed
75 physical tests
1)UqlierqIÌe,
N. Mex.,
Mex., Th
buquerque, N.
group
12-womnian group
b)y Miss Jerrie Cobb.'
Cobb. Miss Cobb and this 12-woun*n
1900 by
1960
tesis.
l)Issd these tests.
l)asse(l
2-week series of tests at the U.S.
underwent. the '2-week
AM
iss Cobb underwent
Then
Timen Miss
Navy
Navy School of Aviation Medicine in Pensacola in April 1961, and
jlVised.
passed.
happened??
Then Nwlat|
what. happened
'Fhien
naines Miss Cobb a
Administrator James E. Webb names
19R Administrator
Inl llay
In
May of 1961
a position and says what is to be
So she holds it
(onsultant. So
NASA ('OUSliltitUt.
NASA
allowed to participate.
not. allowed to do it. She is not allowed
it, is not,
done I)uit.
olone
passed
group
of women has passed
Since
is
this.
this
feeling
my
Now.
Now,
that
program
that
a
training
should
outline
NASA
successfully,
tests
tliese
successfully,
these
i 11let women
t e current programs but will
doeLs
does not interfere with the
laxrtiipate.
part, ici pate.
It. is the same old thing
If I could finish with this, Mr. Chairman: It
out
women and
and keep them out
t.o protect women
cropping up, where men want to
men.
,of t.hì
the field so that it is kept for
of
Yesterday, I pointed out that Molly Pitcher in the Battle of MonHays, collapsed from
husband, John I-Lays,
when her husband,
mouth in New Jersey, when
nìouth
exhaustion, fired
fired his cannon from there on.
exhaustion,
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Let me tell you, don't underestimate
underestimate the action of Queen Elizabeth
when she took over the control of the
t.lìe strategic oceans of the world
world
and beat the men in 1588, July 20, when the Spanish Armada
Armada attacked.
Likewise, if you look in our country's history, we should not overlook the Lewis and Clark expedition,
expedition, when an Indian woman named
named
led
the
expedition.
She was the guide and opened the
Socajawea
led
expeditioii.
Socajawea
Northwest for us.
led by a woman,
woman, Malinche,
Malinche, that guided that expedition
Cortez was led
through Mexico.
I can bring up many instances where we, the men, failed.
statement
The thing I am pointing out is this. With regard to the statement
physical, and mental staJohn Glenn made, on emotional,
that Col. Joirn
emotional, physical,
bility, I believe that we can't say that women will not pass those
those tests.
Don't you think they could pass those
1)on't
those tests just as well as men?
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Oh, yes, sir. [Laughter.]
engineering degree,
Mr. FULTON. IfIf they pass the test, waive the engineering
same emotional, physical, and mental stability.
women have the saine
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. We are not saying all women have this, sir.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. You are not saying all men have it either.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. No. We are drawing from a cadre of men who
have demonstrated they have this.
scientist
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. When
WThen you go to the moon you would want a scientist
wouldn't, a woman be good company on a
astronomer along. Why wouldn't
or astronomer
moon?
trip to the moon?
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. I am not looking
looking for company, 'Mr.
Mr. Congressman.
I am looking
looking for the best qualified person to do the job at hand.
FULTON. You must remember that Ham made a successful trip
Mr. FULTON.
too. Hiam
Ham was
was able to. I think a woman could do better than Ham.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. That is not a fair comparison, sir, with all due
respect.
not
The missions that these people are being selected for, Ham is not
qualified either.
point out too that, with all due respect
respect to the women
women
I would like to point
that you mentioned in all of these historic events, where they perdemonstrated that at the
formed so fine, they rose to the occasion and demonstrated
time they
t.hey had better qualifications
qualifications than the men around them, and ifif
we can find any women that demonstrate that they have better qualifiqualifications for going into a program than we have going into that program, we would welcome them with open arms. [Laughter.]
that
For the purposes of my going
going home this afternoon, I think
think that
should be stricken from the record.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFtso. I think we will let the record stand, Colonel.
Mr. FUL'rON.
Mr. Low, couldn't
couldn't we through NASA have the capabilFULTON. Mr.
ities, and secondly, the physical
physical assets and the test ability so that during this coming year, when we are making a great expansion of $2
program, we
billion over the last year, in the NASA program,
we could include
women in the training programs, looking toward operational work
is
within the near future and
and that is not just engineers which I think is
in
too narrow, because
because I think we need astronomers, biologists, experts in
live sciences, geologists, and
women wit
withi their trenenand why can't
can't. the women,
treliietidous
dons abilities, help us on that?
that.?
To me it just seems arbitrary at this point to shunt them aside and
consultant."
"You are a consultant"
say, "You

Iw,
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Mr. Low. We are at this time selecting astronaut candidates
candidates only
people to fly even
for Project Gemini,
Gemmi, although we would expect these people
beyond Gemini.
Gemini.
distant
We will go through another selection process in the not too distant
future for Project
I roject Apollo, as II mentioned earlier.
All of our qualifications for that program are not yet set and we
will certainly take all of your comments
consideration
comments here
here under full consideration
as we set those qualifications.
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. Don't you think the age qualification
qualification for women should
be completely eliminated? Seriously.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. You don't.
don't. want a 50- or 60-year-old
60-year-old woman to become
an astronaut.
Mr. Fui:roN.
Fui'roN. I volunteered to go with Glenn.
Maybe you would like
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. After all,
all, you are a bachelor. Maybe.
to go out of this world.
Mr. FULTON.
women
FULTON. II am serious. Don't you think that because women
averages are
thal the 35, that you should then
are a little older than
group averages
case
qualifications when they are completely competent?
ease up on the age qualifications
competent.?
Mr.
calendar
Mr. Iow. Mr. Fulton, II agree that,
that. age as measured by a calendar
may not be a very fair criterion. On the other hand, at this time, and
for this selection, the best advice we could
conk! get, medical
medical and otherwise,
either
tells us that as people get older there is a greater chance of them either
drop out during the training program, or even becoming inhaving to dro!)
capacitated
capa
citateci during flight.
We, therefore, set these criteria for the present selection. We will
again examine them for the next
next selection.
Mr. ANFUsO.
ANFUSO. Isn't it
it a fact that you also have an
an age limit on test
test
pilots?
.Mr. Lov.
PerMr.
Low. I don't know. Dr. George Knauf is with us today. Perhaps he knows the answers.
Dr. KNAUF.
KNAUF. I don't know of any age limit.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANIuso. II wish you would look into that.
that..
Mr. Low. 11 will.
Mr.
\f FuLTON.
FULTON. II was at the Edwards
Edwards Air Force Base and saw the

Iw.

X-15
X-15 pilots.
1)ilOtS.

Why aren't they automatically astronaut
astronaut candidates
candidates and pilots?
Mr. Low. The X-15 pilots?
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. All of them now.
Mr.
Low. They were given
volunteer in this current seMr. Jw.
given a chance
chaiìce to volunteer
lection. Some of them undoubtedly
undoubtedly felt
doing
felt that the job they are doing
on the X-15 program is more important than entering the traintoday on
ing program for future flights.
Others perhaps
)erhal)s felt
felt. they would not want to volunteer for personal
reasons.
Mr.
In conclusion
Joim Glenn and
Mr. FULTON.
FULTON. In
conclusion may II compliment Col. John
Commander Carpenter.
Americans are very proud of you and the wonderful job you
We as Aniericans
have done, as well as the other
astronauts. And I want to tell you, col.
ol.
other asftonauts.
before a congressional
congressional committee.
John Glenn is a stellar witness before
You are excellent.
Colonel GLENN. Thank
you sir.
Thank you
sir.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Gentlemen, I believe it necessary to set this testimony
gone. According to your
your
straight, for the record; as far as it has flone.
new regulations, there is absolutely no discrimination
discrimination against women.
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Mr. Low. That is correct.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFtTSO. If
If women can meet those conditions you have set out,
then they will qualify.
Mr. Low. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUso. And you have set up these regulations, I gather, first
program, because you want the best?
of all, to achieve
achieve success
success in this program,
Mr. Low. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANFuso.
ANFUSO. As Colonel Glenn said, whether they be women or men
is immaterial,
immaterial, but you want the best.
Mr. Low. Yes sir
sir.
Mr. ANPuSO.
program ??
ANFUSO. §o
o that we can advance in this program
Mr.
Mr. Low. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANFuso.
ANFLJSO. Now, of course, I assume also that you are taking into
consideration the question of safety.
consideration
Now, there is a lot of talk about women astronauts. I am in favor
favor
of women. I am certainly
certainly in favor
favor of giving
giving them every opportunity-and
nityand they are getting it at this hearing.
I will push and fight to see that the opportunity
opportunity in spaceflight
spaceflight will
be given to them.
But I am sure that if we had lower standards than those that you
dangerous. I think the loss of prestige in
have outlined, it might be dangerous.
in
losing a woman in space would certainly be something that we would
would
hear about.
So let us not be too hasty in changing those regulations.
But I will say, and I will urge
NASA, and I am sure the committee
urge NASA,
will too, that they carry on some kind of a parallel
parallel program, without
interfering
interfering with
with your present program, to give these women a chance
to someday
become test pilots.
someday become
I think the military test pilots
pilots school should be opened to them.
permitted to take those tests.
They should be permitted
permi tted to be trained as test pilotsbecause
pilots-because there
They should he
be permitted
is a.a potential cadre of good pilots.
Miss Cochran
Cochran and Miss Cobb and Mrs. Hart are wonderful
wonderful
examples.
So you have to take this in mind.
Mr. Low. Yes,
Yes sir.
Mr.
regulations you will
Mr. ANFTUso.
ANFUSO. You say, perhaps, in your next regulations
come up with something
something which will include women; is that correct?
Mr. Low. We
certainly consider
consider all possible qualifications
qualifications and
We will certainly
reconsider them.
reconsider
Mr. RIEHLM
AN. Will you yield?
RIEHLMAN.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Yes.
Mr. RIFIILMAN.
RIEHLMAN. II think Mr. Low made the statement that when they
consider the Apollo project they will take another look at the qualiqualiconsider
fications
fient ions of people.
people.
Mr. Low. Yes,
Yes, sir.
Mr. R
IEHLMAN. You do have an idea you will be less stringent in
RIEHLMAN.
in
these qualifications
qualifications for the Apollo project than you have been for the
Mercury?
Mercury?
Mr. Low. Colonel Glenn pointed out perhaps we would have to be
more stringent, but at this time we have not set the qualifications
qualifications for
for
the Apollo program and will take another very hard look at it before
we set those qualifications.
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Mr. RIEILMIAN.
That. is the point II want to make.
RIEJILMAN. That
any letdown, Mr. Chairman, to include people less
not
be
will
Tblere
Tlere
qualified.
quai ilieci.
in
expect a letdown in
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. May I make myself clear. I don't expect
consider a parallel program,
program,
regulations, but I insist that NASA consider
where you would not have to have such stringent regulations.
For example, a training program for future passengers, future navithat..
gators. Certainly women could qualify for that.
I am not saying for the Apollo project, but for any future project.
thinking
We must look ahead 10 years perhaps. And if we do the thinking
now and act upon these
these things now we will save many years in the
future. That is what I have in mind.
in space"
space"
FULTON. Mr. Chairman, why not have a "first woman mn
Mr. FULTON.
project and get started on it right away?
that., Mr. Fulton.
ANFUSO. I see no objection to that,
Mr. ANFUSO.
Let me ask these questions and I will recognize Mr. Roudebush.
Mr. Low,
Low, do you think that because of the shortage of trained,
an
experienced people in many phases of space work an
talented, and experienced
in
discrimination against women in
effort should be made to eliminate discrimination
in
these shortage areas, such as aerospace engineering, for example, in
order to increase the available present and future work forces?
opportunity.
That is, giving them a new opportunity.
discrirn..
Mr. Low. I don't believe, Mr. Chairman, that
that. there is any discrimwent
engineering. I personally went
in aerospace engineering.
ination against women in
to a school that had, until shortly before I started there been conschool-Rensselaer Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute.
sidered a man's school--Rensselaer
At the time I was there, which
which was in the forties, there were a
engineering candidates who graduated and who are
number of women engineering
now working
think it is perhaps the lack of interest
working in the industry. I think
on the part of the average woman that leads us to the fact that there
are few women engineers, but there
competent
there are some and very competent
ones.
Mr.
Mr. ANFUSO. II am glad you answered the way you did, because this
question was given to me by a woman who thought there was that
that
discrimination.
discrimination.
something
This same woman also thought perhaps
ought. to have something
perhaps we ought
in employment,
employment, an equal employment
employment opportunity clause, in the NASA
contracts with commercial
contracts
commercial vendors. Do you have such a clause?
Mr. Low. May I point something out here, that was just
j tist shown
146 women who are clasto me? We have now in NASA a total of 146
professional aerospace technologists. These are engineers.
sified as professional
engineers.
Another 77 women who are professional mathematicians.
mathematicians. These
women are working in NASA along with the engineers in a professional capacity.
Mr. ANFTJSO.
ANFUSO. I think the women of America should know that there
Mr.
is a definite place for women in the space program.
astronomy
Mr. Low. And one more point, the director of our space astronomy
program, Dr. Nancy Roman, foremost
foremost. expert in her field, is of course
a woman.
Mr. Axruso.
Mr.
ANFUSO. II was referring to the release from NASA dated
July 15, 1962, where you selected among nine college graduates two
of
women, Miss Cunningham,
Cunningham, of Virginia, and Miss Elliott,
Elliott, in one of
your intern training programs.
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Mr. Low. This is probably part of our management
management intern program, a program
program to train people who work in all areas of NASA.
NASA.
ANFUSO. Mr. Roush.
Mr. ANFUSO.
Mr. ROUSH.
ROUSH. Mr. Low, wouldn't the establishment of a national goal
at this time to be the first Nation
Nation to put a woman in space interfere
our present program?
with our
Mr. Low. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Mr. Rorsx.
Rousii. It
It would mean the lowering of the criteria and a changing of programing, which would slow down our present space pronot?
gram, would it not?
Mr. Low. It
It would slow it down in that all of the resources that
that
we have
available-and I can only speak for
for the
flight
lìave availableand
the manned space flight
program noware
now-are required for projects Gemini and Apollo.
program
If we diverted some of these resources, both financial and perperIf
sonnel, to another program, we would necessarily have to slow down
down
our national goal of landing a man on the moon before the end of
of
this decade.
decade.
Mr. Rousif.
RousH. Thank you. I would like to go to your qualification
qualification
No. 4, and ask if in the qualifications
qualifications set up for our present seven
seven
requirement for a degree in physical or
or
astronauts you included the requirement
biological sciences or in engineering?
requirement of a degree in physical or biological sciences
Was the requirement
sciences
requirement?
included in your previous requirement?
Mr. Low. As I recall, the qualification at that time was a bachelor's
bachelor's
degree or the equivalent. I don't recall that we stated it must be
in engineering. I will have to look that up.
Mr. Rousn.
ROuen. Do any of your seven astronauts
astronauts have degrees in the
physical or biological sciences?
sciences?
physical
Mr. Low. I believe they are all engineers by profession.
Mr. Rousii. Could you tell the committee,
committee, of the 32 you have
screened down to at the present time, how many of those individuals
have degrees in engineering and how many in the physical and
and
biological
biological sciences?
Mr. Low. No, sir, I do not have any details on those 32.
Mr. Rousii. The point,
attempt
point, of my
muy question is, are we making any attempt
find people
knowledge when
land on
to kind
people who can use this type of knowledge
wlmeiì we lanci
the moon, not just people who can pilot the spacecraft,
spacecraft, but people
whose knowledge
knowledge will
other
vill be available and will be useful to us in other
areas.
areas.
Mr. Low.
I4ow. Yes, sir; we
we are making this attempt even in this selection,
selection,
or
and this is why we specifically
specifically stated that a degree in the physical or
biological sciences would qualify a mani
man as a candidate.
WTe
WVo will most certainly look into this even further in the Apollo
selection.
31r.
Rousit. in
In the Apollo selection,
Mr. Rousim.
selection, is there any plan or design to
use, say,
on this trip
other
USC,
say, an astronomer ou
tril) to the moon, or people in the other
sciences other
other than your pilots?
pilots?
Mr. Low.
yet set the criteria or
or
Low. As I mentioned before, we have not yet.
qualifications for the A
)0110
o
selection.
the qualifications
Apollo
II think all of us here feel
fee very strongly that people with the kind of
of
background of John Glenn amid
and Scott Carpenter will still be needed
background
needed
in at least the early Apollo flights; but this does
um
(loes not mean that we
excellent flying experience
cannot find people who have both the excellent
experience and
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in addition to that a background
background in geology
geology or astronomy, a background which can be
he brought out even further during the training
training
program.
I think if we examine what makes a good scientist, it is a man who
has an inquisitive mind. All of our astronauts with additional
additional traintraining
outstanding in any other scientific field.
ing certainly
certainly could qualify as outstanding
Mr. ANUSO.
yield?
ANI'rJSO. Will the gentleman
gentleman yield
Mr. Rousii.
Rousiz. Yes.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. The age limit you have specified in your new regularegulation does not apply to the present astronauts, does it?
Mr. Low. No,sir.
No, sir.
Mr. ANFDSO.
ANcuso. You have
rot yet set up
up any retirement
Mr.
have iot
retirement. age for astroastronauts?
Mr. Low. No, sir; and we do not plan to.
Mr. RousH. I have one final question.
Mr.
was somewhat
your final selection
Mr. Low,
Low, II was
somewhat disturbed
disturbed that
that your
selection of new
astronauts
would
result
in
the
selection
astronauts would
10 potential astroin
selection of only 55 to 10
nauts. This
This seemed to me to be aa rather
rather low figure. Do you have
plans to
to periodically
periodically bring
new
astronauts
plans
bring new astronauts into
into the
the program,
program, and
do you
have a goal
goal as to
to how
will
be
involved
in
the
you have
how many
many will involved the program, say
22 years from now or
or 55 years
years from now or 10
10 years
years from now?
Mr.
have such
firmly established.
Mr. Low.
Low. We
We do
do not
not yet
yet have
such aa goal
goal firmly
established. Our
Our
estimates
we will
estimates are
are that
to 50.
that within
within this
this decade
decade we
will certainly
certainly need
need 40 to
50.
We are only taking a relatively
relatively small
reasinai! number
number at this time, for two reasons:
First, these
Sons: First,
available training
these men
men will
will fairly
fairly severely
severely tax
tax the
the available
even
more
important,
facilities; but perhaps
we
would
perhaps even more important, we would like to train
only men who
who will be
be flying within
within aa reasonable
reasonable period
period of time.
length.
We feel the training
We don't want
training program is of aa finite
finite
want
to
from their
to take
take people
jobs and
people away
then
away from
their relatively
relatively important
important
and
then
have them just
NASA and
and not
not have a job to do.
just sit
sit around
around in NASA
do.
This
10 at
at aa time,
This is
until we
is why
why we
we are
are phasing
phasing them
them in
in 55 to
to 10
time, until
we
that
will
eventually
have the full number
be required
in Apollo.
number that will eventually be
required
Apollo.
Mr. Rorsnr.
Mr.
RovsH. Do
for
Do you
you know
know when
when you
you will
will undertake
undertake your
your search
search for
the next 55 or 10?
Mr. Low. Not yet.
Air.
Mr. Rousn. That is all.
al!.
Mr.
the question
Mr. RMHLMAN.
RIEITrLMAN. Mr.
Mr. Low,
Low, following
following the
question by
by my
my colleague,
colleague,
Mr.
Roush,
in
respect
to
for these
these people
Mr. Roush, in respect to the
that
the criteria
criteria set
set down
down for
people that
you
in
future,
there
you are
are going
going to
is
to be
be taking
taking aa look
look at
at
in the
the
future,
there
is nothing
nothing
in there
in
there that
that would
would eliminate
eliminate women
women from
from qualifying,
qualifying, is
is there?
there?
Mr.
we
do
not
have
these
criteria
yet,
the
Mr. Low.
Low. Since
Since we do not have these criteria yet, the answer
answer is
is in
in
the affirmative.
Mr.
He was
Mr. RTEHLMAN.
RIiHLMAN. He
was asking
asking about
about people
people that
that might be'acbe accompanying
companying aa trip to
to the moon
moon with all
all qualifications
qualifications other than of
of
a test
test pilot or an astronaut completely qualified.
Mr.
present criteria,
criteria, nor will there
Mr. Low.
Low. There
There is
nothing in the present
is nothing
be
anything
in
the
future
be anything in the future criteria
criteria stated
stated to
to eliminate
eliminate women from
qualifying.
Mr.
Mr. RIEIHMAN.
RIEIILMAN. To go
go back to the qualifications, and once .and
and
for all
for
all settle this problem about
about women astronauts, the qualifications
qualifications
set
at the
the present
present time
time and
and those that you are looking to in the
set down
down at
future, certainly are not going to permit a lady to be included
included in one
of these programs.
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Mr. Low. The present qualifications
qualifications are such that
that there appear
appear to
to
be no women who are qualified in the program.
Mr. RIEIILMAN.
RIEIHLBIAW. Until you change these qualifications
there is
is no
no
qualifications there
possibility of a lady becoming an astronaut?
Mr. Low. That is correct.
Mr. R1EILMAN.
Commander Carpenter?
RLEHLMAN. As Colonel Glenn and Commander
Mr. Low. That is right.
Mr.
RIEIILMAN. One other question and
Mr. RIEULMAN.
and II am finished.
finished.
II think yesterday in the testimony before our committee
group
committee this group
or 13
of, I think, 10
10 or 12
1
13 women, had
liad gone through certain
certain tests.
Then, as II understand
understand it, they were planning to continue this program of tests, which the two gentlemen here today have gone through,
grain
but at one point
point they were cut off.
I think it would be helpful if we knew why. I think I know the
answer, I think it was given today, that if the women who are
trying
are trying
to qualify for
for astronauts had been given their permnissionz
permission then you
would have had to have set aside the
going on for
the testing that was gorng
because
of
the
the regular astronauts
astronauts because t.h lack of a separate
separate program; am
I correct in that?
Mr. Riehiman.
Riehliman. The tests to be given
Mr. Low. Let me add to that, Nr.
given
to these women were not to be given
given by NASA; they were going to
to
be given by one of the military services.
The commitment to give those tests had been made by that service.
NASA was asked only later whether or not we had a requirement
requirement
ourselves for such tests. At that time the answer was "No,"
"No," NASA
did not have a requirement
requirement for women astronauts.
vas the only time when
That was
when we were asked about this program.
were asked only that one question, and our answer was that we
We were
we
had no requirement.
M
r. RIEILMAN.
idea why the tests were cut off?
Mr.
RIEIILMAN. Do you have any idea.
Mr. Low. No,
would have to answer that.
No, sir; TI think the military would
GLENN. I would like to add on this physical examination
Colonel GLENN.
program-the
the. women at Albuprogramthe program run out there for some of the
querque:: I think sometimes in the papers and magazines
magazines the 'writeups
querque
writeups
on this have been a little flhiSlea(liflgilt
misleading-at least I felt they were.
there is anything wrong
wrong
I think the tests mainly are run to see if there
It isn't that it qualifies anybody for anywith a person physically. It
anything.
It just shows that they are a good
good healthy person.
It
These
it, has been overThese things are such an. minimum
minimum thing, I think it
emphasized
emphasized in magazines and in newspapers--a
newspapèrs--n if once'
once they had
passed
passed the
the physical examination they were automatically
automatically astronauts.
have the Washington
A real crude analogy might be: We
IVe hìave
Washington Redskins
football team. My mother could probably pass the physical
that
pi mysical exam that
they give preseason for the Redskins, but I doubt if she could play
too many gaines
games for them.
Mrs. Winus.
bad team. Maybe sle
WETS. You picked a bud
she could. [Laughter.]
Mr. IIEIIL31AN.
RIEIIL3IAN. That is all.
Mr. AN.uso.
ANFUS0. Mr. Hechler.
Ilechler.
HEcULm. I would like to ask the astronauts
Mr. HECHLER.
astronauts and Mr. Low this
question:
question:
When you are planning ahead for manned space missions, even
even
beyond Apollo, would there be any advantage in having aa rather large
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group that starts fairly early, say in their late teens, maybe several
thousands, that express a motivation, and then go through a training
trainin
and testing course as the facilities
facilitie.s and equipment
equipment become available?
available
Then perhaps you could
could utilize those who don't meet your superior
superior
standards for other missions in the space program as it expands and
develops
complicated.
develops and becomes more complicated.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. This has been discussed at times and I think has a
lot of merit,
merit for the future.
It
It does two things, really.
The broadest base you can possibly draw from this selecting qualiqualified people means that you come out at the top up here [indicating]
with the superior group
group that you want, you hope.
So
So the more people that
that become interested in the space program,
instead of lowering our criteria for selection, we probably may be able
to be more selective, and, as I say, perhaps select
people not only who
select peole
have test-pilot training but hìave
have doctorates
doctorates in a specific type of engineermg.
neering.
So the broadest base from a group as you suggest,
suggcst is really
really excellent.
This would give us a trained group to draw from. In addition it would
would
take care of one other problem
problem we are all faced with, that is just the
lack of
engineering talent and capable people in this field, and people,
of engineering
as you say, who dici
did not qualify, could then go into the
of
the outlets of
engineering or project management
management that are in critically
activity in engineering
low supply at the present
p resent time.
I think there is a lot of merit to what you suggest.
Mr. HECHLER. As the group develops, I suppose
SUppOse there is a point
point
needed.
toward training to what
wlìat is specifically
specifically
Commander CARPENTER.
CARPENTER. I think this program exists now. It
Commander
It is
just not sponsored by NASA.
II don't know that there is a need to have it nationally sponsored.
Anyone with the ambition can find
find the education he
given
lie could be given
under a program sponsored
sponsored by NASA.
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. What you are speaking of would be analogous to
the National Science
lias been proposed
proposed from time to
Science Academy that has
time.
Perhaps if that
an
that was put
PUt into effect something like this can be an
outgrowth of that Academy.
Mr. HECHLER.
HEciuLER. Yes. Mr. Low, would you care
care to comment on that?
Mr.
Mr. Low. I think John and Scott
say
Scott have stated all that I would say
on the question.
Mr. HECHLER. Thank you.
Mr.
Mr.
ANFuso. Mrs. Weis.
Mr. ANFUSO.
Wels.
Mrs. WTEIS.
WEIS. My understanding
understanding from the testimony yesterday was
requirement, those additional
that since NASA had no requirement,
dchitiona1 tests were
called off 22 days
clays before they were scheduled to go on, that the armed
services involved were willing to (lo
do it but when NASA stated there
was no requirement,
requirement, that was the end; is that true?
Mr. Low.
Jw. I believe that is true. On the other hand, we had
had not
requested the tests in the first place, and I am not aware, at least, why
they were scheduled or why they were
vere canceled.
We were asked whether we had a requirement,
requirement, and the answer was
"No."
"No."
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Mrs. WEIs.
completely unnecessary
necessary to follow this
WETS. You felt it was completely
were being financed independently and would
would
up, even those tests were
be no strain on NASA.
NASA.
Mr. Low. This wasn't the question.
The point I am trying to make is that at that time we were in the
middle of Project Mercury. I believe it was even before the Glenn
Glenn
Carpenter flights and I believe before Shepard and Grissom, but
and Carpenter
that..
I am not sure of that.
interested
The service did not come to us to ask whether we were interested
program on women.
themselves had to
in a research program
women. I think they themselves
decide whether
whether they wanted to do this. We were only asked whether
whether
we need women candidates, and at the time we did not.
Mrs. 'WEls.
WEIS. One is always hearing
training period for
hearing that the training
31h years. Is that still the criteria for a trainastronauts is about 3, 3½
ing period, or was it
it 31/2
because the missions were not ready
½ years because
to goI
togo?
Mr. Low. Let me start to answer that, and perhaps John and
Scott
and Scott
can add to it.
Taking the highly qualified men we took in the initial seven and
we are taking today, we feel the time period is not 3½
31/2 years. At the
Mercury astronauts, we needed their talents also
time we selected the Mercury
to work with the engineers in developing
developing the spacecraft
spacecraft systems, in
giving us the pilots' insight into how the displays should be built,
how
how the control panel should be built, and so on.
For
For Gemini and Apollo we still have our seven men to give us this
experience and we, therefore, can select the pilots somewhat later
experience
program.
than we did in the first proram.
Do you
anything I
you want to add anything?
('
omander C(.eARPENTER.
('ommander
(1ARPENTEB. I might add one thing to that.
This is experience
Low mentioned
experience that.
that Mr. Low
mentioned about contributing
contributing to
the manufacture
of
a
new
airplane,
that
test
pilots
receive automanufacturo of
difficult in any other field of
of aviation to get this
matically, and it is difficult,
experience.
I think this probably was another
test
reason for making test
another good reason
pilots available.
availabL.
frs. WEis.
It is obvious, though
though
Mrs.
WEls. One final question, Mr. Chairman. It
there is no intentional discrimination,
discrimination, in these criteria, there is a
must. be a test pilot.
built-in discrimination because the candidate
candidate must
Is there anything, in your opinion, that can be done to enable women
should
to be accepted as test
women should
test. pilots? Is that an area where women
be operating
operating now to qualify themselves
themselves for these jobs, to bring the
this committee to get.
get the milikind of pressures they are bringing on tuìis
as
tary forces to accept them
them or civilian companies to accept them as
test. pilots?
Mfr.
the test
why women
women should not enter into tue
Mr. Low. I see no reason why'
piloting field.
I don't.
that. in the civilian test pilot area there are any roaddont. think that
blocks now.
them have seei1
into this area, in
It is julIt
Seen fit to get into
jtwt that
that. none of titein
larme
numbers
at
least.
numbers
least.
larre
Mrs. WEIS.
against
WEts. My
My feeling was there was a definite roadblock against
them in that the feld
held was relatively
relatively closed to women.
M1r.
'Would you either like to comment
comment on that?
Low. Would
Mr. IAow.

It

-
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Colonel GLEN
N. I think this gets back
GLENN-.
back to the way our social order
order
It
It is just a fact. The men go off and fight
iis organized, really.
flht the
wars and
airplanes and come
and fly the airplanes
corne back and help design and
an build
build
and test them. The fact that women are not in this field is a fact of
order. It
It may be undesirable.
our social order.
It. obviously is, but we are.
are only looking, as I said before, to people
lt
with certain
If anybody can meet them I am all for
for
certain qualifications. If
them.
Mrs. WEis.
with you there.
WEls. I think we all agree with
Thank
'['hank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANFrJSO.
ANFUSO. Thank
Thank you.
Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN.
CORMAN. Of the 32 people left in the present selection, Mr.
Low,
nonmilitaryv?
Low, are any nonmilitary?
Mr. Low. Yes, sir. Some of them are. I don't have the exact numnumber. There is a fair number of civilians in this group.
Mr. CORM3AIN.
CORMAN. I understand. I am thinking of more than one person in the crew of these future flights. You are still thinking of each
person in the flight having all the qualifications of a present astronaut.
astronaut
qualifications would be in addition to that.
Any different qualifications
Mr. Low.
in
argile, for example, that in
Law. That is correct. You might argue,
of
Project Apollo, where we will have three people flying, that one of
them could
other hand, as you know, we
could have less training. On the other
have recently selected the lunar
hnar orbit
being
orbit. rendezvous approach as being
the best.
best means
means of getting
getting to the
the moon at.
at. the earliest
earliest, possible
possible time. In
mau would be in
11 the mother
mother ship, the so-called
this approach
so-called
apPrOaCh one man
command
time that the other two are
lie himself for the tune,
uornm8ncl module, and
and he
on the moon will have to perform all the functions within that.
that. ship.
moon and in their smaller craft,
The other two then will land on the moon
the lunar
hanar excursion module,
the
module, will make observations on the moon, they
will
in
smaller vehicle
vehicle and rendezvous
vilI then have to launch the smaller
rendezvous again in
hlnar orbit.
lunar
orbit.
'\Te believe, now at
We
at. least, that the qualifications of these men will
be very similar to the qualifications of Glenn and Carpenter and the
ast ronauts.
other astronauts.
Mr. COWMAN.
I don't think you could reach any different
CORMAN. I
different conclusion.
I think that is right. I don't
don't. think we should be thinking in terms
percent
of a five-man
five-man crew, in which each one would only know 20 percent
'ob.
of the
tite job.
Mr. UL()w.
Low. That
That. is right.
Mr.
ANywuso.
Mr.
ANFUSO. Mr. Bell.
Mr.
Mr. Low, you said that you had 63 applicants ranging
Mr. BELL.
BELT... Mr. Low, you said that you had 63 applicants ranging
from 2fl
26) to 31S
35 and when you made a final selection I believe you said
there were 32.
ther
I was wondering about the age bracket
bracket of the 32.
Mr. Low. I don't have any statistics, Mr. Bell, on the 32.
Mr. BRU...
BEM. That is all.
Mr. ANFUSO.
AN-Fuso. Mr. Waggonner.
Mr. WAGOONNER.
WÁ000N N-ER. II think Colonel Glenn has hit in his statement on
the exact
differences of opinion which exist here, and fundamentally
exact. differences
our social order prescribes
presciibes some differences. This program is developed to this point because
order
because of the differences
differences in our social order
which time.
time has laid clown
down for us.
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think that anyone can deny that the criteria which NASA
NASA
I don't think
has used
used to this point in selecting astronauts has been one which has
beyond criticism, as far as I am concerned.
concerned.
been successful and is beyond
that in the future selections we will just be a small
I only hope that
percentage as fortunate as we have been in the other
other selections which
have been made.
I would disagree with Mr. Fulton that we should establish a national goal at this point to land a woman on the moon which would
be to the detriment of our program,
program, which I think the criteria for
for
have been excellent.
The program
program in space
space to this point has been oriented toward peaceful
as well as military applications.
I think we have made tremendous
tremendous progress and think the criteria
which have been established
NASA as national aims have been
established by NASA
good and should be pursued.
The idea is, among some, that we should do this because
because the Russians
do
it.
doit.
I do not think the women of America want to do all the things that
.the
the Russian women
women have to do, in the first place, nor do I believe that
do
we Americans should do something simply because the Russians do,
it, or that we as neighbors ought to do something that the Joneses do.'
do.
If
If something has merit, we should do it.
There is one thing I think the astronauts could do at this time to
to
put this problem in perspective
qualifications of
perspective with regard to the qualifications
selecting astronauts, and that is to describe for this committee the
the
day-by-day
day-by-day activities of astronauts, without regard for just that one
day, every so often, that
that they are in orbit.
This is like
lìke a minister; he does
does not go up and preach only on Sunday. He has to do preparation
preparation every day to give a good sermon.
-Therefore,
Therefore, I think the astronauts,
astronauts, by telling these people what they
do and what they
they contribute every day would add more to this than
anything else at this point.
point. I would asfc
ask Colonel Glenn and Mr. Carpenter to describe for us their day-by-day activities, which make these
requirements
requirements necessary.
Commander
CARPENTER. If
If there is a question as to whether or not
Commander CARPENMER.
a woman is physically capable of passing, I think that in general she
she
would be.
Each
Each of us, say in the month preceding
preceding flights, have
have a pretty reguphysical exercise to keep in good trim.
trim. There are many
lar schedule
schedule of physical
meetings.
meetings. And
And many hours
hours spent in the spacecraft
spacecraft itself during the
the
preflight
preflight testing. 1one
None of these are particularly
particularly stressful.
The hours are long
long and
and at this time we draw a great deal on the
experience
new airplanes.
experience we gained as test pilots
pilots in designing new
If your question
uestion is, Can a woman stand the pace?
pace? I I believe the
answer is "Yes."
"Yes."
Mr. WA;GONNE.R.
WA000NNER. No, Mr. Carpenter, my question was not that.
My
was-it really wasn't a questionbut
question--but I think the public,
My question wasit
and everybody,
everybody, in order to understand
understand this, probably needs to know
how much you people contribute to the actual development
develoj?ment of the
capsule and the methods and -the
the systems day by day in the actual
work of this project.
it is not just a Matter
It
iìiatter of preparing for a flight that somebody else
designs. You actually enter into the development and planning of
of
these orbital flights.
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Commander CARPENTER. That is correct.
out
Mr. WA000NNER.
WAGGONNER. You can demonstrate
Mr.
demonstrate how day in and day out
you have to make application
application of your engineering
engineering or your test activities and background
background which help to
make these programs successful.
to make
that, for example,
That is the thing I'm saying. A lot of people think that,
astronauts could appear on ever
every public occasion-which
occasionwhich would be
desirable
desirable in many respects-but
respectsbut they don't know how much work you
people actually
actually are required to contribute to this program, and in a
technical way,
way, as well as a physical
physical way.
Colonel GNN.
GrxNz. I believe that is true.
CARPIENTER. II believe that is true.
Commander CARPENTER.
Mr. ANFUSO.
if-I.
ANFuso. II think, Mr. Waggonner;
L understand
Waggonner, 'if
understand you correctly, yöu
you are not saying thatWomen
thatw'omen eventually won't
Won't be able to do
these things, but at the prosent
present time they just can't; isn'tthat
right?
isn't'that right
woMen candidates
candidates to do the things that these
We don't have any worfen
they-are disqualified'a.t
disqualified',at the
astronauts can do, and
and for that reason they
present.
/
Mr. WAOOONNERV
WAOGONNER/ That is exactly
exactly right, Mr.
Mr. Chairman, and there
thare
has been no designs of anybody that this' has c6me
e.
\
cöme to be.
stretch
of
the
imagiThat has not been an iltentional
imtentiona1 th'mg-by-si4
tu
irnagnation.
" f
.
/
nation
- -,' - .
Colonel GLEN$.
GLEi.. Let mecommentlvthaL
\ /
.
me comrnent,óthaf
chance to tiink
thiik about it. Our\
was talking II ha4
hadf Ø.* ¡chance
While Scott 1was
might- be an e*mpIo
eemple' of wha&
wh-a, you
you aje
aye talking
talkingI
last couple of days might
t
about.
ha'qing a mokup
in ttee Midwest-b!n
We were having
Midweet.in Jthe
moókup in
last; couple days i
the last,
on one of our future
\
craft.
(
futurß craft.k
/
here on Thursday
went
I arrived out lhere
o'clock añd went
alöut 2 o'clockand
Thursday afternoon abut
plant, where
where'we
through som of the seat ejectkì
ejecti h
directly in the pint.,
we went througl(som4
/
/
work first.
yoU not only get-into
geo>-into the Otructu're
seat And
In
that
area
yot
of
the
seatftnd
tructUre
strength,
we went over
over the
strength, but
but we
the 'data,
where some other
angle.4vere
of'lhe angles
data, where4some
not quite right,
right., where
wher.,f man could
could get his.
his harness
hrness or suit caglt
camght up
up
those.
We
went
through
tV
propulon corners. We modifiedsome
of
We
rnodifiedsome
tbpropulsion whith
whieh the rocket eectìo
ejectio will have, which I had ha4,s6me
ha&s6me experience with. We went
the.harness system
twed'-with the
went through theharness
system usedwit.h
the seat,
towhat-a human body will
which gets into the life sciences area;"' towhta
take.
We
loadings---eyeballs in and eyeballs outas
out-as we
Wo went into the loadingseyeballs
say.
Also the angle at
at which these forces would be applied to the body
spacecraft to take this.
and what the support structure was in the spacecraft
Yesterday moriing
morhing we
That was about 2 hours that afternoon. Yesterday;
started again by going through aa simulator for the mission
mission that they
have on this, wJere
where the instrument is set up and hooked up through
computers, where
where we get into simulated cockpit and run the hand
controller.
I assure you we had some different
difrerent opinions on this hand controller
controller
and the way the instrument system worked on this future vehicle.
We were drawing here on our experience.
experience. The placement of
of the
instrument is not what we would like to have. Placement with relationship to the vision you expect to get from the window on rendezvous mission was not what we liked.
liked.
V

/

byn'

/\

I

/

wt

areas
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We went through mockup to the spacecraft and we went through
this in a very detailed fashion. We spent several hours with regard
to placement of switches, vision patterns, rest handles, correlating
now pressure suit they had out there, as far as vision
this with the new
patterns and rest patterns.
This we were still doing at about 4 o'clock last night when we
caught the airplane at 5 o'clock to come back here to Washington.
So in this area you can see we went not only into the test piloting
experience and background, but into engineer, life sciences, and structural work in engineering.
We have just about been across the board in the last 22 days. This
these things fit into
concentrated period where all the.so
was an especially concentrated
a small area.
I don't say every day is spent like that, of course, but we also had
some discussions with some of the people out there regarding length
of mission and what they thought we could take, how long you can
exstay in that position or this position, from which we draw our experience.
we get
This might give you a very small feeling of the sort of thing wo
into
Into at some of-these
of those discussions.
Mr. WAXONNER.
WA000NNER. That is what II had in mind, Mr. Chairman, which
demonstrates
demonstrates the need for all of these qualifications.
.1I have nothing further.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. Thank
Thank you.
Mrs. RileyI
Riley?
RILEY. I notice one of your qualifications, sir, is age 35 or
Mrs. RILEY.
under. Being a woman, that age question is a very important consideration.
Suppose one of your potential astronauts is under 35 and during
eliminated?
the period of training he or she passes age 35. Are they eliminatedI
age 35
35
state under the ago
Mr. Low. No, Mrs. Riley. The qualifications state
at the time of selection.
In fact, John is a good example here. The criteria the first time
around was that the men must be under 40 at the time of selection.
John's 41st birthday is today and he made his flight in February.
Mrs. RILEY.
RILEY. You can understand
understand my interest in the age.
all,
Mrs. Riley?
Is
that
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO.
RILY. Yes. Thank you, sir.
Mrs. Rrry.
Mr. ANIuso.
Aiii'uso. Mr. Ryan.
Mr. RYAN.
RYAN. I was interested in pursuing the question of the tests
which as I said yesterday, the women were apparently mysteriously
denied.
Would you explain
explain what
what happened in those tests?
Mr. Low. Again, Mr. Ryan, I cannot explain this exactly because
this was done by one
one of the
the military services.
Mr. Ryr.
Ryw. Which service
service??
Mr. Low. Navy.
RYAN. Were
Mr. RYAN.
done by the Navy?
Were the women told it was done
had
women
these
dealings
Mr. Low. All the
bad were either with the
the
were
not with NASA.
They
Navy.
the
or
with
Clinic
Lovelace
NASA.
Lovelace
RYAN. Is there any way in which NASA could pursue this and
Mr. RYAN.
tests so at least we can begin to have
help the women
women to pursue these testa
an evaluation?
evaluation?
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Mr. Low. If
requirement, or if there were qualified
If NASA
NASA. had a requirement,
that
women applicants, most certainly we would give them the tests that
are needed in the selection.
Mr. RYAN.
interest
interest of NASA or in the interest
RYAN. Would it
it be in the interest
tests administered?
have
to
these
space
program
of the space program
of
Mr. Low. As pointed out before, Mr. Ryan, it might have been of
research to take a large group of women
interest in the area of medical research
their qualifications
qualifications
and determine what their physical
physical stamina, what their
are.
our
We don't feel at this time this would be an essential asset for our
space program.
Mr. RYAN.
RYAN. II don't
don't. want to pursue the matter further, Mr. Chairman. I might only observe
true-one of the
ifand I hope it is trueone
observe that if-and
objectives,
mder
objectives, one of our national objectives, is a world at peace under
international lawit
law-it seems
important that space be used
international
seems to me to be importnnt
for peaceful purposes. I think that
that. women throughout history have
demonstrated, unfortunately
unfortunately for the men, that they are more condemonstrated,
cerned with
with peace than men.
example of women's strike for peace. I would advoWitness the e.xamle
cate giving them a voice in what happens in space.
Mr. ANFU5O.
ANFuso. Mr. Moeller.
Modici'.
Mr. MOELLER.
make a coinment
comment, Mr. Chairman:
Chairman:
MOELLER. II would
would, like to make.
First,
statement of Mr. Ryan a moment ago
First., I am not sure that the statement.
would be subscribed
subscribed to by everybody. I will never become an astronaut.
II certainly am interested
interested in peace and the peaceful
outer
peaceful uses of outer
space,.
really talking about.
space. I don't believe that is the
the thing we are reaiiy
Mr. Low, II would like to ask you one question.
If you got a directive today that women astronauts
If
astronauts are to be trained,
and our priority program today is to get somebody
somebody on the moon,
would your program
program. in any way be impeded by this directive?
Mr.
so.
\Ir. Low. Very much so.
Mr. MOELLER. No. 2, people in industry today say that it costs them
more in many,
many many instances to use women in their employ
e.mploy than men,
and it is for tiMs
this reason that ofttimes women take lesser pay than men
men
take.
Would it cost the Government more money to train women astronauts and use women as astronauts than itit would men?
Mr. Low. My opinion is that
that it would, because the training program
would have to be far more extensive,
extensive, and because there are no women
background as there are men.
today who are up to the same level of background
Mr. MOELLER.
test centers, and
MOELLER. Possibly the
the physical environment at test.
even in the capsule itself, require certain adjustments
adjustments that would be
more costly.
Mr. Low. I am sure it would require adjustments.
cost of these,
adjustments here and now.
I cannot
cannot. assess the coste
these adjustments
Mr. MomLER.
MOLLER. So that if today our priority program is getting aa
man on the moon maybe we should
should ask the good ladies to be
be patient
and let us get this thing accomplished
first
and
then
go
and
training
then
go
after
ftcCOIfll)liShed
women astronauts. Would you agree with that?
Mr. Low. I think that even
even Miss Cochran
Cochra.n yesterday in her teshtestimony had this very
ver.y same point
of
view,
that
point
that aa training
program for
for
training program
women should inno
in no way interfere
interfere with our program.
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Just for the
the record, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUS0. Mr. Low, I think we are
arc all in accord on this comcomrn
mittee that we should do nothing to interfere with the present NASA
NASA
program, but I think that it is also the general feeling
comfeeling of this corn.
mittee that this country
country is big enough to tackle
takle a program for women.
In line with what Miss Cochran said, she had
prQgrarn, and a good
had a program,
program, II think.
And It think
t.Kmk without
without interfering
interfering with
wit.h the present program, NASA
should have
have a program
program to train women pilots as test pilots, and in all
the things that are necessary to some
sorne day be used for space travel.
II don't think we ought to put that off. II think it
it would encourage
womanhood,
women
to
take
up
science and engiwomanhood, it
it would encourage
encourage women
thke
engineering,
neering, if they felt there was such a career
career for them.
I If
you need
If you
need money,
money, and
and if
if you
you suggest
suggest such
such an. program, II think Congress might look upon itit with favor.
II think that is what
what Mr. Fulton had in mind.
minci. He did not have in
mind to shoot a woman
woman into space right away, but it was a question to
be thought of and something for us to do some thinking about.
about..
What do you say
y about that, Mr. Low?
Mr. Low. II wholeheartedly
women
wholeheartedly agree tlit
that we should not exclude women
from any activity in this country, Mr. Chairman.
II would like to make one or
or two points. One question I would
would
have is when should such
program be started.
such a program
This last year has been one of the most difficult years for NASA,
in that we are embarking
embarking on the beginning of a very, very major program. Next year, also, our task
tesk will be enormous.
II would be most concerned
concerned if we took any steps that would delay
by even i1 day the possible
possible achievement of the manned moon landing.
Mr. AwFuso.
ANFUSO. So would we.
Mr. Low. So II would want to take under consideration
when
consideration as to when
such a program should be started.
There is another point that perhaps might be worth
worth making. If
If
we are convinced
background that
that John and
and
convinced that we need the kind of background
our
Scott have for pilot candidates,
candidates, in other words, if we don't relax our
requirements for an engineering degree, this in itself II think would
would be
an impetus for more women
and
women to get into the field of engineering
engineering and
science, which will be of benefit to our total space program.
Mr. ANFUSO.
ANFUSO. One final question, Mr. Fulton.
Mr. FULToN.
FULToN. II would like to rebut a few things.
For my friend Mr. Moehler
Moeller from Ohio, I would disagree strongly
with his point that we should
complete the moon program and then
should complete
look to the women. That means that if we are going to the moon
within this decade,
10
going to wait 10
decade, it
it is telling these women we are going
years.
II hope you didn't agree with that.
Mr. Low. II did not.
Mr. FurLo
wit.h my friend from LouisFULTON.. Next is this. I did agree with
iana
Louisiana, and II am
lana because
because he is a fine Southern gentleman from Louisiana,
a Northern progressive from Pittsburgh.
Mr. WAGGONNER.
WAGGON NER. Who has had the women waiting indefinitely.
certain
st.tte that our social system prescribes certain
Mr. FULTON.
FU'LTON. You state
differences
differences that we should abide by them, and that is the reason why
we can't have women in the space program at this time?
Mr.
Mr. MOELLER.
MoswR.
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To me
mo that is the same thing that has been said to women when they
'ro
they
were
they were interested in planes.
when thpy
were interested in suffrage, or wlien
I would like to point out that
that. this is about the same time as in the
of
airplane
development
the
that
development,
that. women begin to take part.
part. With the
p lane was a
Wright brothers in 1903, the first woman passenger in a piane
8,1908.
Wright
French woman on July 8,
1908. several months
months later Wilbur Wright
took up an American
American woman at LeMans
LeMans in Francea
France--a Mrs. Burg.
Burg.
In
In addition to that, we had two women who, by 1910, tried to pilot
One was a Miss Rashe, and the other was
a plane
was aa Miss
iai personally. One.
Well.
Each of these women took the planes tip
up without even having an
pilot's license.
underestimate these women.
women.
Don't underestimate
By 1910 we had the famous French flier, Miss D'Triame,
D'Trianie, with a
international air meet or race
pilot's license, who came over to the first international
that
that. was in the United
United States at Belmont
Belmont. Park in New York.
The question is this.
more restricted position in going into
Are the women to be put in a more
space
than they were in thle
piloting?r
the older days in piloting
S1)fl
My answer to that is quiickly
quickly "No."1
"No."
Low, ioo,
too, in rebuttal:
May I say this to Mr. 140W,
course, nobody wants to retard the lunar program. You have
Of course,
adequate facilities. You are being given $2 billion more this year, and
adequate
it is not all programed.
You have been changing your programs. You could very well make
a small test program for these women and get them started.
The second point I would make to Mr. Low is this: When President
President
Kennedy-and I praise him on this, and I am a Republicansaid
Republican-said to
Kennedyand
move the
program further, it.
it. changed
changed the attitude of NASA
the space program
Administrators who came before this committee.
the prowould come and say they were
were handling time
Previously, they would
grains as efficiently
efficiently as they can, they were using all the people as
much as they could, and that they did not need any more money; if
if
we (rave
gave them more money they would only waste it.
it.
lhen
set. the goal, within 90 days, as everyone on
when the President set.
committee will remember, up they came and changed their minds
this committee
"Oh, we can use $1 billion more."
second
and gaily said, "Oh,
more." Now,
Now, the second
year, you want
want. $2 billion more.
I believe we do have the facilities in this country for training
women without interfering with these prime programs.
progams.
wit Russia to place the
the
I feel that we should equally be in a race with
first woman in space.
II think that would be a clear first, as much as landing on the
the
moon-to me, it would be more.
moonto
Glenn:
I would
would like to end up with
with this for Colonel Glenn:
Do you believe that it is impossible in this country to expand our
our
space program for peaceful uses beyond
beyond what
what it is now?
Is it impossible to go any faster?
Colonel GLENN.
GLENN. Nothing is impossible.
Mr. FurToN.
certain
FUI4TON. All right, then, it is possible to expand it in certain
directions, and why not in the direction of women?
women?
Colonel GLENN.
I am not anti anybody;
ust pro
pro
GLENN. As I said, I
anybody; II am just
space. We have not seen the idea
idea of women in space put forward
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with the idea that they are better qualified, which is what we are
coming
for. The only thing we have seen thus far is women coming
looking for.
in space just by the very fact they are women.
beautifully.
Mr. FULTON.
FULT0N. Let's face this. Mrs. Weis brought it out beautifully
effectively
structure now effectively
The very setup of our military training structure
pilot
schools
all
military
the
test
are
because
eliminates every woman
and the women can't get in them.
elimii.ates women.
women.
It is obvious that the present training structure climi.ates
It
educational
particular educational
on those particular
The standards Mr. Low sets, based ou
effectively
structures without equal training opportunities otherwise effectively
eliminates women.
My question is, wouldn't you depart from Mr. Low's strict requireNASA did do it for you on your engineering degree.
ments? NASA
requirement to do this.
Colonel GLN.
GLENN. No, no, I see no requirement
international situation, that
As I said, I don't want to get into the international
committee here, but lookyou gentlemen on the committee
consideration of you
is the consideration
Is
qualified people available from these schools
ing at it as we do we have qualified
about
now to do the job, yes, we do, and for the numbers we are talking about
dolfuture, we do. Now, to spend many millions of dolin the foreseeable
foreseeable future
additionally qualify other people, whom we don't particularly
lars to additionally
need, regardless of sex, creed or color, doesn't seem right, when we
already have these qualified people.
ANFUSo. The House is in session. I think we must recess.
Mr. ANYEJSO.
FuITON. Let me finish this: You wouldn't oppose the proposal
Mr. FuuroN.
have a small training program for
of the chairman and myself to have
women to let them qualify
qualify because of other missions there might be in
astronomy?
space, such as science, and astronomy?
foi' it.
requirement for
GLENN. I wouldn't oppose it. I see no requirement
Colonel GLENN.
RImY. One observation.
Mrs. RILEY.
Mr. I.NUso.
1.Nyuso. I always yield to a lady.
objective appreciation
Ey. You are in close company. This objective
Mrs. Rr
RrIEY.
of Mr. Fulton has touched me very deeply. [Laughter.]
'Mr.
Mr. MOELLER.
MOELLEE. May I make a quick insertion, I am sure there are
other ways by which Jim can become popular with the ladies.
Mr. ANFUSO.
AN uso. Yes. Gentlemen,
Gentlemen, the House is in session. Before
say
to
I
want
time that I will
we adjourn
this: This may be the last time
adjourn I
other duties. I want to
preside over a committee. II am assuming other
don't
say that this committee has
lias functioned in perfect harmony, I don't
know of a committee
committee in the whole House that functions with such
unanimity as this committee.
only unanimously
authorization bill not oniy
passed the authorization
As you know, we passed
in committee but unanimously in the House, which is quite a record.
Dr.
That is why I say to you, go back and talk to Mr. Webb and Dr.
can
with some kind of a program so that you can
Dryden and come up whh
seen
continue
bipartisan support which you have always seen
continue to have the bipartisan
and enjoyed to make your program go ahead.
congratulate NASA
Your program has gone ahead and I want to congratulate
accelerated this program.
in which
lias accelerated
which it has
speed iii
for the speef
w-nt to take this last opportunity of congratulating our two
I w'it
great
demonstrated not only a great
great .american
American astronauts
astronauts who have demonstrated
ability in the field in which they are engaged but also that they have
demassumed a personal responsibility, whether they like it or not, of thmonstrating leadership throughout the world.
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When I see women here bring their children just to look at them, you
of
can see what our youth is looking forward to. This is the kind of
and they look up to-as great men as you
leadership that they want and
are.
I want to thank you.
gavel as a fellow
.Mfr.
Mr. RIEJILMAN.
RIEIiLMN. Mr. Chairman, before you hit the gavel,
New Yorker, and a colleague
colleague of yours, Mr. Chairman, I did not realize
on
that this was possibly the
the last meeting that you might be chairing on
this committee. May I say to you that it has been a pleasure for me, as
lias been more sina colleague of yours, to work with you. No one has
behind
cere, and
and active, in putting every bit of effort that you have behind
beeiì on this committee. It
been
It has been
this program
program since you have been
Vic, we hate to see you leave.
measuree for me to work with you, and Vie,
a pleasure
certainly served
fay I add my voice and say you have certainly
Mr. RYAN.
RYAN. May
subcommittees you
with great distinction as chairman of the various subcommittees
of the whole committee, I know I
have presided over. As a member of
speak for all of us, when I say we will miss your services on this
committee.
ANFUSO. Thank you.
Mr. ANFUSO.
Mr. FULTON.
Republican side, you are tops.
FULTON. May II add to the Republican
Mr. ANruso.
ANFuso. Thank
Thank you, gentlemen.
gentlemen.
adjourned.)
12:05
(Whereupon,
:05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
(Whereupon, at 12
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JERRIE Goas
is88 Jnsiun
Miss

understand
subcommittee, we were given to understand
Mr. Chairman
members of the subcommittee,
Chairman and members
astronauts and prachearings on the qualifications
qualifications for astronauts
that your subcommittee
subcommittee hearings
astronauta would take place for 3
tkabillty
ticability of testing and using women as astronauts
euch. Instead, the hearing was terminated withdays and were scheduled
scheduled as such.
1962.
out prior notice at the end of 2 days, July 17-18, 1902.
since at the conclusion of my opening statement July
On this premise, and since
following
17 I had
had requested the privilege of summation time, I ask that the following
hearing:
In the record of the 2-day bearing:
included in
and two other items be Included
of astronaut testing and
Speaking for myself as having passed three phases of
the 12-woman group which subsequently passed the first phase (the Mercury
Mex.), we
Foundation, Albuquerque, N. Mex.),
Lovelace 1'oundation,
Astronaut selection tests at Lovelace
astroask that (1) a parallel program of testing and training women pilots as astroNASA as a civilian agency using civilian women and,
nauts be instituted by NASA
nauta
Representative James
requested of President Kennedy by Representative
(2) that as already requested
goal be established to put the
others, a national goal
Fulton of
of Pennsylvania and others
first woman in space.
NASA requirement
requirement
on July 18 that the NASA
It was pointed out at the hearing on
for
Impossible for
Is presenly impossible
experimental Jet test pilot is
that an astronaut
astronaut be an experimental
discrimination against women.
any U.S.
U.S. woman to meet and is therefore a builtin discrimination
engirequirements, a college degree in engiqualification requirements,
In the new astronaut qualification
Is nonprohibitive, but equivalent experience
neering or the physical sciences is
cases of Mercury Astronauts Glenn and
as in the eases
recognized also, as
has been recognized
into the program.
Carpenter.
Carpenter, neither of whom had college degrees when accepted Into
As Colonel Glenn said, "While I did not have the actual hours at college, I
of
degree." With our group of
equivalency of an engineering degree."
had more
more than the equivalency
women pilots averaging
averaging 4,500 flying hours as against the average of 2.500 hours
experience should be accepted for
male astronaut group, equivalent experience
of the new malo
In the
experience or Jobs in
women
women since they can get neither military jet test experience
military flying backfrom men with military
pooi which is drawn from
civilian jet test pilot pool
grounds.

Mr.
Mr. Chairman, I preface further remarks by reminding the committee that
testimony by Mr. Low, Colonel Glenn and Commander Carpenter regarding the
the possibility
regarding the
matter of astronaut qualifications for either sex, or regarding
witopinion. No expert witspace flight, was purely opinion.
of a woman being capable of space
evidence so far established that in some
ness testified either pro or con on the evidence
the stresses of space flight.
fields women are better qualified for the
"qualifications," Colonel Glenn, following his
Now to continue, regarding "qualifications,"
and report * ** *
astronaut must be able to "analyze, assess and
opinion that the astronaut
observe many
physically,
and
physically,
mentally
and
high stress, both
under periods of high
"This is
Is not
not to say
stresses," goes on to opine, "This
complex functions under these stresses,"
it."
trained to do It."
that no one
one else could be trained
am no more a doctor or research scientist than the other witnesses who
I am
just two examples of stress
mention Just
testified at this hearing, but I would like to mention
the tolerances of women.
testing which significantly point up the
40 mInute
run in water isolation. I
minute run
ray 9 hour 40
referred to my
You remember I referred
opportunity to add that 2 of the 12-woman astronaut candi(lid not have the opportunity
underwent
group, Mrs. Rhea Hurrle Allison and Miss Mary Wallace Funk, underwent
date group,
astroruauts
The Mercury astrozauts
tests later with equally good results. "The
these same teste
in an air environment.
isolation, tu
have had only 3 hours of sensory deprivation, or isolation,
interested in the preliminary report on three women astronaut
You many
many be Interested
77
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candidates under the prolonged
prolonged deprivation
deprivation examination, from the qualified
scientists who
who conducted it. The report is a separate
separate item under this final
fluai
addenda.
Studies tuinder
under a NASA
NASA grant at Florida State University indicate that women
weinen
have a higher
higher heat toleration point. As you know, heat was a problem during
Commander Carpenter's three-orbital flight. Dr. D. R.
11. Kenshalo, of Florida
State University, is
Is conducting
conducting experiments with men and women
womeii which show
comfortable in
In a spacecraft
spacecraft with temperatures from 16°
that °women
-omen would
vouId be comfortable
16'
26 higher than men would be.
be. Dr. Kenshalo's research is looking toward the
to 26°
the
elimination of thousands of valuable pounds of Instrumentation
instrumentation now thought
thought
elimination
necessary for human comfort on
ou long space flights.
We women who wish to
to be tested for astronaut flights believe that no one
can speak fully on "qualifications" until
until a broader
broader base is
how
Is established. How
can anyone
anyone say that women
are or
women are
or are not qualified until they are given the
opportunity to demonstrate
demonstrate their
it plainly when she
opportunity
their ability? Mrs. Hart put It
continuation of the
urged a continuation
the tests which were started at Lovelace Foundation
fl2women
and were dropped before the 1'2
women could go through the scheduled tests
teats at
at
the U.S. Navy School of Aviation Medicine
Pensacola or the remainder
remainder
Medicine at Pensacola
undergo the isolation study.
undergo
Mr. Chairman, President Kennedy himself spoke
Mr.
spoke of "any effort we could
could make
In time or money which could put us first in
any new area."
In any
A member of your committee said during a discussion of the advantage of
A
of
"first" in space by putting up an American
Azerican woman that the United
having a "first"
States didn't have to keep up with the Joneses, or in
In other words with the Russians
sians who so far hold all the prestige "firsts"
"firsts" in space.
Prof. Jerome B. Wiesner, the President's Special Assistant for Science
Prof.
Science and
Technology,
achievements are a matter of national presTechnology, has reported that space achievements
tige, that "During the next few years the prestige of the United States will in
in
part
determined by the
demonstrate in space
part be determined
the leadership we demonstrate
space activities."
There is hardly
hardly need to add that a woman In space would say more for NASA's
NASA's
"peaceful uses of space" goal than
seeming ambivalence
than the seeming
ambivalence of using solely
male
male military pilots as U.S.
U.S. astronauts, as has been and apparently is intended
to
to be the practice.
could be added
Several of you have pointed out that funds are available
available or could
to the NASA
NASA budget for testing and
and training women for space flights. Underinterfere with work
standably this would be
be a parallel program which would not Interfere
on the current programs. I do not think i1 woman of the 13 of
of us wants to interInter.
We only ask
fere with the
the national
national goal
goal of putting
putting the first man
man on the
the moon. We
of, the manned
that we be tested and trained in order to be part of, not ahead of,
Astronauts Glenn and Carpenter themspace flight program of our country. Astronauts
them.
is shorter now, because much
selves have said that the training program Is
flinch of
of
their time in the first 3-year period
period was spent
working on design and modificaspent working
tion of space vehicles.
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion
argument that phasing women
conclusion may I say
say that
that the argument
into astronaut
training would "hold up" training of men is
astronaut training
Is fallacious
fallacious reasoning?
witnesses testified that in addition to the 77 Mercury astroing? The July 18 wItnesses
astronauts, 32
candidates now
are being
tested, of
nauta,
32 male astronaut candidates
now are
being tested,
of whom
whom 5 or 10
10 will
be selected. No other
other astronaut group is even in process of being chosen, thus
the
Ohio:
the testing and training devices at such scattered locations as Dayton, Ohio:
Pensacola; Johnaville,
Johnsville, Pa.; Cape Canaveral; Houston; Edwards
Edwards AFB, Calif.;
Pensacola;
D.C. must have some
some free time to
San Antonio; and Washington,
Washington, D.C.
to schedule aa
small group of 13 or fewer women among the males.
We ask to complete the tests originally scheduled and that the successful
successful
candidates go on
on to even more rigorous
rigorous tests and
and astronaut
astronaut training.
All we need is
"qualified,"
All
Is the opportunity
that we are "capable,"
"capable," "qualified,"
opportunity to prove that
and "required."
ASSESSMENT
PERFORMANCE IN
ASSESSMENT OF WOMEN
WOMEN ASTRONAUT'S PERIORMANCE
(EXTREME
(EXTREME ISOLATION)
IsOLATION)

SENSORY
DEPRIVATION
SENSoRY DEPRIVATION

In a
a dark-proof, sound-proof room, three women pilots, all candidates
for
candidates for
astronaut training, were suspended in
astrónaut
In a
a tank of
of water
water for a prolonged period of
of
extreme sensory isolation.
Isolation. Purpose of this testing Is to
to obtain information
Information regarding certain areas
areas of functioning.
functioning.. Most pertinent information pertains to
the total reaction to, and tolerance for, the extreme monotony and isolation.
the
In addition, some notion
notion of levels of anxiety and conflict, and of habitual
habitual patpat-
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indivldual'B ability
defenses is gained. A
A measure of the individual's
terns of psychological
psychological defenses
motor
to refrain from action, and ability to tolerate
tolerate stress without resorting to motor
ali
Implied here an
anxiety is
activity to dissipate anxiety
Is also derived. There is also implied
opportunity to observe for
for tendency to somatization
somatlzation of anxiety. Finally, the
the
indication of responses likely under
under
subject's physiological
physiological reactions gives some Indication
prolonged weightlessness
weightlessness or diminished
diminished force.
psychological testing, psychiatric evaluaAssessment of clinical observations, psychological
tion, and reaction to the deprivation
deprivation experience, revealed that the three candiexceptional, if
if
dates not only possess no significant
significant liabilities, but also possess exceptional,
not unique, qualities and capabilities
capabilities assumed to be important for serving on
on
¡lot
special missions
standpoint of personality
missions in astronautics, viewed from the standpoint
makeup and functioning. Each of the three
performed at a signifisignitithree candidates performed
adaptation than "normal"
"normal" controls. A rank ordering of
of
cantly better level of adaptation
performance test and use
subjects can be made on any or all items tapped by this performance
of this technique permits experimental
experimental assessments and clear-cut clinical judgcandidate
ments to be made which may well have significant predictive value for candidate
selection.
have much
It is the opinion of
candidates have
It
of the
the investigators
investigators that these three candidates
to recommend them for selection as astronaut candidates.
JAY T.
SIIuIu.EY, M.D.,
Pr(nctpal Inre8tigator.
Iuve8tiga tar.
T. SHURLEY,
M.D., Principal
WALTERS, Project
Psychologist.
CATHRYN
Project Psychologist.
CATBRYN WALTERS,
LOVELESS
COMPARISON DATA-1ALE-FEMALE
CANDIDATES
DATA-MALE-FEMALE ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
LovrEss FOUNDATION
FOUNDATION COMPARISON

Phy8iologic
data
Phy8lo
logic data
Male astronaut
Mala
candidates (31)
(31)

Test

Median
Median
Height
Height ......................... centimeters..
centimeters_
Weight ......
kilograms..
kilograms..
Body surface area
area--------square
square meters..
meters. Lean body mass--------------- kilotrams..
kilograms..
Total body potassium ............... grams..
grams Total
Total body water .................... liters..
Total
liters..
Blood volume ......................... do....
do.
Blood
Total lung capacity ................... do.
do ....
Total
Functional
residual
capacity
..........
do
....
do....
Functional residual
Vital capacity
do ....
Vital
capacity ....................... do...
Residual volume ...................... do.
do....- . Maximum breathing
do .... - Maximum
breathing capacity ......... do..
Nitrogen clearance equivalent ...............
Final 02
02 uptake during exercise ..............

175.5
175.3
73.4
1.9
63.9
168. 6
168.8
41.3
4.917
6.82
3.22
5.49
549
1.32
179. 55
179.
11.1
2.41

Rango
Range

167-180
167-180
60.9-7. 11
60.9-87.
1.7-2.06
1.7-2.06
54.6-71.1
34.6-71,1
142-204
36.3-47.2
3.33-6.91
3334.91
5.36-8.19
5.36-8. 19
2.25-4.23
4.35-6.91
0.83-2.00
0.83-2.66
149-247
149-247
9.3-13
1.
90-2.84
1.90-2.84

Male astronauts
astronauts
selected (7)
(7)
Median
176.9
75.3
75.3
1.927
1.927
66.81
175.4
41.47
5.404
5.404
7.016
3.410
5.537
1.479
191.4
10.
93
10.93
2.603

Range
Range

Female
candi-

date (1),
(1),

unit
unit
value

170-180
171
170480
171
69.8-87.1
53
6G.
8-87.1
35
1.81-2.06
1.61
1.81
59.0-71.1
59.0-71.1 .....
167-199
94.6
94.6
37.
0-44.6
27.8
37.0-44.6
27.8
4.35-.
91
3.31
4.35-6.91
3.31
6.34-8.02
5.23
6.34-8.02
2.
96-4.23
2.62
2.96-4.23
5.11-6.02
3.95
5. 114.02
1.13-2.00
1.28
1.13-2.00
1,28
156-247
142
142
9.20-12.0
!1
11
2.07-2.84
1.71
2.07-284

..........

Laboratory
Laboratory tests

Test

Male astronaut
astronaut
candidates (31)
candIdates
(31)
Median
Median

lIgb.-gm/100
lIgb.-gm/i00 ml --------------------------Leucocytes
Leuooeytes ..................................
Sed rate-mmfhr
rate--mm/hr ............................
Cholesterol-mg/100
Cholcsterol-mg/l00 ml --------------------NA
mEg/i ................................
NA in mEg/I
K in
In mEg/i -------------------------------CI in mEg/i
mEg/ .................................
Clin
COs
CO, in mEg/l
mEgJl -----------------------------Blood sugar, aatmg-mg/l00
astmg-mg/100 ml..............
PBI-mg/100 ml .............................
PRI-ing/i00
BSP-percent
45 rin
min .....................
58F-percent in 43
17 KOS-mg24
KGS-mgf24 hr's
hrs ..........................
17
17 KS-mg/24 hr's
hrs ............................
17

15.97
1597
8,136
136
8,
5.03
3.03
225.20
142.20
4.57
104.98
26.08
26.08
101.70
5.84
3.23
19.07
19.0?
13.69

Range
Rango
14.5-17.9
4,700-15,250
4,700-13.250
0-32
160-320
130-320
139-146
3.4-5.5
3.4-5.8
102.5-110
102.3-110
21.8-29.8
21.8-29.8
84-112
4.2-10.35
4.2-10.33
0-6.7
0-6. 7
8.8-29
8-22.6
8-22.6

Male
Male astronauts
astronauts
selected
(7)
selected (7)
Median
15.59
1559
7,736
736
7,
3.9
237.6
142.6
4.69
4.89
105.40
103. 40
26.01
100.3
100.3
5.47
2.69
18.33
13.26

Range
Range
14.5-16.2
5,000-10,000
5.000-10,000
2-6
2-6
184-280
141-144
14 1-144
4-5.5
4-3.5
103. 1-108
103.1-108
23-29.8
23-29. 8
88-108
88-10$
4.9-6
1.5-4.3
11.1-23
11. 1-23
9.9-17.5
9.9-17.5

Female
Female
astronaut
astronaut
candicandi.
(1)
date (1)
Unit
Unit
value
13.4
13.4
8,150
17
17
246
246
133
133
44
106.8
106.8
27
88
4.
4.77
2.7
2.7
611
7
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FINAL
FINA!.. REPORT
FRoSt THE
ON THE
REP0Wr FROM
Lovnicn FOUNDATION
}'OUr DATION ON
WOMAN To UNDERGO
mn LOVELACE
TIlE FIRST WOMAN
UNDERGO
THr
TESTS
THR ASTRONAUT
ASTRONAUT SELETION
SELErION Tnsm

TIlE
Tim LOVELACr6
LOVELACE FOUNDATION
FOUNDATION FOR
MEDICAL EDUCATION AND
AND RESEARCH,
RESEARCH,
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT or
OF AEROSPACE
AEROSPACE MEDICINE,
MEDICXNE,

Album querque, N.
N. Mex., July
Albuquerque,
July 21, 1960.
The following is the summary of the positive clinical findings in
in the case
case of
Miss Jerrie Cobb, age 28, never married, born March 5,
1961, Norman, Okla.,
5, 1961,
0km., 11
year college. Clinic No. 157-869.
Medical history
1. Mumps, age 25, no complica
complications
sequellae.
Uons or sequeliae.
2. T. &
& A. 1942 no complications
complications or seq
sequellae.
uellae.
3. Surgical closure laceration
laceration right ankle, age 5,
5, no complications
complications or sequellae.
Family history
Mother age, 56, living and well; father age 62, living and well; 1 sister, age 31,
31,
living
living and well.
Maternal grandfather, living and well, age 78; maternal grandmother, age 70,
Parkinson's disease
disease with complications; paternal grandfather, died
Parkinson's
died age 72;
paternal grandmother, living and in
in fair health, age 84.
Aviation history
Jet time. She has flown
She has had
had about 7,000 hours with about
about 5 hours of jet
flown
mostly
Has
mostly transport aircraft and has had 200 hours in the last 6 months. Ras
experience with fighter aircraft
had a good deal of ferry experience
aircraft to South America.
Has had no oversea service but
but has ferried aircraft to Europe and South
1956. Ra8
Has had about 10 hours at ambient pressures over
America from 1952 to 1950.
over
30,000
30,000 feet equivalent
equivalent and about 6,500
6,500 hours over 20,000 feet, 10 hours over 30,000
80,000
feet and 2 hours
hours over 40,000 feet. She has had no low pressure chamber or
or
decompression experience
experience but has had no symptoms at altitude. No
explosive decompression
accidents or injuries.
Physical
Phy8ical examination
examination
1. Height 07
67 inches,
temperature 98.4, blood pressure
pressure
Inches, weight 124 pounds, temperature
118/70 rIght,
right. 115/TO
115/70 left, pulse 66.
2. l'Ai
1% scar
6 cm. above right medial maleolus.
acarO
3. Feet are cool,
all major pulses
cool, moderate hyperhydrosis, slight cyanosis, but ali
are adequate.
adequate.
Cardiologyexaminat"on
Cardiology
examination
EKG, Phono cardiogram,
cardiogram, Vector cardiogram,
cardiogram, Ballisto
Ballisto cardiogram, Master
FKO,
Master
double 2 stelp-all within normnl
normal Limits.
limits.
Neturological
examination
Neurological çxamination
All
Ail reflexes are normal.
Electroencephalogram
Electroencephalogram showed
slioved slight Irregularity
irregularity after hypei
hypet ventilation
ventilation but
normal limits.
within miormal
Proctoscopic
l'roetoscopio examination
Inserted to 18 cm. normal.
(yn consulation
consulation
(iyu
pelvis in
menstrual history.
Normal pelvis
In all respects.
respects. No unusual menstrual
Laboratory
findings
Laboratory findings
Blood, blood
1)1xdt c'ieaistry,
throat cultures (II.
ciemistry, urine and
and 24 hour specimens, throat
(H.
Influenzae), gastric analysis
specimens were given
hifluenzae),
analysis are all within limits. Stool
Stool specimens
after barium and
and therefore inadequate. No other specimen could be obtained.
Ear,
Ear, nose,
iose, and throat
throat
No abnormalities
abnormalities noted, equilibration normal.
A
U( loloy
loloyy c'.rani
c.ra pi(ia
.4 tul
ma tion
No noteworthy
cps. frenoteworthy hearing
hearing losses except at the 4000, 6000 and 8000
8000 cpa.
quencies on the left
left where there is a hearing loss of
of around 60 db. Right is
Complete recruitment on left.
normal. Not considered significant.
significant. Coniplet

i

ste;all
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c.ra,ninat ion
fI,alnoiogy examination
OsItlbhthalnology
sanie left.
02/20
right with JI
Ji bilaterally same
4)/2() right

Ieft+ 25serx 170=20/20.
170-20/20.
ilefraction-right+75s--25cx100-20/20; left+25s-crx
1{efractionright+7s--25ex10020/20;
Not considcorrective exercises. Not
Slight weakness
convergenceadvised corrective
weakness of convergence--advised
ered significant.
Dental examination
Dc,itai
wisdont
Has 1 tooth needing repair. Has 12 teeth restored is repaired and all wisdom

i

teeth missing.
missing.

X-ray examination
aeninotion
X-ray
beAll X-rays
negative except for thickening of floor of left antrum, not beX-rays are negative
lieved significant at this time. No symptoms noted.
1Phtysiological exam
examination
¿nation
Physiologicaf
tolerance test she showed a normal circulatory
circulatory and ventilatory
In exercise tolerance
uptake per
per kilogram per
per
performance based on oxygen uptate
response.
resionse. Her overall performance
physical competence it;
bi good.
good.
Is good. Her physical
minute
minute and oxygen pulse is
Inpressions
Im yreRSiOnR

as
female to receive
receive the astronaut
astronaut type examination
examination as
Miss Cobb is the first female
She is a very highly
highly motivated, intelligent
intelligent
given at
at the Lovelace Foundation. She
anl stable adult female who created aa very good
throughout the
and
good impression throughout
clinic.
rapidly and well to the clinic situation.
clinic'. She adjusted rapidly
remarked about her pleasant
pleasant per.
perEveryone who came in contact with her remarked
sonality. She has a remarkable
remarkable negatl,e
sonality.
physical examination
examination
negatie history and her physical
available
was essentially
essentially normal. ItIt is considered that from all information avallabte
and tests
tests done here that she would qualify for special missions. As the result
results of her present exercise
of her exercise program since February 1960 the results
It is recommended
recommended that she proceed on
tests were
vere excellent. It
on to the Aeromedical
Laboratory for stress tests followed by a final evaluation based upon all available
Laboratory
test information.
Board:
For the
the Board:
A. H. SCHWICHTENÍ3ERO,
SCHWIClTE. ZNa, M.D.,
Head,
Department of
Aerospace Medicine,
Foundatio,,for MediMediIf
cad, Department
Medicine, Lovelace Foundation
of Aerospace
cal Education
Education and
and Research.
SCHEDULE
THE NAVY TEsTS
TESTS GIVEN
NAS
SCIIEDTJLE OF TIE
GIVEN TO MIss
Mrss COBB
Cosa ATr PENSACOLA
PENSACOÏ.A NAS

Itinerary
Cobb while at U.S.
itinerary for Miss
Jerrie Uobb
3iiss Jerrie
U.S. Naval School of
of Aviation Medicine
Date

Time
Timo

Place

Tests
Test.s
Electrocardlographs,
Electroeardiographs, electrocardiographs
electrocardtographs and oxygen consump.
consumption during graded exercise.
exercise. Phonocardiograph,
Phonocardlograph, and ballisto.
ballisto.
cardiograph.
cardiograph.
X-ray views of chest, complete hemogram,
fasting serum
Four X.ray
hernogram fe-sting
serum
cholesterol,
indix, afß
a/ Ulpocholesterol, protein bound iodine,
iodine, atherogenic
atherogentc inctx,
Upo
protein ratio.
ratio,
electroencephalograms with
with hyperventhation
hyperventihation and
and
Routine electroencephalograms
straboscopic
straboecopic stimulation.
exercise tests.
Complete exercise
test.
Tilt table test,
Hand dynamometry.
dynamonietry.
Otorhinolaryngology
Otorhinolaryngology evaluation.
evaluation.
Airborne electroenphaiogrsm.
electroencephalogram.
Airborne
Audlogram.
Lecture on basic low pressure
pressure chamber techniques.
techniques.
pressure suit run.
Full pressure
Psychologic
evaluation.
Psychologie testing and evaluation.
Caloric testing of threshold of vestibular function.
function.
Run on slow-rotation room.
Treadmill physical endurance test.
Pulmonary
maximum breathing
breathing capacity.
capacity.
Pulmonary velocity.volume
velocity.volurne study*
study' maximum
General
physical examination.
examination.
General medical history and physical
demonstration.
Counter rolling
rolling demonstration.
EEG
EEO with carotid sinus stimulation.
Preflight physical fitness testing, speed-agility testing,
testing, jump
Jump
reach,
reach, chin ups, endurance run, sit ups.
Neuropsychiatric evaluation.
evaluation.
Neuropsychiatrie
Ophthalmologic
Ophthalmologic evaluation.
evaluation.
Water
Dilbert dunker.
Vr
ator survival, filbert
Water survival techniques.
technique-s.
Ejection seat and airborne survival techniques.
techniques,

May
36
7day 15

0800

625B
62.5 B ................

16
16

0730

625D ................

0800

6.56 ................
655

1000
1000
1400
1400
1430
1500
1600
080O
0800
1100
'loo
1300
1400
0800
1300
1400
1500
1600
0800
0800
090
1300
1400
1030

625D ................
625B
625D ...........
626D

17
17

18
18
19
19
22
23

1300
1300
1430
0700
1200
1200
1415
1415

..........
625B.
62613
Ward
\Vard M,
M, U.S.N.H.
U.S.N.R.

6 .............
656
625A ...............
626A
LPC2 ..............
LPC2 ..............
16 ..................
16.
625D
626D ...............
Acceleration
Acceleration .......
625B ...............
62613
625D.............
62.513

Hangar
Hangar 74-------..
74
WardN .........
WardN
Ward N........
Training, Tank I.
I
Training, Tank I...- Acceleration-...
Acceleration
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SAMPLE RESULTS
PHYSICAL COMPETENCE TEST GIVEN
GIVEN AT PENSACOLA
RESULTS OF ONE PHYSICAL
TO ONE
To
}'EMAu ASTRONAUT
AsraoNAur CANDIDATE
CANDIDATE
OxE FEMALE

NAS
NAS

MAY 19, 1901.
1961.
TREADMILL
OF PHYSICAL
MUSCULAR WORK
TREADMILL TEST
PhYSIcAL. FITNESS
FiTNESS FOR HARD
HAIW MUSCULAR
TEsT or
Wonx ON .Mi1ss
Miss

JERRIE
JEtaIR M.
M. COBB
Conn

The subject was placed on a treadmill
treadmill at 3.5 m.p.h.
m.p.h. and
antI 8.6-percent
8.6-percent incline for 5
mounted the tread.
minutes. Then, following 5 minutes of
of rest while seated, she mounted
mill at 7.0
m.p.h. and 8.6-percent incline.
70 m.p.h.
She maintained her smooth running pace for 1 minute before evidence of
minute of less coordinated running followed. Total duration
fatigue. A second minute
to exhaustion: 140 seconds.
entire body response rather
Subjectively the limiting factor was an enUre
rather than either
pulmonary collapse.
a leg or pulmonary
collapse. Recovery was prompt.
in the "average"
"average" range by the
The calculated resulting score is
Is 44. This is In.
normal standards
age." However, this result, if
If anything
standards for "men of military age."
fallaciously low, because her pulse rate between 4 and 4.5 minutes had returned
is fallaciously
rate
to her usual resting rate of about 90 beats per minute. If her
her normal
normal heart rate
were slower, this test
test result might have been
been still better.
This test demonstrates an entirely
muscular work.
entirely adequate capacity for hard muscular
R. A. CARLETON.
CARLETON.
Marine Corps,
Lfeute
nant, Marine
Corps, U.S.
U.S. Naval Hospital.
Hospital.
Lieu tcnant,
SAMPLE SUMMARY
Avrsa PSYCHOLOGICAL,
SUMMARY OF ONE FEMALE ASTRONAUT CANDIDATE AFTER
I8YChIOWOICAL,
PSYCHIATRIC,
I'BYCUIATRXC, AND
AND ISOLATION
ISOLATION TESTING
SUMMARY
SUM
MARY

Subject: Jerrie'Cobb.
D.O.B. : March 5,
D.O.B.:
5, 1931.
Civil status: Single, never married.
Education: 1 year of college
college (Oklahoma).
(Oklahoma).
Religious affiliation: No formal affiliation,
affiliation, possesses strong
strong personal sense of
(Protestant).
religious affiliation (Protestant).
Occupation: Professional
Professional pilot and aeronautic
Occupation:
aeronautic sales executive.
Purpose of study: Miss Cobb's purpose: To subject herself to those tests proproposed by NASA
NASA and other authorities in
American
in order to qualify
qualify as the first American
intensely serious in pursuit
pursuit
woman astronaut. She is very highly motivated and Intensely
of this goal.
Our purpose: To extend the range of
information recorded
of subjects studied and Information
and analyzed from persons undergoing profound experimental sensory isolation
and solitude.
interview: A feminine-appearing
blonde woman wearing aa
Clinical interview:
feminine-appearing slender bionde
Ipnytail hairdo,
hairdo, who walks
ponytail
walks and moves with the grace of an athlete, and establishes immediate
immediate warni
warm and friendly rapport but volunteers
volunteers minimal information.
lislies
She is alert
alert and her answers are
are goal-directed
circuingoal-directed and pertinent without circumstantiality. Actually she tends to be laconic in
in replies. One is struck by her
economy
economy of both words and motion, her low level of manifest anxiety, her calm
and unfailingly
unfailingly pleasant personality. The picture of her personality which
emerges in
interview is that
"average" person who Is
is
In an Interview
that of a very wel-adjusted
well-adjusted "average"
exceptionally well-endowed
well-endowed in the area of psychomotor skills and coordination,
and Is
anti
is blessed with excellent health. She has shown unusual single-mindedness
single-mlndetliiess
of purpose In
in pursuing a career in
In aeronautics as
as a pilot with consistently effective
performances. In many hazardous situations, in
In a hazardous
performances.
hazardous occupation, she
than accihas had a superb safety record and would appear to be success, rather thaii
accident
she gets on
(lent or error-prone
errorprone in pilot judgments. It
It would appear also that she
very well with other
of both sexes
sexes and all ages. Her basic drives appear
appear
other persons
persons of
unusually highly sublimated into her occupational activity with a minimum
minimum
to be unusually
of tension and frustration
frustration evident. Clinical impression
impression is that
that of a healthy
functioning, action-oriented
personality with the structural configuration
configuration of the
action-oriented personality
uncomplicated, normal hysterical type.
uncomplicated,
Past medical history:
Remarkably negative.
l'ast
history: Remarkably
Physical
Physical and laboratory data:
All within
data : All
within normal
normnl limits (see
(see Lovelace Clinic
Report).
Report).
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Clinical
Clinical E.E.O.: Normal awake and asleep with predominant
predominant 9-10/sec.
9IO/sec. activity.
activity.
Psychological
Psychological test evaluation: Wechsler adult
adult intelligence
intelligence scale,
scale, Rorschach,
(the Minnetlrtiv-a-persOfl,
draw-a-person, sentence completion, and personality
self-inventory (the
personality self-inventory
multiphasic
asic personality inventory) were administered.
sota multiph
administered.
Results show high comprehension
comprehension and high psychomotor
Results
psychomotor coordination in an ininin the lower half of the bright
who scores in
bright normal range of general verbal
dividual who
and
and performance
performance intelligence.
.Minimal Intra-personal
intra-personal anxiety and conflict;
introspective tentenMinimal
conflict; with minimal Introspective
in a highly conforming, moral, and conventional person with very effective
effective
dencies lu
sublimitations of basic drives. More a "doer" than n
a creative thinker.
subliniitations
Isolation performance:
performance: Reveals exceptionally effective psychophysiopsychophystoSensory isolation
logical functioning
isolation. Far exceeds
exceeds
functioning and excellent adjustment to sensory Isolation.
in tolerance for sensory isolation, with limitatIons
limitations of
of
any other female yet tested In
water
Emotional reaction:
reaction: calui
calm and positive. No
vater activity. Eniotional
No complaints, aa high
degree of pleasurable feelings
feelings experienced
experienced and very well tolerated.
tolerated. Minimal perceptual stimuli clearly and realistically
realistically perceived with no evidence of a tendency
tendency
ceptual
to project In
in any sensory sphere and no
depersonalization fragmentano evidence of depersonalization
fragmnentation of the ego,
ego, soinatization
somatization of anxiety,
body-image integrity,
despite
tian
anxiety, nor loss of body-image
Integrity, despite
the usual marked deviation in
in estimation of elapsed time. Somewhat constricted
in indices of ideational
ideational content
Exposure to sensory deprivation
content and reporting. Exposure
self-terminated
hours, 40 mInutes,
minutes, without evidence that any absolute
elt-terrninated after O9 hours
limit of tolerance
been reached. Maximum tolerance
tolerance had been
tolerance for all other female
Physiological adaptation: Cardiovascular,
subjects tested so far: under O6 hours. Physiological
Cardiovascular,
body-temperature values shifted in
respiratory, and body-temperature
in
in the expected direction and
and in
the usual
usual degree (e.g. pulse dropped
isolation to 52/min.
dropped from 84/min. before
before isolation
52/min.
afterward) etc.
afterward)
FINAL IMPRESSION

through psychiatric
Based on the above partial assessment
assessment through
psychiatrie and psychological
psychological
techniques and augmented
augmented by a special test
test under
under conditions of profound experiexpert.
mental sensory isolation,
nuental
Isolation, itit is our opinion that Miss Jerrie Cobb not only possesses
possesses
no significant liabilities, but also possesses several
several exceptional,
exceptional, if
If not unique,
ok.special missions in astronautics, viewed
qualities and capabilities for serving ofljpeelal
viewed
from
makeup and functioning. Among these
troni the standpoint of her personality makeup
acceptance of direction or a ready assumption of
as
are: A ready acceptance
of responsibility, as
circumstances dictate. An exceptional ability to remain passive and relaxed
circumstances
relaxed
when action is unavailable
unavailable or unwise. An unusually
unusually smooth
Integration of
smooth integration
of
iychophys1ologtcal
lpsyehophysiologLcal functioning, a stable ego, and a strong, healthy motivation.
Her pleasant personality would lend itself as well to nonsolitary missions.
I believe she has very much to
to recommend
recommend her for selection
selection as an astronaut
astronaut
candidate.
JAY T. Snuni.n,
SnUEIY, M.D.,

f

Profes8or
Pro
eaor of Psychfatry.
P8ych(atry.

APPENDIX
APrENDIZ II
II
SUPPLEMENTARY
STATEMENT,
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEM
ENT, 'MISS
Miss JACQUELINE
JACQUELiNE COCIIAN
COChRAN

To avoid any
any possible
possible confusion In the
the minds
minds of
of the
the committee
of
committee as
as to some of
the facts, II would
would like
like by
by way of
of summary to state
state the
the following:
following:
First:
now and
First: There
There is
Is not
date has
not now
and to
not been
to date
has not
been any
any women
women in
in space
space or women astronaut program.
Second: No woman to
to date has
has passed
passed 'Mercury
Mercury astronaut
astronaut tests.
tests. I have
hare the
the
word
word of Dr.
Dr. Lovelace
Lovelace on that.
The tests
that. The
tests at
at Albuquerque
Albuquerque were
were preliminary
preliminary
tests. They
They did not qualify any person as an astronaut or
medical tests.
or astronaut
astronaut
necessary to
to
candidate. Many series of subsequent checks and tests would be necessary
do this.
NASA has never approved
approved any astronaut program for women or
or
Third: The NASA
candidates for such a role.
designated any candidate
candidate or candidates
Fourth: What the Navy's aerospace
laboratory at
Fourth:
aerospace laboratory
at Pensacola
Pensacola planned
planned to
to do
do
with
with the
the women
women who
who passed the medicals
medicals at
at Albuquerque
Albuquerque was in
in the nature of
It might possibly have led
led
further research to that conducted at Albuquerque. It
to eliminations and further checks of the remainder and thus might have served
as
program. It
as aa nucleus
nucleus for
for a women's
women's astronaut
astronaut program.
It was arranged
arranged by some of the
NASA, so far
it. It
It was called
far as I know, had nothing
nothing to do
doctors. The NASA,
do with it,.
off
because the
the Navy authorities
authorities thought that the work and expense should not
not
off because
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NASA could not say
NASA said there was need. The NASA
be involved
involved unless
unless the NASA
there was need and therefore
therefore did not say
say so.
corn.
Albuquerque decided they wanted to make aa com.
Fi'th: When the doctors at Albuquerque
FLth:
down for comparison beside the
the check
cheek of women to
to lay down
parative medical check
of the male candidates who had passed through that institution, they wanted aa
orJust not one, two, or three. They asked the 99 Club, which is an orgroup, and just
ganization of women pilots, to dig up a number of candidates. Only one, Miss
ganization
anyindicative of much of anycheck of one was not indicative
up. Because a cheek
Cobb, showed up.
contacted me. The result was 20 candidates.
Dr. Lovelace
Lovelace subsequently contacted
thing, Dr.
Invitation
expressed willingness to take the tests on the first invitation
Several who
who had expressed
important
lived at quite a distance from Albuquerque and travel and living were important
It was
items for most of them. It
financed these Items
items.
ttew. That's why I personally financed
re-.
test-s on the first candidate that gained approval for reresults of the tests
not the results
Important from the start.
was considered important
search on the others. A group was
women who passed the medical
a. spokesman
spokesman for the 12 women
Sixth: I am not
not here as aIn this
authority from any of them in
received authority
havv neither sought nor received
tests. II havc
prepared statestateexpressed in my prepared
respect. But they know my general views as expressed
Therefore, II
views. Therefore,
them have
have told me they approve of such views
ment and some of them
or
appointed or
question that any person who expresses contrary views has been appointed
(luestlon
condrafted as a spokesman for the 11 not present at these hearings. In this connection, I hand the committee copy of a letter I wrote to Miss Cobb under date
copy of which went to all the 12 persons who passed the
23, 1962, a copy
of March
March 23,
medical tests. I also hand the committee copy of a letter received from Miss
Kana., dated June 11, 1902. These are selfGene Nora Stumbough of Wichita, Kans.,
(lene
go into the
concerned go
and for your files and need not so far as I am concerned
explanatory and
explanatory
transcript of testimony.
publicity that seemed to give too much
Seventh: There had been considerable publicity
earlier of these medical tests of women. Because they were
importance to the earlier
Importance
NASA and publicpublic.
of a research nature without any support or authorization by NASA
Loveit was thought wise by Dr. Loveharmful to further work, It
ity could have been harmful
publielty.
20 candIdates
tests not to engage in any publicity.
candidates for tehts
lace to pledge the 20
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